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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Consider a verb expressing a relation between two arguments as in (1):
(1)

Mary washed the cat.

In such cases, typically the subject and the object bear different semantic roles, in
(1) agent and patient (or theme) respectively. It is easily seen that as a limiting case
such verbs can also be used to express a reflexive relation. If so, the two semantic
roles are borne by one argument, as for instance in Mary washed. This can, then,
serve as the core definition of reflexivity: a predicate is reflexive if two of the
semantic roles it assigns are borne by one of its arguments. When looking at the way
in which languages represent reflexive relations what is striking is that as a rule one
cannot use a regular pronoun such as in Mary washed her to describe this kind of
identity relation.
(2)

a.

b.

c.

1

nhawu nhayi-y nhinha
3sgS see-past 3sgO1
ÔHe saw him.Õ
Ô*He saw himself.Õ
(Austin 1981)
Jan wast
hem
Jan washes him
ÔJohn washes him.Õ
Ô*John washes (himself).Õ
(Reinhart & Reuland 1993)
Ij!ni mr"
r!-"yen
John see.PST AM-him
ÔJohn saw him.Õ
Ô*John saw himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)

[Diyari, Papa-Nyungan]2

[Dutch]

[Urhobo, Niger-Congo]

In this dissertation I will provide the original glossing as given in the cited source. Please
find a list of abbreviatons in the beginning of this book.
2
If a language does not belong to the group of Indo-European languages, I will also mention
its respective language family. With certain exceptions I will mention the language family
within the Indo-European group.

2
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d.

e.

f.

hari avananna hogaLidanu
Hari him
praised
ÔHari praised him.Õ
Ô*Hari praised himself.Õ
(Amritavalli 1999)

[Kannada, Dravidian]

raamani awane sneehikunnu
Raman him
loves
ÔRaman loves him.Õ
Ô*Raman loves himself.Õ
(Jayaseelan 1997)

[Malayalam, Dravidian]

* M“-’m’ mi
I-kill
me
ÔI kill myself.Õ
(Pasch 2011)

[Zande, Niger-Congo]

Cross-linguistically we find that reflexive predicates employ some special marking
(Faltz 1977, Genusiene 1987, Reinhart & Reuland 1993, Lust et al. 2000, Schladt
2000, Moyse-Faurie 2008, and Heine & Miyashita 2008), but that languages vary in
the way they mark reflexivization. Some languages use a particular affix on the
verb, see (3a), others use a simple anaphor, (3b), others use a complex anaphor that
consists of two elements (3c), and again others require a combination of an affix as
in (3a) and a simple anaphor as in (3b), see (3d). Moreover, one can find languages
with a reduplication of the simple anaphor or pronominal, (3e), or languages that
mark reflexivization by embedding the pronoun in a PP, (3f).
(3)

a.

b.

c.

d.

#ani muduwa-tadi-yi
1sgS scratch-REFL-PRES
ÔI scratch myself. Ô
(Austin 1981)
Jan wast
zich
Jan washes SE
ÔJohn washes.Õ
(Reuland 2011)
Ij!ni mr"
oma-r!-"yen
John see.PST body-AM-him
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)

[Diyari, Pama-Nyungan]

[Dutch]

[Urhobo, Niger-Congo]

hari tann-annu hogaL-i-koND-a
Hari self-ACC praise-PP-REFL.PST-3SM
ÔHari praised himself.Õ
(Lidz 1995)
[Kannada, Dravidian]
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e.

f.

raamani tan-nei *(tanne) sneehikunnu
Raman self-acc self
loves
ÔRaman loves him*(self).Õ
(Jayaseelan 1997)
M“-’m’ t’-r#
I-kill
on-me
ÔI kill myself.Õ
(Tucker & Bryan 1966)

3

[Malayalam, Dravidian]

[Zande, Niger-Congo]

What the ungrammaticality of regular pronouns as the object of a reflexive predicate
in (2a-f) and the grammaticality of dedicated reflexive-marking expressions in (3a-f)
shows is that a reflexive construction needs to be licensed by using a specific verbal
or pronominal form. This chapter will show why licensing is needed, in what ways it
can be established and what other implications the various reflexivization strategies
have. In this thesis I will be concerned with the licensing of reflexivity by the
reflexive-marking strategies such as found in (3c-f). I will show whether the
theoretical assumptions laid out in this chapter can be maintained and refined when
investigating whether and how licensing of reflexivity is achieved crosslinguistically.
What we find is that in many languages where the anaphor marks reflexivity
(3c-3f), it also enforces it. Consider example (4a) and (4b) in English. The complex
anaphor himself/herself has to license reflexivity of the predicate. But its effect
doesnÕt stop there. The resulting predicate not only may be reflexive, but has to be
interpreted as reflexive, that is, its arguments must be covalued. However, a
reflexive interpretation of (4b) is impossible without creating a gender mismatch. If
enforcing of reflexivity would not be required with anaphors in English, (4b) should
be grammatical in a reading with herself receiving a discourse interpretation as some
female individual.
(4)

a.

John likes himself.

b.

*John likes herself.

Of course, the ungrammaticality of (4b) is standardly captured by Condition A of
the canonical binding theory (roughly, an anaphor is bound in its local domain,
Chomsky (1981)). However, the real question is why something like Condition A
would hold and whether there are languages where it does not hold. This question
will be the subject of this dissertation, together with the question of the crosslinguistic prevalence of enforcing in relation to licensing. Conceptually, licensing
and enforcing are distinct. The question is then to what extent they always go handin-hand, cross-linguistically as well as in the respective syntactic environments.
A discussion of licensing cannot proceed without addressing the question of
whether there could indeed be languages that have no strategy to license reflexivity
at all. The literature contains some reports about such languages, for instance Fijian
(Dixon 1988), as illustrated in (5) where the pronoun Ôea allows for a reflexive
interpretation:

4
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(5)

sa
vaÕa-.doduna-.taÕini Õea
o
Mika
ASP correct
3sg+Obj Art Mike
ÔMike corrected himself.Õ
ÔMike corrected him.Õ
(Dixon 1988)
[Fijian, Austronesian]

(5) suggests at first sight that a reflexive predicate does not need licensing in such
languages. A fundamental hypothesis in this thesis is that grammatical processes,
such as reflexive-marking, are universal and that variation is due to language
specific variation in the functional structure, especially the featural composition of
pronominals and the syntactic processes these pronominals are engaged in, e.g. casemarking or subject-verb-agreement. Examples as in (5) provide an interesting puzzle
with the potential to falsify this hypothesis. The possibility of locally bound
pronouns has been used to argue against any binding theory as part of the UG in
general (Evans & Levinson 2009). We will take a closer look at these languages in
chapter 5 and 6 to see whether there are indeed no reflexive strategies involved in
such examples.
In a nutshell, the main goal of this thesis is to analyse reflexivization, its
reasons and effects, by covering cross-linguistic data and by taking into account the
variation we find on a macro- and micro-level. To be more precise, throughout this
dissertation I will investigate:
(i) whether we find indeed some special marking for reflexivity, i.e. licensing
of reflexivity, across languages.
(ii) whether there are complex reflexives that do not have to be locally bound.
(iii) whether locally bound pronouns provide indeed an argument against a
requirement of universal reflexive-marking.
In order to provide an answer for these issues I will present a case study on African
languages that supports the idea that licensing is required and that complex anaphors
enforce reflexivity. However, we will see when investigating the appropriate
syntactic environments (e.g. long distance readings) that there are languages that
employ a complex anaphor that doesnÕt reflexive-mark the predicate and hence
doesnÕt need a local antecedent. An analysis of such non-enforcing anaphors will
show that their non-enforcing nature is related to their internal structure and the
features and properties of the elements contained in the anaphor. Finally, we will
show by two small case studies that some licensing strategy is present even in cases
where prima facie no special marking can be found.

1.1 Theoretical perspective
1.1.1 CBT
One of the major aims within binding theory over the last decades has been to
investigate the constraints on anaphoric dependencies. An initial version of the
binding theory was presented in Chomsky (1981, henceforth referred to as the
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Canonical Binding Theory, in short CBT). The following three conditions capture
the constraints on binding:
(6)

(A) An anaphor is bound in its local domain.
(B) A pronominal is free in its local domain.
(C) An R-expression is free.
Free means not bound.

As (6) shows, Condition A indicates that anaphors do not allow a binder that is
outside of the local domain (i.e. approximately the minimal clause3) whilst
Condition B states the impossibility of locally bound pronouns. Consequently,
anaphors and bound pronouns are in complementary distribution according to the
CBT.
Even though it was a very successful approach, a range of counterexamples
and theoretical problems arose. For reasons of space I will only name a few:
Chomsky (1981) makes use of indices to indicate anaphoric dependencies in
his definition of binding:
(7)

a binds b iff a and b are coindexed and a c-commands b

Hence, the index needs to be part of the syntactic structure and is semantically
interpreted. This use of indices has been criticized by Reinhart (1983 and subsequent
work) who argues that the assignment of a value is determined by the interpretive
component. When the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995 and subsequent work)
was introduced, it was proposed that the computational system of human language
only has access to a purely morpholexical vocabulary. Pairing form and
interpretation needs to meet the Inclusiveness Condition, stated in (8), and
accordingly indices as part of the syntax are not allowed.
(8)

Any structure formed by the computation is constituted of elements already
present in the lexical items selected for N, no new objects are added in the
course of the computation apart from the rearrangement of lexical properties.
(Chomsky 1995: 228).

Another problematic issue for the CBT are anaphors that are not well behaved
according to the conditions in (6) above. In (9a) the anaphor is not bound within its
local domain but by the subject of the matrix clause. (9b) shows that 1st and 2nd
person anaphors indeed can ÒsurviveÓ without a linguistic antecedent. Also,
empirically the complementarity of bound pronouns and anaphors as proposed by
the binding conditions of the CBT does not hold. In (9c) one can either use an
anaphor or a pronoun in the PP as already noted in Chomsky (1981).
3

To be more precise on the definition of the local domain, ChomskyÕs (1981) definition of
governing category will be sufficient for the discussion in this thesis:
$ is the governing category for % iff $ is the minimal category containing %, a
governor of %, and a SUBJECT accessible to %

6
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(9)

a.
b.
c

John was hoping that Mary would support no one but herself.
Physicists like yourself are a godsend.
(Ross 1970)
John saw a snake next to him/himself.

Cross-linguistically one can find further issues that cannot be resolved by using the
binding conditions as stated in the CBT (Chomsky 1981). On the one hand we find
Germanic languages with two kinds of anaphors - a simple and a complex one Ð
with constraints on their distribution. This is illustrated by Dutch in (10), where zich
can be used with a certain range of verbs, namely agent theme verbs, but with other
verbs zichzelf is needed.
(10)

a.

Jan waste
zich
John washed SE
ÔJohn washed.Õ

b.

Jan haatte zich*(zelf)
John hated SE (SELF)
ÔJohn hated himself.Õ
(Everaert 1986)

[Dutch]

On the other hand we find languages that actually do allow locally bound pronouns.
Frisian in (11) is a well studied example (see Everaert 1986, Reinhart & Reuland
1993) and shows that the pronoun him, similar to Dutch zich, is only allowed with a
certain range of verbs:
(11)

a.

Willemi wasket himi
William washes him
ÔWilliam washes.Õ

b.

* Willemi bewžnderet himi
William admires
him
ÔWilliam admires himself.Õ
(Reinhart & Reuland 1993)

[Frisian]

(10) and (11) find no explanation in the canonical approach. We can conclude that
although the CBT is a good start, it is in need of some revision. In order to be able to
provide an explanation of the cross-linguistic variation that we find, as was
presented above for instance in (5), (10) and (11), one needs a framework which is
simple enough to allow for language specific variation and to cover differently
complex anaphoric systems. The Minimalist Program with its conceptual parsimony
and its idea of an intrinsically very simple syntactic structure allows us to address
the necessary questions.
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1.1.2 Minimalist ingredients
The idea of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995 and subsequent work) is to
make as few stipulations as possible to describe linguistic phenomena and
eventually the computational system of human language (in short CHL). The
syntactic system is seen as intrinsically very simple, as only those operations,
elements and processes are taken as core ingredients that are absolutely necessary.
Chomsky (2005, 2008) reduces CHL to two operations, Merge and Agree. The
combination of Merge and Agree results in an operation Move:
(12)

a.

b.

c.

Merge is the operation that builds syntactic structure bottom-up. It
combines two expressions into one new constituent, where one of the
two expressions is specified as the head and thus determines its label.
Merge is the core of the derivational system.
Agree is concerned with checking and feature sharing of two
expressions. Features include person, number, gender (the three
together are known as !-features) and category.
Move consists of Merge and Agree. Internal Merge takes an already
merged element (a goal) attracted by a higher-up element (a probe) and
re-merges it at this higher point in the derivation. After being remerged
agreement between the probe and goal is established.

These operations are considered optimal in their task of producing linguistic
expressions in the sense that they must satisfy some general considerations of
simplicity, referred to as Economy Principles. Throughout the development of
Minimalism, Principles of Economy have played an important role, for instance
formulated in terms of Òfewest stepsÓ, Òlast resortÓ, Òleast effortÓ being relevant in
syntactic derivations (see Chomsky 1995). When building derivations, there are
ways to resolve ambiguous structures by comparing the different derivations and
selecting the most economical of all derivations:
(13)

ÒNotice that this approach tends to eliminate the possibility of optionality in
derivation. Choice points will be allowable only if the resulting derivations
are all minimal in costÕÕ (Chomsky 1995: 146) and ÔÔeconomy
considerations select among convergent derivationsÓ (Chomsky 1995: 348).

The basic idea of the analysis put forward in this dissertation is to use a minimal set
of tools to describe the anaphoric systems of various languages, in line with Reuland
(2001, 2011), where the explanation of binding is implemented in the Minimalist
Program (Chomsky 1995 and subsequent work) as described above. The encoding
of dependencies is reduced to those grammatical mechanisms that have been
independently shown to be necessary in natural language and to fundamental
properties of such processes, e.g. locality. Also, in this thesis the cross-linguistic
data and variation shall be captured by only a few independent mechanisms.
The Minimalist operations, especially Agree and Move, serve as a good
starting point for my study of the licensing strategies of reflexivity. In chapter 2 we
will see that the locality requirement most anaphors show can be reduced to covert
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movement of one of their subparts, namely a cognate of the element SELF. The
encoding of dependencies is regulated by Agree and the chain formed on the basis
of agreement relations between the anaphor, the predicate and the antecedent. More
on the chain condition and its implications will be discussed in chapter 5 and 6.

1.2 Why do we need anaphors and licensing?
The major questions for reflexivity are: Why do languages require a special marking
for reflexivity? Why do particular expressions have to be bound (roughly: are
"anaphors"), and why must certain of these anaphoric expressions be locally bound?
Different answers have been provided so far in terms of pragmatics and
semantics of the verb:
Firstly, a sentence like He likes him could, if no particular reflexive strategies
would exist, always lead to two possible interpretations, one being reflexive and one
with a disjoint reading. This has lead to the idea that avoidance of ambiguity (Grice
1975) provides an explanation of why a locally bound pronoun is ungrammatical.
ÒOne should not make a weaker statement rather than a stronger one unless there is a
good reason for so doingÓ (Grice 1961: 32). In such an account it is argued that for
instance in English you have the option of choosing for the pronoun him or the
anaphor himself for exactly this reason, but no answer is given why there would be
an anaphor like himself with the properties it has. Consider an example as John
thinks that he is smart that doesnÕt ask for any special marking to interpret he in the
embedded clause. It could either be John or somebody else and the context will help
in finding the correct interpretation. Since ambiguity can be found elsewhere, we
can conclude that the avoidance of it cannot be the driving force behind the
necessity of reflexive-marking.
Secondly, He kicks himself requires an anaphor as Òthe arguments of a
predicate are intended to be disjoint, unless marked otherwiseÓ (Farmer & Harnish
1987: 557). Farmer & Harnish (1987) derive condition B from pragmatic principles
that build on their observation that pronouns cannot be locally bound. They do not
provide any answer to the question why this could not be the case.
Thirdly, following up on Farmer & HarnishÕs observation, Levinson (2000)
answers the question why locally bound pronouns are avoided by a requirement for
marking of non-prototypicality of actions. Levinson (2000) argues that Òa
prototypical action - what is described by the prototypical transitive clause - is one
agent acting upon some entity distinct from itselfÓ. However, the verbs we find to be
most resistant to intrinsic reflexivization are verbs such as hate or admire that donÕt
denote actions at all.
Fourthly, Kšnig & Siemund (2000) distinguish between self-directed (e.g.
wash) and other-directed verbs (e.g. kick) assigning them different reflexive
strategies. While self-directed verbs ask for a less complex strategy (e.g. He washes
or the equivalent in Dutch Jan waste zich), other-directed verbs ask for a more
complex reflexive-marking, a self-anaphor as in John hates himself or Jan haatte
zichzelf. Hence, Kšnig & Siemund (2000) answer the questions above by assuming
a deviation in behavior for verbs conventionally directed at others. But when
comparing Dutch Jan verdedigt zich with the respective English counterpart John
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defends himself we see that they use different strategies. This demonstrates that
categorizing verbs on the basis of other-directedness and self-directedness is not
uniformly reflected in the forms selected, and would need independent motivation,
which appears to be lacking. Consider for instance Dutch ontwapenen ÔdisarmÕ and
branden ÔburnÕ which are not actions that one would expect to be self-directed, but
still they are used with the simple anaphor zich. These strategies can vary across
languages and thus the anaphor cannot be reflecting a pragmatic universal.
Yet another, similar to the latter, semantic approach is presented by Bergeton
(2004). He proposes to categorize verbs into reflexive, antireflexive and neutral. A
reflexive verb requires a simple anaphor, an antireflexive verb a complex anaphor
and neutral verbs can take either a simple or a complex anaphor. As noted above,
this is hard to argue cross-linguistically as lexical items may vary. Especially a
specific class of neutral verbs, including e.g. cut and burn, seems unmotivated and
difficult to find support for across languages. Moreover, he classifies verbs such as
hate and admire as hidden neutral, which makes his approach circular. Again, this
approach does not provide an answer why a special element is need for expressing
reflexivity.
What we can see is that pragmatics and semantics cannot be all. Grammatical
means have to be involved in the need for licensing reflexivity. In order to see why
reflexivity is special in this respect, let us first provide a definition of binding and
how it represents reflexivity.
(14)

Definition of A-binding
! A-binds " iff ! is the sister of a #-predicate whose operator binds "
(Reinhart (2006)

Given that pronouns are interpreted as variables at the interface we receive a
representation John !x (x loves xÕs mother) for Johni loves hisi mother. From this
pespective, then, a predicate is reflexive if two of its arguments are bound by the
same lambda operator, which entails identifcation of the variables involved.
We will see when looking at cross-linguistical data in chapters 2-6, that
establishing of interpretive dependencies is indeed a grammatical process. In line
with Reuland (2011), my starting point is that our computational system has a
fundamental problem with handling identicals, unless the environment allows them
to be distinguished as different occurrences in the sense of (Chomsky 1995). This is
a consequence of the inability to distinguish indistinguishables (IDI) (Reuland 2008,
2011). Translating a construction DP V pronoun at the C-I interface involves the
following 3 steps in (15) which illustrates that due to the IDI the computational
system cannot read them as two objects:
(15) [VP x [V' V x ]] ! ([VP V "x x" ])4 ! *[VP V x]

4

This step is put in brackets since it is virtual. It represents the step that would have obtained
if due to IDI the two tokens of x had not collapsed.
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Thus, what makes reflexivity special is the need to avoid two identical
variables on the verbal grid, in line with Reuland (2008, 2011). But is it really only
specific for language? In fact, there is no reason to assume that the IDI only holds
for linguistic expressions. It seems that it is a general property of computational
systems that they cannot distinguish different tokens of an expression as long as they
do not qualify as different occurrences (Reuland 2011).
Note, that it is well-known that the grammatical system has trouble handling
occurrences of identicals in a local domain. This is reflected in the Obligatory
Contour Principle of phonology (Leben 1973), the distinctness condition on
linearization (Richards 2002) and the anti-locality condition on movement (Abels
2003). In general we can only keep track of different occurrences of identical
objects if they occur in a space with sufficient structure to keep them apart. Note,
that this is a general truth, not specific to grammar. Trivially, in a space without
order the expression x x cannot be distinguished from the expression x. The question
is, then, what implications this has for the linguistic computational system.
The effects of the IDI become visible when looking at reflexive expressions
with a locally bound pronoun. This Brute Force Reflexivization (BFR) (Reuland
(2008), see example (2) and example (16a), is prohibited by the IDI. In (16c) you
can see that an input like in (16b) would result in an interpretation with two identical
variables.
(16)

a. Johni likes himi.
b. DP Pred pronoun
c. DP &x (Pred x x)

The claim is that to avoid BFR languages employ just a limited set of strategies to
license reflexivity. Logically, one may conceive of three strategies to avoid the
effects of IDI. One is to make sure that the two roles are assigned to one argument in
a way that bypasses the problem posed by the transitive structure. That is the two
roles should land on the one argument directly. The other strategy is to employ a
structure that enables the system to keep the two occurrences distinct. A third
strategy is to guarantee that the two arguments are interpretively dependent without
a full identification. I will now discuss these strategies in turn.
1.2.1 Valence reduction
The theta-criterion states that all thematic roles must be assigned to an argument in
the course of the derivation. Compare a relation Mary washes George, where we
have two thematic roles, an agent and a patient, to its reflexive relation Mary
washes. In the latter the internal argument and at the same time the accusative case
have been eliminated but both thematic roles are still available. In order to prevent
the derivation from crashing we need a possibility to assign the remaining internal 'role to Mary as well. Note that this yields exactly the intended interpretation with
Mary being agent and patient of the predicate.
Adopting Reinhart & Siloni (2005) I assume that lexical reflexivization reduces
the valence of the verb by eliminating its internal argument. In case the internal
argument is eliminated by reflexivization, it is not available to assign a '-role to and
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as a result a combination of the two thematic roles is assigned to the external
argument as in (17). Hence, this bundling of thematic roles provides a derivation in
which both '-roles of the transitive verb are assigned. The operation is limited to
predicates with an external thematic role, in fact agent theme verbs.
(17)

a. ["i] ['j] ( ['i)'j], where 'i is an external '-role.
(Reinhart & Siloni 2005)
b. wash #'1, '2$ ( wash #'1)'2$

In English bundling results in the elimination of the capability of the verb to assign
structural accusative Case. In contrast to English, we also find languages in which
the accusative case is not eliminated and hence valence reduction is accompanied by
various simple expressions to absorb the case residue so as to satisfy the requirement
that all uninterpretable features must be eliminated before an expression can be
interpreted (Chomsky 1995). In Dutch, (18a), one finds the simple anaphor zich, in
Russian one finds a clitic -sja, (18b), and in Indonesian one finds diri, a simple self,
(18c), whose purpose it is to check and eliminate the structural case5.
(18)

a.

b.

c

Jan waste zich
John washed SE
ÔJohn washed.Õ
(Everaert 1986)

[Dutch]

Vanja moet-sja
Vanja wash-Refl
ÔVanja washes (himself).Õ
(Anna Volkova, personal communication)
Mereka mem-bela
diri
3PL
meN-defend self
ÔThey defend themselves.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

[Russian]

[Indonesian, Austronesian]

Note that as a result of valence reduction and bundling, there is only one argument
of the verb left on the verbal grid, and hence the IDI does not apply. Another
strategy to avoid a violation of the IDI is protection, where the pronominal as the
external argument is not eliminated but protected by another element.
1.2.2. Protection of the variable
In order to protect one of the variables, the two arguments have to be kept formally
distinct by adding a protecting morpheme. Protection can be achieved by embedding
the variable in a more complex NP. Cross-linguistically this happens through a

5

How this case checking/assignment works in detail is shown in Reuland (2011).
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SELF-element, (19a), a body part noun, (19b), or a doubled pronoun, see (19c).
Other options include e.g. an embedding into a PP, (19d).
(19)

a.

b.

Jan haat zichzelf
Jan hates SE SELF
ÔJan hates himself.Õ
(Everaert 1986)
Jonek
bere burua gorroto du
Jom.ERG his head hate
AUX.TR
ÔJon hates himself.Õ
(Hualde & Ortiz de Urbina 2003)

[Dutch]

[Basque, isolate]

c

*alic:a
+inc:ago
+iwgo
,Õwana
Ali.ERG self.ERG:EMPH self.ABS:EMPH kill.AOR
ÔAli killed himself.Õ
(Rudnev 2011a)
[Avar, North Caucasian]

d.

M“-’m’ t’-rI-kill
on-me
ÔI kill myself.Õ
(Tucker & Bryan 1966)

[Zande, Niger-Congo]

Once the variable is protected, the protecting element is interpreted as a function on
x, f(x), and hence the IDI also does not apply. A more detailed syntactic and
semantic explanation of the protection strategy is given in the subsequent sections.
Also, in chapter 2 I will give a cross-linguistic overview of languages that employ
these elements to protect the variable. Chapter 3 and 4 will deal with languages that
have a complex anaphor with a protecting morpheme without enforcing reflexivity.
It is important to realize that strictly speaking protection by SELF or a body
part expression does not yield a reflexive predicate in a strict sense. The two thetaroles are not assigned to one argument, but to an argument and its proxy. This is
different in the case of an argument embedded in a PP. Here the arguments are only
separated by being on different grids. It is conceivable that separation would occur
more generally as a strategy. In the current sample I have not found languages
instantiating this strategy. Whether they do in fact occur is a matter of further
research.
I want to point out, that neither valence reduction nor protection are operations
that apply to save the derivation from crashing during the derivation. Both strategies
are reflected in the selection of elements in the numeration. Note that this does not
involve look-ahead. There are simply alternative derivations with similar, though
not identical numerations, some of which do crash and some of which donÕt.
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1.2.3 Distinguishing the arguments: Clitic strategies and their kin
As discussed in Marelj & Reuland (2013, forthcoming), in constructions with
reflexive clitics in Slavic and Romance languages, a prima facie simplex element is
able to license reflexivity, as in (20):
(20)

Gianni si ammira
Gianni admires himself
(Marelj & Reuland 2013)

Marelj & Reuland base themselves on the analysis by Bo!kovi" (1997) of clitics as
non-branching elements with ambiguous XP/X0 status and by Baauw & Delfitto
(2005) of clitics as &-abstractors. Syntactically, they argue that the clitic moves from
the DO position to a head-position in the T-domain. This creates the configuration in
(21).
(21)

Gianni ......
T si1 v
XP/A
X0 /A.
(Marelj & Reuland 2013)

.......

V (si2)
XP/A

Here, Gianni is an XP in an A-position, the downstairs copy of si also qualifies as an
XP in an A-position, but the moved clitic is an X0 in a head position, that is in an A'position. Being an operator, the clitic creates its own &-abstract. Thus at the level of
logical syntax, we obtain the representation in (22):
(22)

Gianni. &x (si. &y (ammira x,y)
(Marelj & Reuland 2013)

The dependency between Gianni and si is brought about by Agree meditated by the
T-system causing Gianni and si to share phi-features, and hence for si to depend for
its interpretation on Gianni (since si is phi-feature deficient). See Marelj and
Reuland (forthcoming) for a detailed derivation. In a nutshell, the crucial factor is
that, due to the intervention of an X'-element on the path between the base position
of the anaphor (variable) and the antecedent that it is to be co-valued with, covaluation can take place by Agree without a formal binding configuration at the
level of logical syntax, thus without a violation of IDI. Interestingly, reflexive clitics
meet an independent diagnostic for projecting a separate argument, in that they
allow proxy-interpretations. See section 2.2.6.1 for discussion.
One of the claims in my thesis is that such an A-A'-A configuration does not
depend on the presence of a clitic. Any A'-binder of the variable on the path between
the anaphor/variable and its prospective antecedent can give the same result. As we
will see in chapter 5, this is a strategy also employed in Fijian. There are also
languages that employ this strategy by having one single element that gets basegenerated in N and moves further up to a position in the left periphery. We will see
an example of this with the German anaphor sich in chapter 2 and the pronoun in
Mashan Zhuang in chapter 6.
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1.3 The syntax of reflexive-marking6
Adopting Reinhart and Reuland (1991) and Reuland (2001) I take locality for SELFanaphors to follow from covert head-movement of the SELF-morpheme onto the
predicate head/verb. As a result one finds a SELF-V that is semantically interpreted
as reflexive (more details will follow in the next section).
This SELF-movement is assumed to apply whenever possible in the syntax due
to, as pointed out in Reuland (2011), a general economy principle preferring an
encoding of dependencies in the syntax.
Since movement of SELF is necessary to reflexive-mark a predicate, SELF can
only enforce binding if it is in a position from which movement is possible. If SELF
is in a position where syntactic constraints like for instance the coordinate structure
constraint or the Condition on Extraction Domains block its movement, the SELFanaphor cannot enforce reflexivity. Consequently, the complex anaphor is exempt
from a binding requirement (Reuland 2008, 2011), as in the contrast illustrated in
(23a) and (23b):
(23)

a. *Max was happy that the queen invited himself for a drink
(invite ! REFL ! *)
b. Max was happy that the queen invited [Mary and himself] for a drink
X
(no REFL)
(Reuland 2008, 2011)
c. Lucie said that Max saw a ghost next to herself.
(Reinhart & Reuland 1993)

Both (23b) and (23c) illustrate that SELF-anaphors in exempt positions do not to
enforce reflexivity.7, 8
The interpretation of anaphors in exempt positions may depend on discourse
factors, such as perspective, which may be reflected in the choice of the matrix verb.
In section 1.6 I will discuss such logophoricity effects.

6

This section is highly influenced by joint work on African languages with Eric Reuland, see
Reuland & Schadler (2011).
7
Note that in such environments judgments may somewhat vary due to discourse factors
whose role is not always entirely clear.
8
It should be noted, that examples like (i), are different from (23c), as the preposition is not
lexical and the herself is an argument of the 3 place predicate explain.
(i) *Lucie said that I explained Max to herself.
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Note that whether exemption is expected or not, does not only depend on the
nature and position of the head, but also on the nature of the specifier/POSS element.
For instance, in Dutch exemption is limited to SELF-anaphors with 1st and 2nd person
pronominals. Unlike English him, the canonical 3rd person anaphor in Dutch, zich,
carries its own dependency requirement. So, where pron-zelf is exempt in the relevant
contexts in Dutch, for independent reasons zich-zelf never is (see Reuland 2011 for
discussion). Thus, there are always two possible factors to consider: each of the two
elements of which a complex anaphor is composed may play a role in encoding the
dependencies into which it enters.
In general I assume that the binding behavior of an expression is determined by
its morphosyntactic make-up in relation to its syntactic environment. In particular I
assume that the internal structure of English SELF-anaphors is as in (24a), and in
tree-form in (24b), where him is in the specifier of a functional projection in the left
periphery of the extended projection of the SELF-noun:
(24)

a. [FP him [NP SELF ]]
b.

DP
2
DÕ
2
D
FP
2
him
FÕ
2
F
NP
g
NÕ
g
N
self

1.3.1 What makes SELF a suitable reflexivizer?
In the semantic literature (for instance, Keenan 1988) complex anaphors (consisting
of one pronominal and one element such as SELF) have been traditionally analysed
as operators that apply to a two-place predicate R (=a relation between atomic
entities) and generate a one-place predicate over sets A of atomic entities.
Consequently, the interpretation of themselves in (25a) can be formalized as in
(25b). In contrast to lexical reflexivization as discussed above in case of syntactic
reflexivization the arity of a predicate must be preserved. As discussed above the
IDI rules out identical variables, as given in (25b) and hence the presence of a
complex anaphor is required in the relevant environments. And, in fact, as we will
see below, due to the availability of proxy-readings (25c) fits better as an
interpretation of (25a) than (25b). The question is what makes elements such as
SELF suited for this role.
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a. The girls admire themselves.
b. REFL:= %R. %A. &x'A [R (x, x)]
c. REFL:= %R. %A. &x'A [R (x, f(x))]

Reuland (2008, 2011) and Reuland & Winter (2009) take as their starting point that
SELF is inherently relational: a SELF is intrinsically some individualÕs SELF. In
this respect it differs from nouns such as mountain, tree or cat, but is similar to
nouns such as head, body, or soul, and also such as mother, father, or sister. The
core intuition is, then, that an expression such as (25a) has the logical syntax
representation in (26):
(26)

The girls (%x (admire (x, SELF(x))))

In (26) SELF maps an x onto xÕs SELF, which, in turn, is an element that can stand
proxy for x. Formalizing (26) as in (27), we can say that an inherently relational
noun can take the role of a reflexivizer if it can be interpreted as a functor f such that
||f(x)|| can stand proxy for ||x||.
(27)

a. DP (%x (V (x, N(x))))
b. DP (%x (V (x, f(x))))

There will be pragmatic restrictions on relational nouns that can serve as proxies.
SELF and body-part nouns such as head, body, soul will yield possible proxies, but
kinship terms such as mother or brother will not provide an interpretation where
they can stand proxy for x.
As discussed above SELF induces a binding requirement but does not enforce
reflexivity when in exempt position. Reuland & Winter (2009) present a proposal
how this can be captured in a compositional semantics.
1.3.2 Interpreting SELF
Reuland & Winter (2009)Õs analysis of reflexives makes use of Jacobson (1999)Õs
variable free semantics. Jacobson analyzes pronominals as denoting the identity
function and this provides the right setting to allow the generalization over exempt
and non-exempt positions.
Pronouns are analysed as expressions of type <ee> instead of type <e>. Safir
(2004a,b) also observed that pronouns indeed can denote proxies of their
antecedents. As a consequence Reuland & Winter (2009) propose that pronouns are
interpreted as functions mapping individuals to their proxies, where the proxy-set is
contextually determined. More formally, they denote a Skolem function: a function
from entities to entities that takes a relation as a parameter. The parameter is what
determines the range for each possible entity argument of the Skolem function:
(28)

A function f of type (ee) with a relational parameter PR is a Skolem
function if for every entity x: PR(x, fPR (x)) holds.
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Consider (29a) (from Jackendoff 1992), where one can indeed get a reading where
Ringo started undressing the statue of Ringo (hence a proxy of Ringo). In (29b) the
noun self composes with the Skolem function denoted by the pronoun through the
binding mechanism, the Z-function in JacobsonÕs (1999) theory, as shown in (29).
The VP in (29a) receives the interpretation indicated in (29b):
(29)

a. (Upon a visit in a wax museum:) All of a sudden Ringo started
undressing himself.
b. Zself (undress)(him) = Zself (undress)(f) = !x. undress(x, fself (x))
= !x.x undressed one of xÕs self proxies (by definition of f as a Skolem
function)

When the complex anaphor is in an exempt position and hence reflexive-marking is
not possible, self composes with the Skolem function directly, as in (30).
(30)

himself = fself = a function mapping every entity x to one of its proxies
in self(x)

In the case of (30), himself receives the same type of interpretation (depending on
discourse conditions) that a pronoun would get. As a consequence it can either be
bound or free. Thus, Reuland & Winter (2009)Õs account offers a unified semantics
for the occurrence of reflexives in different syntactic environments, i.e. reflexivemarking of the predicate on the one hand and the exempt reflexives on the other
hand.
Note that simplex anaphors such as Dutch zich in Ringo waste zich ÔRingo
washedÕ do not allow a proxy reading, i.e. an interpretation of zich as the statue of
Ringo. As argued in Reuland (2001), zich in such cases enters a syntactic chain with
its antecedent and is always identical to its antecedent. In Reuland & Winter (2009)
this chain relation is interpreted as follows: the zich-function composes directly with
the chain head.
1.3.3 Semantic side effects
As discussed above the SELF-element allows for proxy readings as in All of a
sudden Ringo started undressing himself (Jackendoff 1992) where himself can be
interpreted as the ÒrealÓ Ringo, but also as a statue of the Ringo denoted by the
subject.
Moreover, one can find other semantic effects with a SELF-element, such as
distributivity, focalization and the impossibility of a observer-centered reading.
In Dutch anaphors with a plural antecedent show differences in distributivity.
Imagine the following context as laid out in Reuland (2008: 550) where ãa group of
soldiers has been given the assignment to hold a hill; subsequently the enemy
attacks them. After the battle we can have a number of situations. For our purposes
two are relevant: i) the soldiers defended the hill, but at the cost of most of their
lives; ii) the soldiers lost the hill, they all stayed alive.Ò In situation (i) one can
properly say (31a), but not (31b). In the second situation one can say either. Hence,
in (31a) we see that the simple anaphor zich yields a collective reading whilst in
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(31b) zichzelf renders a distributive reading in which each of the soldiers must have
defended himself successfully.
(31)

a. De soldaten verdedigden zich met succes.
The soldiers defended 'them' successfully.
b. De soldaten verdedigden zichzelf met succes.
The soldiers defended themselves successfully.
(Reuland 2008)

[Dutch]

Focalization is another semantic effect that can be achieved using a complex
anaphor as focus marker. In (32) the attention is drawn to the individual by
combining SELF with a DP.
(32)

a. I saw the man himself.
b. Jean lui-m•me fait la vaisselle
John himself does the dishes
ÔJohn himself does the dishes.Õ

[French]

Another difference in the semantic interpretation has been shown by Rooryck &
Vanden Wyngaerd (2011). They discuss data on the difference in object- and
observer-centered readings. Consider the difference in (33), where the pronoun
allows for both readings whilst the SELF-anaphor only allows for the reading from
EleonoraÕs perspective.
Looking at the picture below, one can describe it by either taking the view of
the person looking at the picture, i.e. the observer, or of one of the objects (e.g. in
(33) of Eleonora). The SELF-anphor only allows for EleonoraÕs perspective, in
which Giovanni is seated to her own right, i.e. the reflexive only allows an objectcentered perspective, and not an observer-centered perspective.
(33)

a. Eleonora has positioned Giovanni to the right/*left of herself.
b. Eleonora has positioned Giovanni to the right/left of her.
(Rooryck & Vanden Wyngaerd 2011)
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Agnolo Bronzino (1503-1572)
Eleonora of Toledo and
Giovanni de Medici
c. 1544, Uffizi

What this shows is that reflexive-marking not only serves the purpose of licensing
reflexivity and satisfying the IDI but that the use of a complex anaphor may also
have an effect on the semantics and the available readings.

1.4 Chain formation and its effects
As we saw above in Dutch zich is used with a lexically reflexive verb, repeated in
(34a). The 3rd person pronoun hem is not allowed with a reflexive interpretation in
Dutch, see (34b).
(34)

a.

Jan waste zich
John washed SE
ÔJohn washed.Õ

b.

Jan waste hem
John washed him
Ô*John washed.Õ
ÔJohn washed him.Õ
(Everaert 1986)

[Dutch]

For this difference of zich and hem we have not provided an explanation so far.
Also, we havenÕt seen an account for why in Frisian the 3rd person pronoun him can
be used in (35) neither:
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Willemi wasket himi
William washes him
ÔWilliam washes.Õ
(Reinhart & Reuland 1993)

[Frisian]

A similar contrast of Dutch zich and Frisian hem can be found in ECM-constructions
where the pronominal is part of the small clause but receives structural case by the
predicate voelde/fielde:
(36)

a.

b.

Jan voelde [zich / *hem wegglijden]
John felt
[SE / him slip away]
(Reinhart & Reuland 1993)
Willem fielde [him fuortglieden]
William felt
him slip away
(Reuland 2011)

[Dutch]

[Frisian]

Pronouns are considered to be free in their local domain, as stated in Condition B in
the CBT (Chomsky 1981). However, such a condition is unable to account for the
difference of Dutch and Frisian in (36).
Anaphors, which are !-feature deficient, e.g. Dutch zich, have been described
to involve chain formation (Reuland 2011), as defined in (37).
(37)

Condition on A-chains
C = ($1,..., $n) is a chain iff C is the maximal sequence such that
a. there is an index i such that for all j, 1<j<n, $ j carries that index, and
b. for all j, 1<j<n, $j governs $ j+1, where for any H such that [" j [H " j+1]],
there is a relation R such that H R " j+1, where R is a relation of feature
sharing (including structural Case-checking).
(Reuland 2011: 118)

As pronouns are fully specified for their /-features, the definition of the chain
condition itself explains why pronominals cannot be used with a local antecedent.
How chain formation takes place in detail is not relevant for this dissertation
but in line with our minimalistic approach we do want to see to which operations it
can be reduced to. What is important to know, is that the dependency is established
by the reflexive linking up to the antecedent via structural accusative checking
(R3)9, via the interaction of V and T (R2) and subject verb agreement (R1).
Composing R1, R2 and R3 yields a composite dependency (DP, SE) (effectively, a
syntactic chain). Binding of simplex anaphors as zich can be syntactically encoded
by the minimalist operation Agree, where Agree results in an exchange of !-feature
bundles between the anaphor and its antecedent.

9

In line with Reuland (2011) I take structural accusative Case to be visible to the
Tense/Agreement system of the clause (Pesetsky & Torrego 2007).
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DP
T
V
SE
|_______||______||_________|
R1
R2
R3

Since the antecedent and pronominal zich are part of one A-chain and hence !feature identification applies, chain formation would be expected to create IDI
effects where applicable. However, as such chain formation is orthogonal to IDI.
We have chain formation for instance with defend-type verbs. In such case
chain formation results in an IDI violation if no bundling has applied in the lexicon,
but doesnÕt if bundling has applied. As a result for Jan haatte zich ÔJohn hates
himselfÕ, where no bundling can have applied in the lexicon, there will always be an
IDI effect. Note that as seen in (36) above we can also have chain formation in ECM
cases where the two members are on different grids and hence no bundling is
required and the IDI is satisfied.
Going back to our examples (34) and (35) above we can see that the chain
condition helps explaining the differences in Dutch and Frisian. Consider first the
Dutch example (39) with a lexically reflexive verb, i.e. valence reduction has taken
place and the IDI is satisfied. But in Dutch 3rd person pronouns are fully specified
for their !-features, which leads to a violation of the chain condition. Consequently,
the pronoun hem is ill-formed in (39) and only zich can be used.
(39)

* Jan wast
hem
Jan washes him
ÔJan washes himself.Õ
(Everaert 1986)

[Dutch]

In respect to what has just been said about the Dutch pronoun hem, it is surprising at
first glance that (40) is perfectly grammatical in Dutch.
(40)

Ik was me
I wash me
ÔI wash myself.Õ
(Everaert 1986)

[Dutch]

It has been argued that 1st and 2nd person differ from 3rd person pronouns (see
Benveniste 1966, Harley & Ritter 2002, DŽchaine & Wiltschko 2002) in their
grammatical features. Consequently, they are part of different syntactic categories
and a discussion on pronouns as reflexive-licensers should take this into account.
Chomsky (1995 and subsequent work) proposes that uninterpretable features
should be deleted (e.g. by overwriting them) before interpretation. However,
features that make an independent contribution to the interpretation should remain.
For 3rd person pronouns according to Reuland (2008, 2011) the different occurrences
of the number feature in the numeration are not interpretively equivalent.
Overwriting one occurrence by another deletes content that is not recoverable.
Hence, overwriting its matrix would result in a violation of a principle of grammar,
the principle of recoverability of deletions (PRD, see Chomsky 1995). Since
syntactic encoding of the dependency violates the PRD, the derivation with the
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pronoun being bound by a local antecedent is cancelled. Which entails that
alternatives in which the pronoun is bound by the local antecedent in logical syntax
are blocked. Note that the PRD is, then, what underlies the chain condition in this
approach.
1st/2nd person pronouns are anchored in the context and have a fixed
interpretation. For 1st/2nd person all the features are recoverable. This means these
pronouns can enter a chain without violating the PRD (Reuland 2011).
Coming back to Frisian, the locally bound pronoun him has been shown
independently not to get any accusative case assigned but inherent case (Hoekstra
1994). Hence, due to the lack of structural case it is not visible to the
Tense/Agreement system of the clause (technically, it is not a goal). Therefore the
conditions for forming a syntactic chain <Willem, him> are not met. Hence, there is
no violation of the PRD and the derivation is not cancelled. Nothing therefore
prevents binding of him by Willem.
(41)

a.

Willemi wasket
William washes
ÔWilliam washes.Õ

b.

* Willemi
bewžnderet
himi
William
admires
him
ÔWilliam admires himself.Õ

c.

Willemi bewžnderet
himselsi
William admires
himself
ÔWilliam admires himself.Õ
(Reinhart & Reuland 1993)

himi
him

[Frisian]

To license the reflexive strategy of detransitivization, the pronominal is needed to
satisfy the case requirement, see (41a). In order to study pronouns as possible
reflexive licenser we have to look at their grammatical features and their possibility
to get linked up to the antecedent via chain formation. In (41b) bundling in the
lexicon has not applied. As a consequence the IDI will show its effects and a
complex reflexive himsels is needed to license reflexivity, see (41c).
Given the role of agreement in chain formation one may wonder what to
expect in languages without morpho-syntactic agreement. It is clearly conceivable
that in such languages one will find no chain condition effects. What in fact will
happen depends on the specific means in which dependencies are encoded, for
instance the precise role of Case. We will come back to this issue in the discussion
of a number of individual languages in later chapters.
A question which remains is what happens if the anaphor is not in object
position but in subject position.
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1.5 Anaphors and their (im)possibility as subjects
It is well-known that in many languages, such as for instance English, anaphors
cannot occur in the subject position of finite clauses. Chomsky (1981) accounts for
this fact by assuming that it is in fact the finite AGR that counts as a subject defining
the local domain. This account depends on the syntactic status of indices, and cannot
be retained in a minimalist framework without indices.
For the ill-formdness of (42a) one could simply account for by the lack of a ccommanding antecedent. But (42b) shows that the requirement for c-command
cannot be the factor responsible for the impossibility of anaphoric subjects.
(42)

a. *Himself walks in the park.
b. *John said that himself likes Mary.

The ungrammaticality of nominative anaphors in languages like English, Italian, and
Icelandic has, therefore, been the subject of further discussion. One proposal is that
it is due to the presence of agreement on the verb, called the anaphor agreement
effect (Rizzi 1990, Woolford 1999).
(43)

The anaphor agreement effect
Anaphors do not occur in syntactic positions construed with agreement.
(Woolford 1999: 257)

They do not rule out anaphors as subjects in general, as languages without
agreement allow nominative anaphors. That objective anaphors cannot trigger the
normal form of object agreement is used as another piece of evidence for their
argument. Woolford (1999) also claims that the anaphor agreement effect is
universal and could be used as a diagnostic for absence of covert agreement.
But in fact there are languages that do allow complex anaphors as the subject
of a finite verb. Greek is one of these languages:
(44)

a.

O
Jannisi toni
agapai ton eafto tui
The JohnNOM CLACC loves himselfACC
ÔJohn loves himself.Õ

b.

[O
eaftos tu]i
tui
aresi
[tu
Petru]i
TheNOM selfNOM hisGEN CLDAT like3SG theDAT PeterDAT
ÔPeter pleases himself.Õ
(Anagnostopoulou & Everaert 1999, henceforth A&E 1999) [Greek]

A&E (1999) present evidence that o eaftos to clearly is a complex anaphor. As
shown in (44a) ton eafto tou licenses reflexivity just like English himself, but unlike
himself it can also occur in subject position, see (44b). A&E (1999) argue that for
independent reasons a logophoric interpretation is not allowed with o eaftos tou.
This means that it can only occur when it is able to act a reflexive-licenser. o eaftos
tou has the full internal structure of a possessive NP as it is fully specified for !features. Thus none of the theoretical assumptions outlined so far prohibits an
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element like o eaftos tou in subject position. A&E argue that the original meaning of
the head noun eaftos has been semantically bleached and that the only way for it to
be interpreted is by incorporation (Baker 1988). Consequently, they predict that o
eaftos tou is restricted to derived subject positions only.
Since nothing in my theoretical assumptions presented above prohibits
anaphors in subject position in general, we should discuss it on a case by case basis.
Consider for instance, simplex anaphors such as Dutch zich, Norwegian seg,
Icelandic sig, etc. These elements are all !-feature deficient. Consequently, as
discussed in Reuland (2001), their inability to occur in nominative positions follows
from the fact that they cannot check and erase all the uninterpretable features of the
finite T/Agr, causing a violation of the principle of Full Interpretation (Chomsky
1995). The feature deficient zich and also the feature-deficient complex anaphor
zichzelf will be ruled out as a subject as feature-checking by Agree cannot take
place. However, a complex anaphor with full !-feature specification as a subject is
expected to be well-formed as long as it obeys the IDI.10 Also, in my approach
licensing of reflexivity is not defined with respect to verb agreement or ccommanding.11
We need to be aware of the fact that the ability of acting as a subject does not
serve as a clear diagnostic whether the anaphor is enforcing or not enforcing
reflexivity. Consider for example the Chinese complex anaphor ta-ziji Ôhe-selfÕ that
has been shown to need local binding by its antecedent (Huang 1982, Tang 1990,
Huang & Tang 1991).
(45)

a.

Zhangsani xihuan ta-zijii
Zhangsan like
he-self
ÔZhangsan likes himself.Õ

b.

* Zhangsani shuo Lisi chang piping tazijii
Zhangsan say
Lisi often criticize himself
ÔZhangsan said that Lisi often criticized himself.Õ
(Huang & Tang 1991)
[Mandarin Chinese, Sino-Tibetan]

Nevertheless, ta-ziji has been reported to be able to occur in subject position of the
embedded clause and to be covalued with the subject of the matrix clause Xiaoming
or Akiu in (46).12
10
One might wonder why himself is ill-formed in subject position. Reuland (2011) explains
this on grounds of the unavailability of heself and the competition it enters with the already
available he himself.
11
And though we will see in section 3.2 that agreement is an important ingredient in linking
the anaphor up to the antecedent when building an A-chain.
12
Note, that the examples in (42) include certainly a finite embedded clause. For the
traditionally (e.g. see Huang 1982, Tang 1989, Pan 1995) cited examples such as (i) below,
one could argue that taziji is embedded in a small clause and it can be analyzed as part of an
ECM construction.

(i)

Akiu
Akiu

renwei
think

taziji
himself

zui
most

congming
smart
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a.

Xiaomingi xiangxin tazijii neng
kaoguo
Xiaoming believe himself can pass the exam
ÔXiaoming believes that he himself can pass the exam.Õ
(Sung 1990)

b.

Akiui renwei [tazijii
zai
bangzhu dajia]
Akiu think
himself PROG help
everyone
ÔAkiu thinks that himself is helping everyone.Õ
(Chou 2013)
[Mandarin Chinese, Sino-Tibetan]

Approaches to binding such as the CBT (Chomsky 1981) have difficulties covering
this variation in the use of ta-ziji. In the approach I will pursue we have already
discussed above that an anaphor as a subject is expected to be grammatical unless it
is !-feature deficient. This is not the case with Chinese ta-ziji. One may wonder why
the enforcing anaphor ta-ziji can occur in subject position in the embedded clause in
(46) without causing an ungrammatical reading whilst in object position it does
(45b). Since enforcing of reflexivity is assumed to result from automatical head
movement of SELF if possible and since this head movement is assumed to apply
upwards, i.e. to the left, the embedded predicate help is not reflexivized.
Consequently, ta-ziji finds itself in exempt position in which head movement is
blocked. Considering our analysis of a complex anaphor in exempt position we
expect it to behave like a regular pronoun and that is what we find reported for
instance in Dimitriadis & Que (2009). What they find is that in (47a) taziji is used as
a regular pronoun and can be covalued with Zhangsan, Lisi or another individual.13
The fact that an intervening first person subject does not block the covaluation in
(47b) shows that taziji is not syntactically bound by the matrix subject.
(47)

a.

ZhangsanZ renwei LisiL zhidao ta-ziji da-le
ziji
Zhangsan think
Lisi knows 3sg-self hit-Perf self
ÔZhangsanZ thinks LisiL knows that [Zhangsan/Lisi/X hit himself].Õ
Ok: Z hit Z / L hit L / X hit X;
Bad: *Z hit L / *L hit Z / *X hit Z / etc.

ÔAkiu thinks that himself is the smartest.Õ
(Chou 2013)

[Mandarin Chinese, Sino-Tibetan]

If we assume an analysis as an ECM construction for (i) above the locality reported for an
example with taziji in a lower embedded clause as (ii) is expected.
(ii) Zhangsani zhidao [Lisij renwei [taziji*i/j
zui
congming]]
Z.
know
L.
think
complex.refl most clever
ÔZhangsani knows that Lisij thinks that he*i/j is the smartest.Õ
(Huang et al. 2009)
[Mandarin Chinese, Sino-Tibetan]
13

C.-T. James Huang (personal communication) agrees with the judgement in (47) and points
out that the long-distance reading is facilitated by prosodic manipulation giving rise to the
reading Ôhe himselfÕ.
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b.

ZhangsanZ renwei woi zhidao ta ziji da-le
ziji
Zhangsan think
1sg know 3sg self hit-Perf self
ÔZhangsan thinks I know (Z hit Z) / (X hit X).Õ
(Dimitriadis & Que 2009)
[Mandarin Chinese, Sino-Tibetan]

Note that we also find no blocking effects with a taziji that is in object position but
covalued with a long distance antecedent. Since taziji is contained within a BA
nominal (Pan 1995, 1997) it is not ungrammatical without a local antecedent in (48).
BA introduces an NP, usually a patient, and has been analyzed as preposition (e.g.
Cheng 1998) or case marker (e.g. Huang 1982). Hence, in (48) taziji finds itself in
exempt position and locality is indeed not expected.
(48)

[Tai shou [woj/ nij ba tazijii/*j erbushi ba Lisi haiku
le]]
he say
I/ you BA he-self not
BA Lisi hurt-hard ASP
ÔHe said that I/you hurt him but not Lisi very much.Õ
Pan (1995)
[Mandarin Chinese, Sino-Tibetan]

Another issue concerning anaphors that highly depends on the anaphorÕs syntactic
position is whether they can be used as logophors in the strict sense (Clements
1975). We will see in the next section that being in exempt position provides the
required environment.

1.6 Anaphors and logophoricity
Logophoric pronouns have been first described by Hag•ge (1974) as special
pronouns taking the Òsource of discourseÓ as their antecedent. Such logophoric
pronouns are found in African languages like e.g. Ewe (Clements 1975). Bear in
mind, that the term logophor has also been used for long distance anaphors as found
in Icelandic (Thr‡insson 1991) for instance.14, 15 Such languages have an anaphor
which induces a logophoric effect and it is able to take a non-local and non ccommanding antecedent. For a logophoric interpretation the ÒantecedentÓ must meet
discourse conditions that are irrelevant for canonical binding, such as representing a
centre of consciousness (see Clements 1975, Sells 1987; and see Reuland &
Sigurj—nsd—ttir 1987 and Reuland 2011 for a detailed discussion of the Icelandic
facts).
Even in English the SELF-anaphor can be used logophorically in the actual
sense.16 The discourse status of the antecedent is relevant for the contrast in (49)
14

Hag•ge (1974) used the term indirect reflexive for this kind of logophoric pronoun.
I will not use the term logophoric for anaphors in exempt position.
16
Clements (1975) defines logophors as follows:
i. logophoric pronouns are restricted to reportive contexts transmitting the words or
thoughts of an individual or individuals other than the speaker/narrator;
ii. the antecedent does not occur in the same reportive context as the logophoric
pronoun;
iii. the antecedent designates the individual or individuals whose words or thoughts are
transmitted in the reported context in which the logophoric pronoun occurs.
15
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(Pollard & Sag 1992) and not the syntactic position himself occupies as the latter is
the same in both examples.
(49)

a. Johni was going to get even with Mary. That picture of himselfi in the
paper would really annoy her, as would the other stunts he had planned.
b. *Mary was quite taken aback by the publicity Johni was receiving. That
picture of himselfi in the paper had really annoyed her, and there was
not much she could do about it.
(Pollard & Sag 1992)

In (49a) JohnÕs viewpoint is expressed, and in (49b) MaryÕs viewpoint. In (49a)
himself is part of JohnÕs thoughts but in (49b) John cannot serve as discourse
antecedent as it is not his thoughts that are reported in the second sentence.

1.7 Data collection
Out of the approximately 117 languages17 we studied in more detail about 42 % of
the data came from the questionnaire18 that has been used for data collection in our
project ãUniversals and the typology of reflexivesÒ. An example, including the
guidelines and the session information which asked for details concerning the
language specialistsÕ expertise, is provided in appendix B. The questionnaire aims at
collecting details on the various types and uses of reflexives across languages. In
order to keep the interest and concentration of the speaker at an optimal level we
opted for this to ensure that the questionnaire is as concise as possible. We chose for
this way of data collection as it produces the essential and comparable data we
needed and provided the option of follow-up questions to the speakers if necessary.
It has either been sent to native speakers with a linguistic training to fill it in
themselves or it has been a tool for eliciting the data from native speakers who are
not linguists. The results will be made accessible in our Anaphora Typology
Database19, which will in addition to the data also provide a first analysis of the
different anaphors and reflexive strategies.
The questionnaire consists of around 45 sentences testing the use of anaphoric
strategies in different constructions and in total we received questionnaires on 54
languages. The distribution of the reflexive strategies found in these languages looks
as follows:

17
For a list of languages studied for this thesis please see appendix A. Next to the Anaphora
Typology database, which this project has been part off, other main sources were the African
anaphora database and various grammars and languages studies.
18
Thanks to Alexis Dimitriadis and Martin Everaert for providing a more extensive draft of
the questionnaire from a previous project.
19
http://languagelink.let.uu.nl/~anatyp/database (02.12.2013).
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reflexive strategy
valence reduction
protection
clitic-like configuration
no reflexive strategy

28
53
3
0

Table 1: Distribution of reflexive strategies

A number of languages, 30 to be precise, use a combination of the reflexive
strategies. That there is no language which combines valence reduction with a clitic
like strategy is conceivable since as discussed above the clitics create their own &abstracts.
combinations of reflexive strategies
valence reduction + protection
clitic-like configuration + protection
valence reduction + clitic-like configuration

27
3
0

Table 2: Combinations of reflexive strategies

The one language that has been reported in our survey as having only valence
reduction is Kinande, a Niger-Congo language spoken by approximately 900.000
people in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Moreover, the African Anaphora Database, using a very similar but more
extensive questionnaire, represents a good tool for investigating languages of
various areas and languages families of Africa. Grammars and various reports on
specific languages have been studied in detail to gather as much data as possible on
a diversity of languages.
The sample of languages consists of languages of 24 language families and all
6 linguistic macro-areas according to DryerÕs (1989, 1992) classification20, but the
focus when choosing the sample was not only on having a genetically and areally
balanced sample but more importantly on gathering as many interesting and
puzzling data as we could for the evaluation of our approach. Of special interest to
us are languages that have anaphors that do not behave in accordance with the CBT
(Chomsky 1981) and our own expectations and thus need to be studied in more
detail. A number of languages that have been reported to have these particular
anaphors will be discussed in chapter 3 and 4 in so far as the data in the literature
suffices, i.e. is elaborate and precise enough, to be able to make clear statements.

20

Dryer (1989, 1992) proposes the following macro-areas:
1. Eurasia
2. Africa
3. South-East Asia & Oceania
4. Australia & New Guinea
5. North America
6. South America
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1.8 Chapter overview
In the following chapters we will discuss reflexivity and the variation we find across
languages.
In chapter 2 I will present more details on the licensing of reflexivity and the
diagnostics to determine the respective reflexive strategies. The chapter will be
mainly concerned with the various ways of protection that can be detected crosslinguistically. I will provide data from different language families to show that
protection is found across languages. Also, the question whether licensing and
enforcing reflexivity depend on each other will be addressed. A case study of
various African languages shows that licensing and enforcing indeed like to go
hand-in-hand. However, this still does not answer the question whether they always
must act together.
As we will see in chapter 3 licensing and enforcing of reflexivity can be seen
as independent operations. Complex anaphors that license reflexivity are found to
not enforce reflexivity in a number of unrelated languages. We will provide data on
the relevant syntactic environments and investigate whether the anaphor is possible
with a long distance antecedent or discourse antecedent. Eventually an explanation
for the non-enforcing anaphors is given on the basis of the internal structure of the
DP and the featural composition of the respective elements the anaphor consists of.
We will see that the relational noun self or body is blocked from head movement
onto the predicate when moved to the left periphery within the DP.
Following up on chapter 3, a micro-linguistic study of the non-enforcing
anaphor in a number of Malayo-Polynesian languages is presented in chapter 4.
First, we will look again at the relevant examples to provide evidence for the ability
to license reflexivity. Second, we will check whether the anaphor enforces
reflexivity. By comparing closely related languages we will see that language
specific factors also play a role in how the anaphor interacts with its environment.
Chapter 5 will provide a study on Fijian, as we have seen above a language that
has been reported to not make use of any reflexive strategy. I will check whether
this observation about Fijian is indeed correct and whether the locally bound
pronoun is able to license reflexivity. We will find that object agreement in fact
blocks chain formation in Fijian and hence prevents the pronoun from being ruled
out by the chain condition or the IDI. Fijian presents a nice example on how
language specific behaviour can interact with the anaphoric system and actually
ÒmaskÓ the reflexive strategy.
In chapter 6 I compare two closely related dialects of Zhuang that have two
very different anaphoric systems. One of the dialects allows locally bound pronouns
and additionally employs a complex anaphor, whilst the other dialect has only a bare
self which licenses reflexivity across the board. When comparing their internal DP
structure one finds a difference in the necessity for having a filled FP layer. In
Mashan Zhuang the pronoun moves from N to SpecFP and as a consequence
receives the complexity it needs for licensing reflexivity. In Qinzhou Zhuang one
finds that the pronoun might not have a functional layer and stays in its base
generated position. Hence, it cannot act as a reflexive licenser.
Finally, in chapter 7 we sum up with what insights the cross-linguistic data has
provided us. We can conclude that a minimalist set of tools suffices to capture the
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details. Also, we will see that variation is due to language-dependent factors and to
the morpho-syntactical make-up of the anaphor.

CHAPTER 2
Licensing and enforcing reflexivity

2.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter 1, one of the basic working hypotheses of this dissertation is
that need to license reflexivity is an effect of the IDI (Reuland 2008, 2011). We have
already seen in the previous chapter that there are three main strategies to avoid two
identical variables on the verbal grid: valence reduction, protection and clitic-like
configurations.
In this chapter, I will start with presenting the possible ways of protection as a
licensing strategy, discuss how we can distinguish it from valence reduction, and
illustrate it by examples from various languages. Then I will go into more details
about how licensing and enforcing of reflexivity often go hand-in-hand. Also, I will
raise the question of whether the locality requirement that we have seen with
complex anaphors in *John thinks that the queen invited himself for tea indeed
always obtains across languages. If so, I will also investigate whether locality is
absent in the example equivalent to John thinks that the queen invited Mary and
himself for tea.
The chapter will end with a study on African languages, which represents a
good example for the licensing strategies and the prevalence for a complex anaphor
to enforce reflexivity.
However, in chapter 3 and 4 I will present data that shows that all complex
anaphors generally and across languages license reflexivity but not all of them
necessarily enforce reflexivity. In the subsequent chapters the role of pronouns that
still can license reflexivity will be discussed. Hence, in this thesis I will be mainly
concerned with the protection strategies. However, I will address involvement of
valence reduction and clitic-like configurations when it provides further insight for
the current discussion.

2.2 Various ways of protection
The important ingredient for protection is that the variable, i.e. the pronominal
element, is embedded in a more complex structure. By adding another element like
e.g. a SELF-morpheme, the variable is syntactically protected. Semantically the
effects of SELF are visible as well. Hence, semantically a structure such as DP V
pron-SELF is reflected as DP. !x (x SELF-V fself(x)). The semantic effects have
been discussed in chapter 1 and are not relevant for the current discussion.
When looking at the data of the 117 languages that are available we find that
there are several ways for this embedding to be realized.
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2.2.1 SELF
As the extensive literature has shown SELF-anaphors are very prominent in IndoEuropean languages and they have been discussed in detail (e.g. Everaert 1986 for
Dutch, Frisian Scandinavian, Hellan 1988 for Norwegian, Sigur"sson 1990 and
Thr‡insson 1991 for Icelandic! etc.). The selection of the languages in the next
sections is determined by a preference for data provided by language specialists for
our database.
(1)

a.

John likes himself.21

b.

Etta hata-r
sig
sjŠlv
Etta hate-PRS REFL self
ÔEtta hates herself.Õ
(Anaphora Typology Database22, henceforth ATD)

c.

[English]

John
se
vio
a
s’
John
se=
vi-o
a
si
John[NOM.SG] REFL[3]= see-PST.3SG ACC 3.REFL
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)

[Swedish]
mismo
mism-o
self-M.SG
[Spanish]

d.

I
fitit-es
peneps-an
the-DEF.NOM.PL.M student-NOM.PL(M) praise-3PL.PST
ton
eaft-o=tus
DEF.ACC.SG.M self-ACC.SG(M)=3PL.POSS
ÔThe students praised themselves.Õ
(ATD)
[Greek]

e.

Xhon-i
e
pa
vete-n
e
tij
John-1SG.NOM cl.ACC. see-3SG.PST. self-SG.ACC. cl.ADJ. his
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)
[Albanian]

f.

Chonaic
Se‡n
See:V.past
Se‡n:N
ÔSe‡n saw himself.Õ
(ATD)

Ž
3sgM:PN.acc

fŽin
self:Refl
[Irish]

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21

Note that for English self it has been claimed that it has a lexical source meaning ÔbodyÕ
(Postma 1997). This supports the idea that SELF and body part nouns should not be
considered fundamentally different.
22
Examples cited from the Anaphora Typology Database have been provided by language
specialists by filling in our questionnaire.
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John
xo-y
John
self-M.SUBJAGR.3SG
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)
John
e-na
John
3.sg-gen.pl
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)

di
see.PST

potha-ne
self.pl-acc

[Kordi, Indo-Iranian]!
jo-y-o
see-pfv-m.sg
[Kutchi Gujarati]

But also in languages of other language families we find evidence for SELFmorphemes being used for protection of the pronominal element. 23
(2)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

John hu-u
ne
John see-PST 3SG.POSS
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)

ho
self

Tam jhu– k#n
–u
PN
hate IOMKR 3
ÔTam hates herself.Õ
(ATD)

a$™
REFL

John
nŠgi
John.NOM see.PST.3SG
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)

ennas-t (=end)
self-PART.SG

[Akan, Niger-Congo]

[Bih, Austronesian]

eta sonet et
acma
Etta hates ACC herself
ÔEtta hates herself.Õ
(ATD)

[Estonian, Uralic]

[Hebrew, Afro-Asiatic]

John-i
ku-casin-ul
bo-ass-da
John-NOM 3SG(M)-REFL-ACC see-PST-DECL
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)
John ggon
buggia tea-jianf=si
John TOP\INS self
TLC-see-PFV
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)

[Korean, isolate]

[Prinmi, Sino-Tibetan]

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23

Note that I will follow the glossing given in the original source or questionnaire. It might be
that a glossed self actually has an original meaning such as body or head. For the current
discussion an exact classification is not necessary.
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Ahmet kendi-sin-i
•ok be%en-iyor-mus
Ahmet self3SG-ACC very admirePROGR-REP.PAST
Ô(They say that) Ahmet admires himself very much.Õ
(Kornfilt 2001)
[Turkish, Altaic]

h.

John ššr-iig-šš
har-san
John self-ACC-REFL.POSS see-PST
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)

[Mongolian, Altaic]

There is a whole line of research aiming to show that the use of SELF-elements as
reflexive markers has developed from being purely intensifiers (see Kšnig &
Siemund 2000, Schladt 2000, Heine 2003). Since the interpretation of SELF as an
intensifier can be argued to involve some sort of identification it would come as no
surprise that its use has expanded to reflexive markers. But as Reuland (2008) points
out that the direction plausibly is rather the other way around. Considering the
hypothesis that SELF maps an individual on the individualÕs self, i.e. results in
identification, one can assume identification to be the common ground for a
development into an intensifier and an anaphor. Whether this holds for body part
nouns in general still needs to be determined.
As a number of the SELF-elements have in fact developed from a noun
meaning ÔbodyÕ my classification will therefore largely be based on existing
conventions. As explained in section 1.3 they largely behave similarly, syntactically
as well as semantically. Note though, that an anaphor that consists of a body part
noun might in addition allow a literal interpretation as for instance Ôhis bodyÕ.
However, I assume that this reading does not affect its anaphoric behavior and
interpretation.
2.2.2. Body part (BP)
As discussed in chapter 1, inherent relationality, a core property of SELF, is also a
property of body part expressions. It should come as no surprise, then, that
typological studies (e.g. Faltz 1977, Schladt 2000, Heine 2000) show that many
languages use body part anaphors (in short BPAs), anaphors that are derived from
the noun body or terms denoting body parts, e.g. head, bone, skin, face.
BPAs usually consist of a (possessive) pronoun and a body part noun. They are
found to be the most frequent lexical source for reflexive markers (84,5%) in
African languages according to Schladt (2000).
(3)

a.

J™n ˆ
m
y& zh“i nyor
John 3SG.SM PST3 see C1.3SG.POSS.ADJ
body
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)
[Limbum, Niger-Congo]
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Ij'ni mr(
oma-r(-'yen
John see.PST body-AM-him
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)

[Urhobo, Niger-Congo]

c.

Etta=g‡ )œ=ko=)u
m˜UN=d*
Etta=SBJ 3.SG.POSS=body=3.SG hate=PVF.REA.DECL
ÕEtta hates herself.Õ
(ATD)
[Burmese, Sino-Tibetan]

d.

ni+ri, s-.p k/lu+n
Neary hate body
ÔNeary hates herself.Õ
(ATD)

-a01
1or 2 SGÕ
[Khmer, Austro-Asiatic]

e.

John ras-u-n
ayy-Š-(w)
John head-3msgen-acc see.perf-3msS-3msO
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)
[Amharic, Afro-Asiatic]

f.

John melihat diri-nya
sendiri
John see
person-NYA self
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)

g.

h.

ivane-m
da-i-nax-a
Ivane-ERG PREV-PRV-see-S3.SG.AOR
sak'utar-i tav-i
own-NOM self-NOM
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)

[Indonesian, Austronesian]
tavis-i /
self's-NOM /

Jonek
bere burua gorroto du
John.ERG his head
hate
AUX.TR
'John hates himself.'
(Hualde & Ortiz de Urbina 2003)

[Georgian, Kartvelian]

[Basque, isolate]

Note that there are languages that employ a SELF-anaphor and a BP-anaphor and
the choice is determined by their semantics. Muysken (1993) reports that in
Papiamentu (a Creole spoken in Curacao) different types of verbs may select for
different forms of the anaphor. For instance, in cases where the reflexive relation is
purely mental or figurative the form su mes Ô3SG selfÕ must be used as illustrated by
(4), and in cases that are purely "corporeal" the form su kurpa Ô3SG bodyÕ is
obligatory. A range of verbs admit both anaphors. This indicates that at some level
of analysis they should be kept apart.
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Ei ta
tende su mesi/*su kurpai kanta na radio
He TAM hear
himself
sing on radio
ÔHe hears himself singing on the radio.Õ
(Muysken 1993)
[Papiamentu, Creole, Iberian based]

2.2.3 Doubled pronominals
Another way of protection that we find across languages is to double a pronominal
in order to provide the necessary complexity.
(5)

a.

j23
ta44-e- ta44e ka3356i- (y)il
John refl-acc- emph mirror- loc
ÔJohn saw himself in the mirror.Õ
(ATD)

ka3see-

6u
pst

[Malayalam, Dravidian]

b.

7alic:a
8inc:ago
8iwgo
$Õwana
Ali.ERG self.ERG:EMPH self.ABS:EMPH kill.AOR
ÔAli killed himself.Õ
(Rudnev 2011)
[Avar, North Caucasian]

c.

rasuly-9
wud8-9
wud8
Rasul-Erg Refl.1-Erg Refl.1.ABS
ÔRasul wounded himself.Õ
(Toldova 1999)

d.

e.

f.

yaramali:-a--u
wound-1.do-PF

hia-e hak-seng ka-ti o-lo ka-ti
those student self praise self
ÔThe students praised themselves.Õ
(ATD)
Etta m;sa-n; m;sa-bu nungsi-j;-de
Etta self-Erg self-Ben love-REF-Neg
ÔEtta hates herself.Õ
(ATD)

[Tsakhur, North Caucasian]

[Taiwanese, Sino-Tibetan]

[Meitei, Sino-Tibetan]

John (xo- sh)
xo osh-bina:
John Self- PRON.3SG self 3SG.SBJ AGR-see.PST
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)
[Lari, Iranian]

The doubled element can either be a pronoun or a protecting element as SELF. Bear
in mind that it is conceivable that with a doubled pronoun we do not find enforcing
of reflexivity since there is no relational noun like self present to blindly reflexivemark the predicate in line with Reuland & Winter (2009).
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2.2.4. PPÕs
Embedding the pronominal in a PP is also a possible form of protection. Note that
one should be aware that there is a difference between two types of PPÕs as
illustrated in (6) and (7) respectively:
(6)

a. *Maxi speaks with himi.
b. *Maxi relies on himi.
(Reinhart & Reuland 1993)

(7)

a. Maxi saw a gun near himi.
b Maxi put the gun near/under/on himi.
c. Maxi sat Lucie next to himi.
(Reinhart & Reuland 1993)

As we see in (7) with directional or locational PPÕs the pronoun him can take Max as
its antecedent. The preposition itself is predicative, i.e. forms its own predicate, and
carries its own thematic role. In (6) the pronoun cannot be covalued with the
antecedent Max as the verbs speak and rely can only select its argument via the
specific preposition with or on respectively. This means that in (6) the preposition
itself is not predicative as in (7) but is claimed to be part of the predicate (Reinhart
& Reuland 1993). Consequently, in (6) only a complex anaphor can be used for a
reflexive interpretation, see (8).
(8)

a. Max speaks with himself.
b. Max relies on himself.

We can see that embedding an anaphor in a PP does not in general provide the
necessary protection. The binding effects into PPÕs such as in (6) depend on the
relation of the predicate and the preposition (Reinhart & Reuland 1993). One
language for instance may allow chain formation or the formation of reflexive
predicates across a PP boundary whereas another may not. As argued in Reuland
(2006) this involves language specific properties.
In order for the pronominal to be subject to the IDI in the first place the
preposition P and the V must be taken to reanalyze into a composite predicate head
(however implemented precisely). For instance, in French no P-V reanalysis obtains
(as shown by Kayne 1981), and consequently, the choice between a simple
pronominal lui and the anaphor lui-m•me is not governed by the grammar as
illustrated in (9a). Dutch shows signs of a covert reanalysis of the P-element with
the verb and consequently (9b) is ill-formed with the pronoun and the simple
anaphor zich.
(9)

a.

Jean parle de lui / lui-m•me
Jean talk of him himself
ÔJean talks of him/himself.Õ
(Kayne 1981)

[French]
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b.

Jan praat over *hem / *zich / zichzelf
Jan talk of
him
SE
SE SELF
ÔJan talks of him / SE / himself.Õ
(Reuland 2006)

[Dutch]

In order to justify the claim that there is no V-P reanalysis in a particular language,
independent evidence is needed, e.g. the possibility of preposition stranding. If
indeed the V and P do not get reanalyzed as a complex predicate, the preposition
protects the variable by taking it off the verbal grid, similar to the SELF- or BPelement.
(10)

M“-’m’ t’-r<
I-kill
on-me
ÔI kill myselfÕ
(Tucker and Bryan 1966)

[Zande, Niger-Congo]

Schladt (2000) lists 4 more Niger-Congo languages that make use of locative
prepositions for protection, namely Ndogo, Nzakara, Barambo, Ngbaka MaÕBo.
Unfortunately, no data for these anaphors was accessible to me.
Note that as we observed in 1.2.2 it is conceivable that in some languages all
predicates are syntactically and semantically complex. If so, this provides the
required protection of the variable and for instance no embedding in a complex NP
is needed in such languages. But whether this is in fact realized is an open issue for
investigation.
2.2.5 Non-apparent complexity
For showing that appearances can be deceptive, and that what appears to be a simple
pronominal sometimes can also be a complex one when looking beneath the surface,
I will take German and Khanty as an example. For both languages, it can indeed be
shown that there is complexity involved and hence we also find an effect of the IDI
in such languages.
2.2.5.1 German
At first glance, GermanÕs anaphoric system is rather different from its closest
relativesÕ ones, e.g. Dutch, since it only has one form sich (there is broad consensus
that selbst, which may occur with sich, is really just an emphatic marker (e.g. Safir
1996, Kiss 2001, Steinbach 2002)). In comparison to Dutch zich German sich can
for instance occur as complement of love/hate-type verbs, see (11), and as
prepositional object as illustrated in (12).
(11)

a.

Jan
haat zichzelf/*zich
John hates SE-SELF/SE
ÔJohn hates himself.Õ
(Everaert 1986)
[Dutch]
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(12)

a.

b.

Peter hasst sich
Peter hates SE
ÔPeter hates himself.Õ
(Gast & Haas 2008)
Jan vertrouwde op zichzelf/*zich
John trusted
on SE-SELF/SE
ÔJohn trusted in himself.Õ
(Everaert 1986)
Peter vertraute auf sich
Peter trusted
on SE
ÔPeter trusted in himself.Õ
(Gast & Haas 2008)
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[German]

[Dutch]

[German]

Reuland & Reinhart (1995) relate this to an independent difference between Dutch
zich and German sich. zich cannot be topicalized, or even stressed (except in one
fixed expression) as illustrated in (13) (Everaert 1986). In (13a) we can see that only
the complex anaphor zichzelf can be stressed, zich cannot bear stress.
!
(13) a. Hij heeft zich/*ZICH/zichzelf/zichZELF geschoren
he has
REFL
shaved
ÔHe shaved (himself).Õ
b.

*zich/zichzelf heeft hij niet geschoren
REFL
has
he not shaved
ÔHimself he had not shaved.Õ
(Reuland & Reinhart 1995)

[Dutch]

German sich, however, can be stressed. The question is what the (in)ability to bear
stress tells us. Given canonical theories of stress assignment (Cinque 1993,
Zubizaretta 1998) stress is a reflection of syntactic structure.
In Germanic languages the stress in DPs goes onto the Noun head. Its absence
in Dutch zich, as seen in (13) above, suggests that zich is in the functional left
periphery of the DP (for instance the D-position, or perhaps a bit lower), with no or
an empty NP complement. In German sich must originate from the N-position, to
explain that it can bear stress, and move to a position in the left periphery of the DP.
More specifically, I will assume that German sich is clitic-like in the sense that it
simultaneously has X0 and XP status. As an XP it occupies an NP position in a
nominal projection. As an X0 it can move up to a head position in the left periphery
of that projection. If so, we have a variant of configurations (21)/(22) in section
1.2.3, with the head-moved sich acting as an AÕ-intervenor/operator blocking direct
binding of the object variable by the lambda-operator associated with the subject.
Instead the interpretive dependency is created indirectly by valuing the X0
occurrence of sich by Agree.
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Thus, the licensing property of sich follows from its having a dual structure.
This assumption has received independent support by Gast & Haas (2008). In
addition to being reflexive, sich also allows a reciprocal interpretation.
(14)

a.

Karl und Maria sehen sich
Karl and Mary see
SE
ÔCharles and Mary see themselves/each other.Õ

b.

Die Kinder bewunderten sich
the children admired
SE
ÔThe children admired themselves/each other.Õ
(Gast & Haas 2008)

[German]

Gast & Haas (2008) observe, however, that this option Ð contrary to example (14)
with a reflexive reading - is not available for prepositional objects, and furthermore
is limited to unstressed sich. Stress and topicalization block the reciprocal
interpretation.
(15)

a.

Sie glauben an sich
they believe at SE
ÔThey have confidence in themselves/*each other.Õ

b.

Sie starrten auf sich
they stared on SE
ÔThey stared at themselves/*each other.Õ
(Gast & Haas 2008)

[German]

Striking as it is, such a connection is to be expected under the theory of argument
structure developed in Reinhart & Siloni (2005). Their theory allows for
reciprocalization as an operation on argument structure. If it takes place it leaves
structural case as a syntactic residue that has to be checked and eliminated. For the
element doing the checking and eliminating no thematic role is available, hence it
cannot be a full argument. Only an element without a full DP structure will fit the
bill. The assumption that sich may either be inserted as a functional element in the
left periphery or as a Noun and subsequently moving up is all that is needed
(Reuland 2011). As a bare functional element it does not need a theta-role and is not
stressable, but it may check structural case. Hence, it can appear with reciprocal
verbs. Following the same logic, one expects that the sich of verbs like sich
schŠmen, etc, cannot be stressed or topicalized, which is indeed the case.
As noted above, the fact that German sich plays the same role as Dutch zichzelf
follows from its internal structure. Zelf, if present, is inserted in the N-position and
zich in SpecFP (similar to the structure shown for himself in chapter 1). In German
sich either takes the Person-position or it gets base generated as the head of NP, as
which it can get stressed, and then moves up to Person (=P in Reuland (2011)), as
this is the only feature sig, zich or sich are specified for. Reuland (2011) gives the
following possible structures for anaphors consisting solely of a SE form, where I
will assume F stands for person:
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a. [FP SE [NP ¿ ]]
b. [FP ¿ [NP SE]]
c. [FP [F SE] [NP [N (SE)]]]
(Reuland 2011)

In the end the simple difference between Dutch and German is that Dutch zich (see
(16a) is in a specifier position (SpecFP), whereas German sich (see 16c) ends up in a
head position.24
What the Dutch-German contrast shows is that given the approach adopted
striking differences in binding behaviour can be reduced to small differences in the
morpho-syntactic make-up of the elements concerned.
2.2.5.2 Khanty
One of the languages that allows locally bound pronouns and at first sight appears to
lack any reflexive strategy is Khanty.
Volkova & Reuland (2013) show that in Khanty a pronoun in object position
of a 2-place predicate can receive a reflexive interpretation. As illustrated in (17) it
can also yield a disjoint reading.
(17)

Utltite!oi >uve>i
i:;k-s-;lle
teacher
he.ACC praise-PST-SG.3SG
ÔThe teacher praised himself.Õ
ÔThe teacher praised him.Õ
(Volkova & Reuland 2013)

[Khanty, Uralic]

In comparison to (17), one finds examples as (18) where the pronoun does not allow
local binding.
(18)

* Utltite!oi >uve>i
i:;k-s
teacher he.ACC praise-PST.3SG
ÔThe teacher praised himself.Õ
(Volkova & Reuland 2013)

[Khanty, Uralic]

The difference between (17) and (18), as shown by Volkova & Reuland (2013), is
that both subject and object agreement are realized in (17), whilst in (18) there is
only subject agreement. The object agreement in (17) blocks chain formation (for
details see Volkova & Reuland (2013) and Volkova (to appear), and the discussion
of Fijian in chapter 5) and hence binding is not ruled out by a violation of the chain
condition. This blocking is not available in (18) and as a consequence the bound
pronoun is ruled out by the chain condition.
The question remains how the pronoun in (17) satisfies the IDI since prima
facie the variable does not appear to be protected. Based on the independent fact that
object agreement can license a null object in Khanty and that overt doubled
pronouns are also used as anaphors, Volkova & Reuland (2013) analyse the pronoun

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24

The (16b)-case is not relevant for this discussion. See Reuland (2011) for more details.
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!uve! as a doubled pronoun in the reflexive reading in (17) that consists of !uve! and a
null object, illustrated in (19).
(19)

Utltite!oi
[>uve>i
¯]
teacher
he.ACC
¯
ÔThe teacher praised himself.Õ
(Volkova & Reuland 2013)

i:;k-s-;lle
praise-PST-SG.3SG
[Khanty, Uralic]

Consequently, [!uve!i ¯] provides the required complexity to license reflexivity.
Note that a null-object by itself is not compatible with a reflexive interpretation.
What is crucial here is that on a closer look also Khanty is subject to the IDI
and does employ a reflexive strategy to license reflexivity, even if this is not visible
at first sight.
In chapter 5 and 6 I will discuss Fijian (Dixon 1988) and Mashan Zhuang
(Bodomo 2007) that both have been reported to use locally bound pronouns and lack
any reflexive-marking. We will see there that also for these languages we will find
that licensing of reflexivity obtains.
2.2.6 Diagnostics for argumenthood
As the previous section shows, what you see is not always what you get. A
reflexive-marker on the verb does not necessarily mean that it is detransitivized (see
example (25) below). A separate word used for reflexive-marking does not
necessarily mean that the verb is transitive (see example (22b) below). Hence, it is
of importance, of course, how one can become sure which strategy is used in a
certain language or syntactic environment. To recognize the type of strategy one can
use several tests concerning transitivity. In the next sections I will present two
diagnostics that have proved useful for the discussion of reflexive-marking.
2.2.6.1 Availability of proxy readings
As discussed in chapter 1, one of the intriguing properties of complex anaphors is
their ability to have proxy readings. Himself in (20) can refer to the ÒrealÓ Ringo, but
also to a statue of the Ringo denoted by the subject.
(20)

(Upon a visit in a wax museum:) All of a sudden Ringo started undressing
himself.
(Jackendoff 1992)

However, in (21a) we can see that in English only the protection by himself can
yield a proxy reading. If the reflexive relation is a result of valence reduction, as in
(21b), the only possible reading is one where Ringo washes Ringo. Both Ringos
need to be completely identical.
(21)

a.
b.

Ringo washes himself. (okRingo, okproxy reading)
Ringo washes. (okRingo, *proxy reading)
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A similar picture can also be found in Dutch and Russian, where only the complex
anaphor zichzelf and sebja can yield a proxy reading, see (22) and (23).
(22)

(23)

a.

Jan wast zichzelf
Jan wash SE SELF
ÔJan washes.Õ (okJan, okproxy reading)

b.

Jan wast zich
Jan wash SE
ÔJan washes himself.Õ (okJan, *proxy reading)
(Reuland 2011)

a.

Vanja moet
sebja
Vanja washes himself
ÔVanja washes himself.Õ (okVanja, okproxy reading)

b.

Vanja moet-sja
Vanja wash-Refl
ÔVanja washes (himself).Õ (okVanja, *proxy reading)
(Anna Volkova, personal communication)

[Dutch]

[Russian]

From (21-23b) we can conclude that proxy readings are not available with valence
reduction.25 A verb requires two arguments for a proxy reading since one argument
needs to refer to the real person and another argument needs to stand proxy for the
real person. If only one argument is available this can either be the real person or the
statue. Hence, the absence of proxy readings with valence reduction is due to
absence of the second argument.
Note, though, that if a proxy readings is not available this does not necessarily
indicate that valence reduction has taken place. One can think of languages that do
not allow proxy readings in general or only a restricted usage. We will see for
example in section 2.4, that Urhobo does not, while nothing else indicates that the
anaphor is not a reflex of protection.
2.2.6.2 Object comparison
To allow for a reading with object comparison (Zec 1985) a verb again requires two
arguments that, as discussed above, are not available in a case of valence reduction
(see also discussion in Dimitriadis & Que 2009). Since in (24a) object comparison is
available we know that himself must be an argument of the predicate, otherwise it
could not be compared to the other argument (i.e. John). In (24b) there is no second
argument to make a comparison with John possible.
(24)

a.

Bill washes himself more often than John.
Object comparison shows that washes himself is transitive:
Bill washes himself more than he (Bill) washes John.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25

Note that in (22b) there is in addition also chain formation which renders a proxy reading
impossible.
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b.

Bill washes more often than John.
Object comparison is impossible, showing that washes is intransitive:
*Bill washes himself more than he (Bill) washes John.
(Zec 1985)

Using this diagnostic, Mchombo (2004) shows for Chiche?a in (25) that the
reflexive-marker dzi, which at first sight looks like a verbal affix that represents the
strategy of valence reduction, in fact is an argument incorporated into the verb.
(25)

Alenje ‡-ma-dzi-ny—z-‡
kup—s‡
asodzi
hunters SM-Hab-Refl-despise-FV exceeding fishermen
i.
ÔThe hunters despise themselves more than the fishermen (despise
themselves).Õ
ii. ÔThe hunters despise themselves more than (they despise) the
fishermen.Õ
(Mchombo 2004)
[Chiche?a, Niger-Congo]

2.2.7 How ÒpopularÓ is licensing by protection?
After having discussed different ways of protection and the diagnostics, it will be
interesting to see how common this strategy is in comparison to the strategy valence
reduction.
Using a protecting element has indeed been reported to be a common strategy
in various languages. For example, Schladt (2000) studied a range of 150 languages
and their reflexive markers26. He shows that embedding in a complex NP is the most
prominent option to form these reflexive markers. Out of a sample of 148 reflexive
markers 78 % employ a protecting element, as e.g. body part nouns (60,1 %) or a
SELF-element (17,6 %). In the WALS (Kšnig & Siemund 2013) out of the 62
languages for which they provide information about the lexical source of the
reflexive, 47 have expressions that are related to a body part noun. Heine (2000)
studies a number of 62 African languages and finds that 37 of them have a nominal
source (body and head most prominent) whilst 10 of the reflexive markers in these
languages are verbal affixes. These numbers show that the protection strategy is
indeed a common strategy in African languages. Hence, in section 4 below I will use
African data to illustrate how the licensing and enforcing of reflexivity exactly
works.27
In terms of detransitivization, Franssen (2010) found that Australian languages
use this strategy in 52 % of the cases, whereas the rest of the languages employ
some kind of protection strategy. Moreover, he reports a similar distribution for
Austronesian languages. Given the fact that valence reduction and bundling are not
always described as a reflexive strategy in the grammars one comes to understand
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SchladtÕs (2000: 103) definition of a reflexive marker is the following: ÒA reflexive marker
typically denotes a referent that is identical with the one of the subject noun phrase.Ó ItÕs
important to note that any verbal strategies for reflexivization have not been included in his
study.
27
Interestingly, similar findings have been reported for reciprocals (Heine 2000).
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why this strategy as well as the languages using it do not receive as much attention
as the protection strategy.
Interestingly, a widely prevalent language type employs a protecting strategy
and a valence reducing strategy, where the selection of strategy depends on verb
class (as e.g. in Germanic, Romance, Slavic, Georgian, Sakha, etc.). Boone (2009)
finds that Iroquoian and Muskogean are also of this type. Moreover, Kannada and
Telugu have also been reported to exemplify these two strategies (Lidz 1995, Lust et
al. 2000).
(26)

(27)

a.

Aisen tarba-n-na
Aisen scratch-refl-past.3
ÔAisen scratched himself.Õ

b.

Sardaanai beje-tini/*j araldjyt-ta/
tapt-yyr
Sardaana self-3.acc distract-past.3/ love-aor
ÔSardaana distracted herself/loves herself.Õ
(Vinokurova 2005)

[Sakha, Altaic]

a.

Jan wa-hatya-t- ohae- John FACT- 3.SG.M.NOM- SRFL- body- wash- PUNC
ÔJohn washed (himself).Õ

b.

wa-katataehs!thw- aFACT- 1.SG.NOM- REFL- kickPUNC
ÔI kicked myself.Õ
(Barrie & Alboiu 2008)
[Northern Iroquoian, Iroquoian]

2.3 Enforcing reflexivity by protection (aka the locality requirement)
As we saw in chapter 1, the protecting morpheme also enforces reflexivity in many
languages. This creates a locality requirement for anaphors, that follows from head
movement of SELF onto the predicate (Reinhart & Reuland 1991 and subsequent
work). For instance in English we saw that himself can only take a local antecedent
unless it is in a position where the SELF movement is blocked, as in Max was happy
that the queen invited [Mary and himself] for a drink.
But that is not what we find in all languages. There is also a range of languages
where licensing and enforcing do not go hand-in-hand, as for instance in Peranakan
Javanese (Cole, Hermon, Tjung, Sim & Kim 2008).
Looking at Peranakan Javanese in (28) we see that licensing can take place
without enforcing of reflexivity. In (28a) only the complex anaphor awake dheen
licenses reflexivity and the pronoun dheen is ill-formed with a bound reading. But in
contrast to English, Peranakan Javanese allows long distance binding of the complex
anaphor awake dheen. In (28b) the anaphor in the embedded clause can take a local
antecedent (Tono), a long distance antecedent (Bowo) and a discourse antecedent.
This shows that awake dheen does license reflexivity but in fact does not enforce it.
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a.

Tonoi mbunuh awake dheeni/j / dheen*i/j
Tono kill
body-3 3SG
/ 3SG
ÔTono killed himself / him.Õ

b.

Bowoj ngomong nek aku pikir [Tonoi ketok awake dheeni/j/k
Bowo N-say
that 1sg think [Tono see
body-3 3sg
nggon kaca]
in
mirror]
ÔBowo said that I thought that Tono saw himself/him in the mirror.Õ
(Cole, Hermon, Tjung, Sim & Kim 2008)
[Peranakan Javanese, Austronesian]

In chapter 3 and 4 I will discuss more languages with a non-enforcing complex
anaphor. I will also give more details about the factors that allow for their free
distribution which initially is not expected with complex anaphors.

2.4 A case study on African languages
For many Indo-European languages it has been shown that licensing and enforcing
of reflexivity go together (Chomsky 1981; see Everaert 1986 for Dutch, Frisian
Scandinavian, Hellan 1988 for Norwegian, Sigur"sson (1990) and Thr‡insson
(1991) for Icelandic! etc.).28 To investigate whether this holds also among other
language families, I conducted a study of African languages. The reason to focus on
African languages came about naturally as they are known to use a good amount of
BP-anaphors and also the African Anaphora database29 provides an appropriate and
dependable data source.
For this study I am concentrating on only three of the four major language
families found in Africa. I will focus on the Niger-Congo languages, the AfroAsiatic languages and the Nilo-Saharan languages, whilst the remaining Khoisan
language family has to be left aside since a majority of its languages30 employ verbal
affixes for reflexive-marking and for practical reasons, this dissertation focuses on
nominal strategies. In the next sections I present a discussion on Ibibio, Urhobo,
Yoruba, Gungbe, Akan, all Niger-Congo languages of which the latter two of the
Kwa branch. Moreover, the Afro-Asiatic languages Berber and Oromo and Humburi
Senni, a Nilo-Saharan language, were investigated. Of the 8 languages, 6 use BPAs
as a reflexive strategy, whilst Oromo uses a SELF-anaphor and Gungbe a dedicated
reflexive and reciprocal marker "Ž.
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See also Faltz (1977), Pica (1985), Huang (2000) and Safir (2004a,b) for more crosslinguistical data on the locality of complex anaphor.
29
Ken SafirÕs African Anaphora database, Rutgers Univeristy, http://www.africananaphora.
rutgers.edu/
30
I went carefully through for instance Sandawe (Eaton 2010, Steeman 2011), Modern Khwe
(Kilian-Hatz 2008), Kxoe (Kšhler 1989, 1991), Khoekhoe (Brugman 2009), and TsÕixa (Fehn
2013). Also, overviews as Heine (1986) and GŸldemann & Vossen (2000) show verbal
reflexives to be the main strategy for reflexive-marking.
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To investigate whether also in this small sample of 8 languages licensing of
reflexivity is needed, we first look at regular 2-place predicates and whether it is
possible to use a regular pronoun (29-36a) for a reflexive interpretation. We will
find that none of the languages allows a reflexive interpretation with a pronoun. As a
next step I will check whether the complex anaphor indeed yields the intended
reflexive interpretation, which is confirmed by the data in (29-36b).
(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

a.

Ij'ni mr(
'yen
John see.PST him
ÔJohn saw him.Õ
Ô*John saw himself.Õ

b.

Ij'ni mr(
oma-r(-'yen
John see.PST
body-AM-him
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)

a.

Olœ feran r•
Olu like
his
ÔOlu likes him.Õ
Ô*Olu likes himselfÕ

b.

Olœ feran ara
r•
Olu like
body his
ÔOlu likes himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)

a.

okon ‡-m‡-k’t
ˆnyŽ
okon SM-TM-see him
ÔOkon saw him.Õ
Ô*Okon saw himself.Õ

b.

Okon ‡-m‡
’dŽm —m—
Okon Agrs-love body his
ÔOkon loves himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)

a.

D—n‡ kpˆ-!"
Dona praise-3sg
ÔDona saw him.Õ
Ô*Dona praised himself.Õ

b.

J‡n m!" Ž-@Ž
John see 3SG-@Ž
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)

[Urhobo, Niger-Congo]

[Yoruba, Niger-Congo]

[Ibibio, Niger-Congo]

[Gungbe, Niger-Congo]
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a.

John hu-u
no
John see-PST 3SG.OBJ
ÔJohn saw him.Õ
Ô*John saw himself.Õ

b.

John hu-u
ne
John see-PST 3SG.POSS
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)

ho31
self

a.

Mohand i-zra
ntta
Mohand 3S.M-see.PERF him
ÔMohand saw him.Õ
Ô*Mohand saw himself.Õ

b.

Mohand i-zra
ixef-ins
Mohand 3S.M-see.PERF head-of his
ÔMohand saw himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)

a.

[tulluu-n]
[isa] rukut-A-e
Tullu-NOM him hit-3SgM-PERF
ÔTullu hit him.Õ
Ô*Tullu hit himself.Õ

b.

[isee-n] [of-iisee] rukut-t-e
she-NOM self-3SgF hit-3SgF-PERF
ÔShe hit herself.Õ
(Beyene 2003)

[Akan, Niger-Congo]

[Berber, Afro-Asiatic]

[Oromo, Afro-Asiatic]

a.

ˆ
s’:
n‡:nŽy B
3SgS ProgrNeg trust
3SgO
ÔHe does not trust him.Õ
Ô*He does not trust himself.Õ

b.

ˆ
s’:
n‡:nŽy bœwn-˜
3SgS ProgrNeg trust
head-3rd
ÔHe does not trust himself.Õ
(Heath 2007)
[Humburi Senni, Nilo-Saharan]

As the data show, all these languages show a systematic contrast between
pronominals and anaphors. The latter allow a reflexive interpretation whereas the
former donÕt.
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Given that Saah (1989) claims that ho literally translates to ÔbodyÕ, I assume Akan employs
a BPA. Since I use the original glossing I will continue to use self as given in the cited source.
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My following step was to investigate whether the BPAs in our selected
languages pattern with SELF-anaphors in their distribution regarding different
syntactic environments. We find that all complex anaphors can be covalued with a
local antecedent, in line with the Condition A, as illustrated in (37-44a), and all of
them can be bound by a quantificational antecedent, as in (37-42b). The latter
provides proof that they do indeed represent a bound variable. This is important as
we will see later in chapter 3 and 4 that there is a certain kind of anaphor which
shows pronoun-like behaviour and can act as a free variable.
Furthermore, all complex anaphors investigated disallow long-distance
binding, as in (37-42c, 43-44b). The fact that the embedded anaphor in object
position cannot be bound by a matrix clause antecedent shows, that all the complex
anaphors used as a protection strategy also disallow non-local binding, i.e. they
license and at the same time enforce reflexivity.
(37)

(38)

(39)

a.

Ij'ni mr(
oma-r(-'yen
John see.PST body-AM-him
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ

b.

Emeshare na 'vu'vo ni
oma-r(-'yen
boys
the each.one looked body-AM-him
ÔEvery/each boy looked at himselfÕ

c.

* Ijini ta n( Imeri oma-re-'yen vwo (gu'n' k(
Jean said that Mary body-AM-him has love
for
ÔJean said that Mary loves himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Urhobo, Niger-Congo]

a.

Olœ feran ara
r•
Olu like body his
ÔOlu likes himself.Õ

b.

!m"k•nrin k˜˜kan wo ara
r•
Boy
each-one look body his
ÔEvery boy looked at himself.Õ

c.

* Olœ fura
pŽ Mˆr’ˆ fŽ! rˆn ara r•
Olu suspect that Mary likes body
ÔOlu suspected that Mary likes himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)

his
[Yoruba, Niger-Congo]

a.

Okon ‡-m‡
’dŽm —m—
Okon Agrs-love body his
ÔOkon loves himself.Õ

b.

ˆfit—w˜
Ž-mˆ-Ž-sŽ
’dŽm 'mm™
All.person/everybody SM-TM-SM-look body their
ÔEverybody looked at himself.Õ
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c.

* Okon ‡-di—ng' kŽ Edem ‡-ma
idŽm —m—
Okon Agrs-know that Edem Agrs-like body his
ÔOkon knows that Edem likes himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Ibibio, Niger-Congo]

a.

J‡n m!" Ž-@Ž
John see 3SG-@Ž
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ

b.

Ny!"n• @˜kp—-@˜kp— m!"n
Woman one-one
see
ÔEach woman saw herself.Õ

c.

* D—n‡ l“n !"#
As’b‡
ny’n w‡n
n‡ Ž-@Ž
Dona think that Asiba
have love
Prep 3SG-@Ž
ÔDona thought/suspected that Asiba loves him.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Gungbe, Niger-Congo]

a.

John hu-u
ne
ho
John see-PST 3SG.POSS self
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ

b.

Obiara
hu-u
ne
ho
everybody see-PST 3SG.POSS self
ÔEverybody saw himself.Õ

c.

* John dwen
d0
Mary kyir
ne
ho
John think[PRS] COMP Mary hate[PRS] 3SG.POSS self
ÔJohn thinks that Mary hates him. [i.e., hates John].Õ
(ATD)
[Akan, Niger-Congo]

a.

Mohand i-zra
ixef-ins
Mohand 3S.M-see.PERF head-of his
ÔMohand saw himself.Õ

b.

kur
"amatu" "-zra
xef-ines
every woman 3S.F-see.PERF head-of her
ÔEvery woman saw herself.Õ

c.

* Jack i-!ir
qa Lisa "-snn
belli
Jack 3S.M-think.IMPERF that Lisa 3S.F-know.IMPERF that
Wendy t-xsi
ixef-ins
Wendy 3S.F-like.IMPERF head-of his
ÔJack thinks that Lisa knows that Wendy likes him.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Berber, Afro-Asiatic]

Ž-@Ž
3SG-@Ž
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a.

[isee-n]
[of-iisee] rukut-t-e
she-NOM self-3SgF hit-3SgF-PERF
ÔShe hit herself.Õ

b.

* [[in-ni] [akka [nam-ni
[of-iisaa] Jibb-A-e]]
heÐNOM that man-NOM himself hate-3SgM-PERF
beek-A-a]]
know-3SgM- IMPF
ÔHe knows that people hated himÕ
(Beyene 2003)
[Oromo, Afro-Asiatic]

a.

ˆ
s’:
n‡:nŽy bœwn-˜
3SgS ProgrNeg trust
head-3rd
ÔHe does not trust himself.Õ

b.

ˆ
n• [ˆng‡ bˆ:b• n• [ˆng‡ nˆm ˆng‡ / *bœwn-˜ k‡rœ]]
3SgS say [Logo father say [Logo Fut Logo / head-3rd hit]]
ÔShex said that herx fathery said that hey will hit herx.Õ
(Heath 2007)
[Humburi Senni, Nilo-Saharan]

2.4.1 Anaphors as subjects
As discussed in chapter 1, anaphors used as subjects have been a topic of discussion
(e.g. Rizzi 1990, Woolford 1999), as many languages disallow this option.
Especially with the BPAs, some of which allow a literal reading, one could expect
that occurrence in a subject position would be allowed by a regular possessive NP
structure.
This is, however, not the case in the languages discussed here as we will see in
this section. In this respect they are unlike Georgian which is a language that
employs a BPA and allows it to be used in the subject position of finite clauses
(Amiridze 2006).
(45)

[tavis-mai
tav-maj]j ixsna
[prezident-i]i
POSS.REFL-ERG head-ERG he.saved.him president-NOM
ÔThe president was out of the hard situation only because of himself (his
past doings, personal charm, etc.Õ
(Amiridze 2006)
[Georgian, Kartvelian]

Analogically to Greek (Anagnostopoulou & Everaert 1999) as discussed in chapter
1, Amiridze (2006) argues that subject anaphors are allowed in Georgian thanks to
their structure and morpho-syntactic properties of a fully specified DP providing
them with the possibility of full feature checking of a finite T.
This would predict that BPAs, being fully specified DPÕs should be fine in the
subject position of a finite clause. However, all the BPAs in our selection of African
languages are not allowed to appear in such positions, neither in an embedded clause
where the embedded subject refers to a matrix clause antecedent. This is illustrated
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by the Yoruba example in (46a-b); the same holds for all the other languages (46c-i).
Also, Oromo with a SELF-anaphor shows that this is not possible (46h).
(46)

a.

* Ara re!" lo s’ !jˆ
n’ ˆn‡
body his go to market at yesterday
ÔHimself went to the market yesterday.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Yoruba, Niger-Congo]

b.

* ñp˜ •n“yˆn k˜
fŽrˆn Al—!gŽ, !•gb—n ara r• fŽrˆn
won
many people NEG like Alonge but
body his like
them
ÔMany people do not like anchovies, but he likes them.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Yoruba, Niger-Congo]

c.

* omaroyen
rhere
body-AM-3SG came
ÔHimself/Herself came.Õ
(Afranaph database)

[Urhobo, Niger-Congo]

d.

* ’dŽm —m˜ ‡-mˆ‡-k‡ •ru‡
mkp—n
body his SM-TM-go market yesterday
ÔHimself went to market yesterday.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Ibibio, Niger-Congo]

e.

* Ž-@Ž
m!"n D—n‡32
3SG-@Ž see Dona
ÔHimself saw Dona.Õ
(Afranaph database)

[Gungbe, Niger-Congo]

f.

Ne
ho
hyehye
no
3SG.POSS body burn.PRES 3SG
Ô*Himself burns him.Õ
ÔHis body burns him.Õ (only literal reading is available)
(Saah 1989)
[Akan, Niger-Congo]

g.

* ixef-ines i-zra
Fred
head-of his 3S.M-see.PERF Fred
ÔHimself saw Fred.Õ
(Afranaph database)

[Berber, Afro-Asiatic]
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In such cases we also find a violation of Condition C. Nevertheless, the anaphor in subject
position is reported to be ill-formed in general.
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i.

* [of] [ana] rukut-¿-e
self me
hit-1Sg-PERF
ÔMyself hit me.Õ
(Beyene 2003)
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[Omoro, Afro-Asiatic]

* bœwn-˜ s’:
n‡:nŽy ˆ
head-3rd ProgrNeg trust
3SgS
ÔHimself does not trust him/her.Õ
(Heath 2007)
[Humburi Senni, Nilo-Saharan]

This may indicate that the BPAs in these languages have to be deficient in some
respect, which prevents them from occurring in subject position. The precise source
of their deficiency is in need of further investigation.
As illustrated for the verb fŽrˆn ÔlikeÕ in Yoruba in (47) the verbs in Yoruba,
Urhobo, Gungbe, Akan, Humburi Senni do not agree with the subject in person or
number. Since we do not find rich agreement on the verb the Anaphora Agreement
effect (Woolford 1999, see chapter 1) is not able to explain the ungrammaticality of
the BPAs as subjects in these African languages. However, Ibibio, Berber and
Oromo show subject verb agreement and hence the Anaphora Agreement effect
would indeed account for them.
(47)

a.

Mo
fŽrˆn
araˆ
mi
1SG.S like
body.POSS
1SG.POSS
ÔI like myself (Lit. ÔI like my body.Õ).Õ

b.

O
fŽrˆn
araˆ
re!
2SG.S
like
body.POSS
2SG.POSS
ÔYou like yourself (Lit. ÔYou like your body.Õ).Õ

c.

î
fŽrˆn
araa
r•!
3SG.S
like
body.POSS
3SG.POSS
ÔS/He likes herself (Lit. ÔS/He likes her body.Õ).Õ

d.

A
fŽrˆn
araa
wa
1PL.S like
body.POSS
1PL.POSS
ÔWe like ourselves (Lit. ÔWe like our body.Õ).Õ

e.

E!
fŽrˆn
araa
y’n
2PL.S like
body.POSS
2PL.POSS
ÔYou (plu.) like yourselves (Lit. ÔYou like your body.Õ).Õ

f.

W—
! n
fŽrˆn
araa
wo! n
3PL.S like
body.POSS
3PL.POSS
ÔThey like themselves (Lit. ÔThey like their body.Õ).Õ
(ATD)
[Yoruba, Niger-Congo]
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As we saw BP anaphors behave like SELF anaphors regarding their occurrence in
subject position. The literal meaning one finds with the BP anaphors seems to have
no influence in this respect.
2.4.2 Non-coargument positions
BPAs and SELF-anaphors in African languages are also allowed to occur in non-coargument positions (e.g. locative PPs) as shown in (48a-c). We can see from the data
provided that a pronominal can be used in these positions, as well, see Urhobo (48a),
Yoruba (48b), and Berber (48e). This clearly shows that also these languages do not
have complementary in distribution between anaphors and pronominals in these
environments. For the other languages judgments on the acceptance of the pronoun
in these positions are not provided. That a pronoun can be used comes as no surprise
though. Since there is no reflexive predicate in such cases the fact that the pronoun
itself is not ill-formed is expected and in line with their behavior in better studied
languages, like English.
(48)

a.

Isali mr(
'rodeko kere
Sally see.PST snake
near
ÔSally saw a snake near her.Õ
(Afranaph database)

oma-re-'yen / re-'yen
body-AM-her / AM-her
[Urhobo, Niger-Congo]

b.

ñj— r’
ej˜
n ’ •g
! bŽ ara
r• / r•
Ojo see snake at side body his / his
ÔOlu saw a snake besides him.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Yoruba, Niger-Congo]

c.

Mary ‡-m‡-k’t
w•d kŽ
•dŽm —m˜
Mary SM-TM-see book LOC body her
ÔMary saw a book behind her.Õ
(Afranaph database) !
[Ibibio, Niger-Congo]

d.

D—n‡ m!"n dˆn g—d˜ n‡ Ž-@Ž
Dona see snake back Prep 3SG-@Ž
ÔDona saw a snake at her back.Õ
(Afranaph database)

e.

Mary "-zra
fi!ar zefa
Mary 3S.M-see.PERF snake behind
ÔMary saw a snake behind her.Õ
(Afranaph database)

[Gungbe, Niger-Congo]
?* i xef-ines
/ as
of head-of her / CL
[Berber, Afro-Asiatic]

Thus, theoretically, the pattern found here provides nothing new, and existing
analyses for this type of fact easily carry over. Nevertheless, the fact that noncomplementarity between bound pronominal and anaphors in non-coargument
position obtains in these languages as well, has some independent interest, as it
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indicates that this patterns may be quite general. This should be of some concern for
theories in which complementarity play a crucial role.
2.4.3 Exemption
We saw above that these complex anaphors can also occur in non-coargument
positions. To determine to what extent they are parallel to English anaphors it is
interesting to explore whether they are also possible in positions parallel to English
exempt positions, as in examples (49a) and (49b) that allow the reading where Lucie
binds herself. 33
(49) a. Lucie said that Max saw a ghost next to herself.
b. Lucie said that Max trusted no one but herself
It was difficult to find data that resembles examples like (49) for the African
languages. Where I found comparable data the overall result is that anaphor binding
is not allowed. In Gungbe we can see that a dedicated logophoric pronoun is used in
such long distance exemption cases. The logophoric pronoun is used as JohnÕs
viewpoint is expressed and the pronoun can get interpreted as John on the discourse
level. Also, see the discussion in chapter 1 for a use of anaphors as logophoric
pronouns.
(50)

J‡n !"# ny!"n n’
m‡
@•
j“
d— m!"#Ž
g˜ z•
John say 1sg Mood Neg have confidence Prep someone Post pass
Žm’-@•
g˜ bl—
Log.1sg-@• post Neg
ÔJohn said that I should not trust anyone but himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Gungbe, Niger-Congo]

Ibibio is reported to only allow the regular pronoun in (51).
(51)

okon ‡-kŽ-b—
kŽ edem ‡-kŽ-n-n—
mi:n !w•t ‡b‡ngakŽ
okon SM-TM-say that edem SM-TM-OM-give me book about
’m˜
him
ÔOkon said that edem gave me a book about him.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Ibibio, Niger-Congo]
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Note again, that we need to take into account when looking for appropriate examples in
African languages that examples like (i), are different from (49), as the preposition is not
lexical and the herself is an argument of the 3 place predicate explain.
(i) *Lucie said that I explained Max to herself.
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For Tuki, another Niger-Congo language, we did find an explicit negative judgment.
The anaphor omw‡-m‡te has been reported to be ill-formed in exempt position in the
embedded clause.
(52)

* Mb‡r‡ a-mu-œdz-a
ee Abo ‡-m‡-C-p-a
k‡r‡te
Mbara c1.SM-PST1-say-FV that Abo c1.SM-PST2-me-give-FV book
na wœ$o a omw‡-m‡te
in front
of c1.PRN-MATE
ÔMbara said that Abo gave me a book about himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Tuki, Niger-Congo]

This pattern is prima facie problematic for an attempt to extend the approach to
exemption in Reinhart & Reuland (1993) to these languages. Note, though, that, as
discussed in Reuland (2011), the proposal in Reinhart & Reuland ignored what
happens in case an anaphoric element engages in two different syntactic
dependencies, as is the case with Dutch zichzelf (and its cognates in Scandinavian).
As is well-known Dutch zichzelf is not exempt where English himself is, and always
requires a binder in the domain of its minimal subject. This is so, since zich carries
an independent binding potential based on its feature deficiency, which is based on
Agree, and hence is not sensitive to island conditions. For the moment I have no
specific proposal as to for which feature these anaphors could be deficient, but a
claim that they are feature deficient would nicely correlate with their inability to
appear as subjects, as discussed in section 2.4.1.
2.4.4 Proxy readings
In section 2.2.6 we have seen that the availability of proxy readings serves as a
diagnostic to recognize the licensing strategy. Proxy readings are also available with
BPAs, e.g. Yoruba in (53a), Berber (53d) and Gungbe (53e). Some languages donÕt
appear to allow this reading, for instance Urhobo in (53b), whilst in certain contexts
some proxy reading (but not a statue reading) is possible (53c).
(53)

a.

Olœ r!ra
w!
ara
r•
am˜! nˆ m‡
ba ˆ bˆjŽ!
Olu carefully wash body his COMP clay the NEG damage
ÔOlu washed himself carefully, so as not to damage the clay.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Yoruba, Niger-Congo]

b.

'
mre oma-r(-'yen kasa-kasa
3SG saw body-AM-3SG everywhere
ÔHe saw himself everywhere.Õ (no Ôhis statueÕ interpretation possible)
(Afranaph database)
[Urhobo, Niger-Congo]

c.

Me mre oma-m( vw( oma-wen
1SG see
myself
LOC body-2SG.POSS
ÔI see myself in you.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Urhobo, Niger-Congo]
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d.

Mohand i-msaD
ixfeines EwaEai DbaE wa
Mohand 3SM.clean.PERF himself slowly so as not
i-tazzi
tswai"
3SM-break.NEG.IMPER photo
ÔMuhand cleaned his photo slowly so as not to break it.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Berber, Afro-Asiatic]

e.

Kerekou kp!"n Ž-@Ž
t˜
place des martyres
Kerekou look 3SG-@Ž Prep place des martyres
ÔKerekou looked at himself at the Place des martyres.Õ [real Castro]
ÔKerekou looked at his own statute at the Place des martyres.Õ
[CastroÕs statue]
(Afranaph database)
[Gungbe, Niger-Congo]

To properly interpret this difference, it is important to look at more detailed
information. For instance, in Urhobo we find a sort of proxy reading with 1st person
pronouns to be possible in (53c) but no statue reading with the 3rd person pronoun in
(53b). The question is what is the range of proxy interpretations of pronominals in
Urhobo in general? And as (53c) is not strictly a proxy interpretation we also need to
find out whether Urhobo does allow proxy readings at all. Whether sentences like
(54) are well-formed with a statue-reading would provide important evidence. In
case no proxy reading is allowed with pronouns at all, we do expect them to be
impossible with the anaphor as well.
(54)

a. Ringo is made of stone, whereas Yoko is made of wax
b. Suddenly, every pop icon started taking off the shirt he was wearing
(Reuland & Winter 2009)

Once we can conclude that a proxy reading is available, we know that the
pronominal is an argument. Still, it is conceivable that a language might show
restrictions on proxy readings in the sense that there are pragmatically conditioned
limitations on the range of admissible proxies such as that the Ôproxies must be
sufficiently similarÕ. This has been in fact reported for Serbo-Croatian (Marijana
Marelj, personal communication) which only allows proxy readings in cases such as
I saw myself on the picture and we find similar data for Urhobo in (53c). Also, if the
lexical meaning of the nominal head of the anaphor is still prominently available in
Urhobo that could restrict the availability of statue-readings.
If a proxy reading is not available in a language this might be due to other
restriction specific to reflexive predicates:
i) There is a syntactic restriction, due to chain formation with the antecedent, as
with Dutch zich.
ii) A morphological mismatch would occur if a language has e.g. a classifier for
animate and inanimate. Then in a statue-reading the anaphor would need an
inanimate classifier, and thus could not be a proxy of the animate Ringo.
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These are all questions that come up, but require more extensive investigation for an
answer.
2.4.5 Summary of the African languages study
The previous section has also shown that a closer look at the complex anaphors in
several African languages provide a similar picture of the anaphoric system one
finds in well-described languages like in English, Norwegian etc. Licensing and
enforcing of reflexivity co-occur in the selected African languages. That is in line
with the hypothesis that reflexive-marking is generally required across languages.
The anaphors we have seen in this study provide protection and meet the
locality requirement, which ties in with the idea that licensing and enforcing go
together in these languages. Only in positions where the anaphor is not an argument
of the predicate, i.e. in an exempt position, enforcing of reflexivity is blocked and
hence also the locality requirement does not apply.

2.5. Summary
This chapter has provided an overview of the various strategies we find across
languages to protect the variable. It has been shown that licensing by protection,
mostly by embedding in a more complex NP, is also a very commonly used strategy
(see also Faltz 1977, Schladt 2000) to prevent a violation of the IDI.
The locality requirement, which we find with SELF-anaphors in English for
instance, has been investigated in 8 African languages and their BP- and SELFanaphors. The results of this small case study show that the licensing and enforcing
of reflexivity in these languages resembles the Indo-European pattern. We find that
licensing by protection is required, and that the complex anaphors indeed enforce
reflexivity, as expected when adopting a SELF-movement approach (Reuland &
Reinhart 1991).
Furthermore, we can conclude that SELF- and BP-anaphors behave similarly,
syntactically as well as semantically, and that a unified account for both SELF- and
BP-anaphors (see Reuland & Winter 2009) is the best way to analyze complex
anaphors in the upcoming chapters.
Nevertheless, not all anaphoric systems are found to behave alike. One can find
contradictory reports on the African language Limbum for instance. The language
has several possessive anaphors built from different body part nouns like body,
head, nose etc. The most frequent one is nyor zh“i Ôbody 3rdSGÕ34. In (55) we see
that nyor zh“i licenses reflexivity but for a long distance interpretation the regular 3rd
person pronoun is needed.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

34
Interestingly, the internal structure of the complex anaphor can vary between nyor zh“i and
zh“i nyor without any change in behavior or meaning (Francis Wepngong Ndi, personal
communication).
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a.

J™n ˆ
m!
y0 nyor
J™n SM.C1.3SG PST3 see body
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
ÔJohn saw his body.Õ

zh“i
C1.3SG.POSS.FOC.PRN.

b.

Jak r“!
e-n0
Josh
k˜! ye
Jack know 3SG-COMP George like 3SG.OBJ
Jack knows that George likes X. [X=Jack]
(Afranaph database)
[Limbum, Niger-Congo]

Contrary to (55) we find Mpoche (2004) who reports that the anaphor y“ nyor
Ôhis/her bodyÕ can also be used long distance bound. He points out though that this
covaluation is marked and one needs the right context to achieve an interpretation
where y“ nyor is bound by tarku (Kizitus Mpoche, personal communication).
(56)

Tarkui
ke lˆa ene [makuj
k˜n y“ nyori/j]
Grandfather HT say that grandmother love himself/herself
ÔGrandfather says that grandmother loves himself/herself.Õ
Mpoche (2004)
[Limbum, Niger-Congo]

To be able to make a clear statement on the status of nyor zh“i or y“ nyor a further
investigation of Limbum is needed. However, (56) provides a first hint at that not all
complex anaphors enforce reflexivity. In the next chapter we will address exactly
this question and investigate whether there are languages where licensing and
enforcing do not go together by looking at the appropriate syntactic environments.

CHAPTER 3
Complex but non-enforcing anaphors

3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter on African languages have shown that the idea of complex
anaphors as licensing and enforcing reflexivity is found not only in Indo-European
languages but also in a number of other languages. The last section of chapter 2
already indicates though, as exemplified by Limbum, that some languages may also
employ complex anaphors that do not enforce reflexivity in argument position but
nevertheless are able to license reflexivity.
This chapter concentrates on giving an overview of languages that have this
kind of complex but non-enforcing anaphor and on how to implement the fact that
licensing and enforcing of reflexivity should be treated as two separate independent
mechanisms. The next chapter will show how this works exactly in a number of
Malayo-Polynesian languages. In this chapter we will take a look at complex nonenforcing anaphors in argument position and will see how they tie in with the
theoretical ideas as laid out in chapter 1 and 2.
It is interesting to find that a range of these languages also employs a second
complex anaphor, which indeed does enforce reflexivity, i.e. they have one nonenforcing complex anaphor and one enforcing complex anaphor. In all the languages
studied the enforcing complex anaphor was more complex than the non-enforcing
anaphor.
The outcome of the data collection is a number of 18 languages that turned out
to have a anaphor that licenses but does not enforce reflexivity. This means that out
of the approximately 117 languages35 we studied in more detail about 13,7 %
provide clear evidence for this non-enforcing complex anaphor. Bear in mind that
this number is biased by our special interest in puzzling data. As discussed in
chapter 1, for this dissertation gathering as many interesting and puzzling data was
as important as having a genetically and areally balanced sample. The languages
mentioned in the following sections and chapter 4 have been reported to have such
peculiar anaphors. There may well be more languages with such anaphors out there,
but due to restrictions on time and data availability it was not possible to follow up
on all indications given in the literature or in the questionnaires.
3.1.1 Diagnostics for licensing reflexivity
In the next sections I will provide the appropriate data to show that some anaphors
indeed license reflexivity but do not enforce it. As discussed in chapter 1, licensing
35

For a list of languages studied for this thesis see appendix A.
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of reflexivity is necessary to avoid a violation of the IDI. To show that the anaphor
can be used as reflexive-licenser I will give simple sentences where the anaphor and
the antecedent are co-arguments of the same transitive predicate. To be sure that the
anaphor is indeed an argument, the diagnostics for argumenthood described in
section 2.2.6 have been applied in this chapter as well. Since subject experiencer
verbs such as love, hate, admire and like are most resistant to valence reduction and
bundling (Reinhart & Siloni 2005), they are a good indicator for the licensing of
reflexivity by a complex anaphor. One still has to bear in mind that a possible
occurrence of the anaphor as an argument of a love/hate-type verb does not
necessarily mean that licensing is required in a language. Only a pronoun that is illformed when bound by a co-argument of the same predicate provides evidence
whether reflexive-marking is needed to satisfy the IDI. If the pronoun is possible
with a reflexive interpretation it could still be a simple case of coreference or
pragmatics where the anaphor is preferred over the pronoun, but where both are
grammatical.
For a clear picture about the licensing strategy in a language one also has to
take a closer look at language specific factors like e.g. subject-verb-agreement, the
case system and the C-system in general. These factors can influence the superficial
appearance of the anaphor and its ability to license reflexivity. That subject-verbagreement is relevant for the distribution of anaphors has been already part of the
discussion of section 1.5 about the possibility of anaphors as subjects. Moreover it is
important for chain formation to take place. As the definition of chain formation, see
chapter 1, already indicates, also structural case needs to be considered when
categorizing the reflexive strategy. Recall the discussion on Frisian in chapter 1, that
allows pronouns with lexically reflexive verbs, i.e. with lexical valence reduction
(Reinhart & Siloni 2005) as laid out in chapter 1. As these pronouns get inherent
non-T-related case, they do not enter a syntactic chain with the antecedent and can
just check the residual case.
3.1.2 Diagnostics for enforcing reflexivity
As outlined in chapter 1 and 2, enforcement is due to a dependency between the
licensing element and the predicate, triggered by economy and restricted by the
syntactic configuration (Reuland 2008, 2011). To investigate whether an anaphor is
enforcing reflexivity, I will mainly look at four different syntactic environments and,
if applicable, the potential readings with inclusive reference and split antecedents.
3.1.2.1 Long distance readings
If an anaphor is enforcing reflexivity as English himself in (1) it reflexivizes the
embedded predicate and no dependency with the matrix subject can be established.
(1)

*John thinks that Mary loves himself.

Hence, firstly, I will check for cases where the anaphor is the object in the
embedded clause and is bound by the matrix subject, i.e. long distance binding of
the anaphor.
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3.1.2.2 Non-c-commanding (non-co-argument) antecedent
Secondly, I will investigate whether a local c-commanding36 (hence a co-argument
of the same predicate) antecedent is required as in (2) or whether the anaphor can
also be bound by the possessor John.
(2)

*JohnÕs mother loves himself.

Note, a need for a c-commanding antecedent only tells us that binding is in place
and doesnÕt yet demontrate enforcing reflexivity. However if c-command is not
required for the anaphor and the antecedent to be covalued that proves that the
anaphor does not enforce reflexivity in such cases. And for a non-enforcing anaphor
we expect a local non-c-commanding (non-co-argument) antecedent to be possible
unless such an antecedent is required by a !-feature deficient pronominal element of
the anaphor similar to Dutch zich.
3.1.2.3 Discourse antecedent
It is conceivable that non-enforcing anaphors that donÕt need to be bound by a ccommanding antecedent are also allowed to take a discourse antecedent or are
allowed to be used with simply deictic reference (without having any linguistic
antecedent in the context or the discourse available). For the English enforcing
anaphor himself both are impossible when not in exempt position.
(3)

*John saw Mary. She greeted himself.

3.1.2.4 VP ellipsis
The third relevant factor is whether both sloppy and strict readings are possible with
a non-enforcing anaphor. With an anaphor such as himself that enforces reflexivity
one find reports that a strict reading in cases of VP ellipsis as in (4) are not
acceptable. However, one can find native speakers who accept the strict reading in
(4ii) when provided with the appropriate context. Hence, we have to bear in mind
that the (im)possibility of strict readings does not serve as a clear diagnostic for
enforcing of reflexivity.37

36

I adopt the definition of c-command as used in Reuland (2011: 29):
a c-command b iff a is a sister to a category ! containing b.
Schematically: [a [! ... b... ]]

37

Anagnostopoulou & Everaert (2013) show that although the complex anaphor zichzelf in
Dutch must be locally bound it allows both sloppy and strict readings. Not all speakers accept
the strict reading though.
(i) Marie heeft zichzelf erger gekwetst dan Peter
Marie hurt
herself more seriously than Peter
ÔMarie hurt Marie more seriously than Peter hurt Peter/Marie.Õ
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John admires himself and Bob does too.
(i) John admires himself and Bob admires himself. (sloppy reading)
(ii) *John admires himself and Bob admires John. (strict reading)

If a language only allows strict readings, this means that the reflexivized version of
the VP is not the input of the elided VP. On the other hand if a language allows
sloppy readings the result of reflexivization has to be the input of the VP. Why
certain readings are not available in a language might, therefore, be due to timing
differences. Unfortunately, due to the restrictions in the data available a more
detailed discussion is not possible here.
3.1.2.5 Multiple individuals as antecedent
Furthermore, where applicable I will use examples with inclusive reference or split
antecedents to illustrate the non-enforcing behaviour of the anaphor. These serve as
diagnostics as the anaphor may not only refer to the linguistic antecedent alone but
also to additional discourse individuals or arguments.
To make this concrete, Japanese is a language that has been reported to have
inclusive reference, see (5).
(5)

Sachie-ga
zibun-tati-o
hihan-shi-ta
Sachie-NOM self-PL-ACC criticize-do-PST Ô
(lit.) ÔSachie criticized themselves.Õ
Reading: Sachie criticized herself and those associated with her.
(Madigan, Yamada & Peng 2007)
[Japanese, Japonic]

Note though that it has been argued by Madigan, Yamada & Peng (2007) for Korean
that the plural marker is responsible for the availability of inclusive reference. But
then the question is why would an anaphor be used after all? The first question is
why special marking is necessary at all. Assuming a distributive reading in (5) one
of the instantiations of the predicate is indeed reflexive and the anaphor is required
to license reflexivity.
If an anaphor allows split antecedents, the anaphor can be bound by the subject
and the object of the matrix clause simultaneously. Split antecedents are common
with regular pronouns, as in (6) where they/them can be interpreted as referring to
John and Bill together. Moreover, in English anaphors in exempt position such as in
(6c) also allow split antecedents.
(6)

a. John1 told Bill2 that they{1,2} should leave.
b. Johnk told Billh that the police criticized themk+h.
(Heim 2008)
c. John1 and Mary2 admired those pictures of themselves{1,2}.

In certain languages this reading can even occur with an anaphor. In (7) the Korean
plural anaphor caki-tul and the Japanese plural anaphor zibun-tachi can take split
antecedents, in subject position (7a) and in object position (7b).
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a.

John4-un Mary5-eykey [caki-tul4+5-i
iki-lke-la-ko]
John-TOP Mary-DAT [SELF-PL-NOM win-FUT-DECL-COMP]
malha-yess-ta
say-PAST-DECL
ÔJohn told Mary that selves would win.Õ
(Huang 2000)
[Korean, isolate]

b.

Takashii-ga
Marikoj-ni [Kenjik-ga
zibun-tachii+j-o
Takashi-NOM Mariko-to Kenji-NOM self-pl.-ACC
suisenshitaÐto]
tsugeta
recommended-COMP reported
ÔTakashii reported to Marikoj that Kenjik recommended selvesi+jÕ
(Fukui 1984)
[Japanese, isolate]

Finally, the similarities and differences of the anaphoric systems of the relevant
languages are summed up and the first generalizations that can be drawn regarding
the anaphorsÕ syntactic environments, internal structure and semantic behavior will
be laid out. In the course of this chapter I will show how the non-enforcing anaphors
help to support and refine the theoretical assumptions outlined in chapter 1.

3.2. Language overview
Even though in the literature the prevalent assumption is that complex anaphors
need to be locally bound (Pica 1987, 1991), one can find a number of languages (e.g
Kornfilt 2001 for Turkish, ƒ. Kiss 2002 for Hungarian, Cole & Hermon 2005 for
Indonesian) that have been reported to employ a complex anaphor that can be used
as long distance anaphor and/or discourse anaphor. In the upcoming sections the
anaphoric systems of 10 relevant languages will be described, with special reference
to the diagnostics for their complex anaphors.
3.2.1 Malayo-Polynesian languages: Indonesian
There are reports on several Malayo-Polynesian languages that indicate the
existence of such a non-enforcing anaphor. Chapter 4 will provide a microvariational study of 8 closely related Malayo-Polynesian languages and their
anaphoric systems. Here, I only want to mention Indonesian as an example for these
languages.
Indonesian has two complex anaphors, diri-nya Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ and diri-nya
sendiri Ôbody-3SG.GEN selfÕ, that are able to license reflexivity as illustrated in (8ab) (Cole & Hermon 2005, and most recently Kartono 2013). Note, the 3rd person
pronoun in (8c) is ill-formed with a reflexive reading as it cannot act as reflexivelicenser and consequently cannot satisfy the IDI.
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a.

Johni melihat diri-nyai/j
John see
body-3SG.GEN
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
ÔJohn saw him.Õ
(ATD)

b.

Budii membenci diri-nya
sendirii
Budi hate
body-3SG.GEN self
ÔBudi hates himself.Õ
(ATD)

c.

* Budii memukul
Budi hit
ÔBudi hit him.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

diai
3SG
[Indonesian, Austronesian]

In (8a), as indicated by the indices, one can also get an interpretation of the anaphor
diri-nya referring to any individual, just as a regular pronoun. Such an interpretation
is not possible for the more complex anaphor diri-nya sendiri but in (8c) a disjoint
reading is the only possible interpretation for the pronoun dia in Indonesian. Hence,
(8a) already provides one piece of evidence that diri-nya is not enforcing reflexivity.
In the next sections I will look at the different environments for diri-nya outlined
above to determine its enforcing nature and also compare it to the enforcing anaphor
diri-nya sendiri.
3.2.1.1 Long distance readings
in (9) diri-nya can take a long-distance antecedent when it is in the object position of
an embedded clause.
(9)

Budii mengira sayaj berharap Watik memaafkan diri-nyai/*j/k.
Budi think
I
expect
Wati
forgive
body-3SG.GEN
ÔBudi thinks that I expect that Wati forgives herself/him.Õ
(Kartono 2013)
[Indonesian, Austronesian]

The more complex anaphora diri-nya sendiri in the object position of the embedded
clause cannot take the subject of the matrix clause Mereka as its antecedent though.
(10)

* Merekai mengatakan bahwa kamu tidak menyukai diri
They
say
that
you not
like
body
mereka sendirii
3PL.GEN self
ÔThey said that you did not like themselves.Õ
(Kartono 2013)
[Indonesian, Austronesian]

Note that using the pronoun dia is also possible in such examples.
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Budii mengatakan teman-nya
Budi say
friend-3SG.GEN
ÔBudi said that his friend hit him.Õ
(Kartono 2013)
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diai
3SG

[Indonesian, Austronesian]

We also find that the anaphor diri-nya can take a long-distance antecedent despite
the presence of an intervening possible antecedent with different feature
composition, e.g. 1st person. Hence, a blocking effect as reported for instance for
Chinese does not apply in Indonesian. As expected diri-nya cannot be bound by the
1st person argument as this leads to a feature mismatch.
(12)

Budii mengira sayaj berharap Watik memaafkan diri-nyai/*j/k
Budi think
I
expect
Wati forgive
body-3SG.GEN
ÔBudi thinks that I expect that Wati forgives herself/him.Õ
(Kartono 2013)
[Indonesian, Austronesian]

3.2.1.2 Non-c-commanding antecedent
If diri-nya is indeed a non-enforcing anaphor we predict that it need not be bound by
a a local c-commanding antecedent. This prediction is borne out as illustrated in (13)
where diri-nya can take Siti as its antecedent even though as the possessor of the
noun phrase it doesnÕt fulfill the requirement of c-command.
(13)

[Bapak Sitij]i tidak suka dirinyai/j/k
Father Siti not
like self.3SG
ÔSitiÕs father does not like her/himself/him.Õ
(Cole & Hermon 2005)

[Indonesian, Austronesian]

Since diri-nya can be bound by the possessor we can conclude again that diri-nya
does not reflexive-mark the predicate.
3.2.1.3 Discourse antecedent
In a case as (14) we see that diri-nya can also take a discourse antecedent, whilst
diri-nya sendiri is ill-formed. That is exactly what we expect of a non-enforcing
diri-nya and an enforcing diri-nya sendiri.
(14)

Context:

[Apa yang agung pikirkan tentang Tini?]
ÔWhat does Agung think about Tini?Õ

Utterance:

Agung sangat mencintai diri-nya /
*diri-nya
Agung very love
body-3SG.GEN / *bodysendiri
3SG.GEN self
ÔAgung loves her very much.Õ [i.e. loves Tini]
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3.2.1.4 VP ellipsis
When diri-nya is used with VP ellipsis both interpretations, strict and sloppy, are
widely accepted with a long distance antecedent (15a) and also a local antecedent
(15b). As pointed out above this is what we expect of a non-enforcing.
(15)

a.

Andii berharap bahwa Watij membasuh diri-nyai/j/k
dengan
Andi hope
that
Wati brush
body-3SG.GEN with
air
dan Joko juga
water and Joko too
ÔAndi hopes that Wati brushes herself/him with water and Joko does
too.Õ
Sloppy = Joko hopes that Wati brushes Joko with water.
Strict = Joko hopes that Wati brushes Andi with water.

b.

Andii membasuh diri-nyai/j
dengan air
dan Joko juga
Andi brush
body-3SG.GEN with
water and Joko too
ÔAndi brushes himself with water and Joko does too.Õ
Sloppy = Joko brushes Joko with water.
Strict = Joko brushes Andi with water.
(Kartono 2013)
[Indonesian, Austronesian]

The more complex anaphor diri-nya sendiri only allows a sloppy reading as
expected from an anaphor that enforces reflexivity. Unlike discussed above for
English, Kartono (2013) claims that there are no speakers who might accept it with
the right context. This is not surprising though if it indeed enforces reflexivity.
(16)

Budii menggagumi diri-nya
sendirii dan Wati juga
Budi admire
body-3SG.GEN self
and Wati also
ÔBudi admires himself and Wati does too.Õ
Sloppy = Budi admires himself and Wati admires herself.
*Strict = Budi admires Budi and Wati admires Budi.
(Kartono 2013)
[Indonesian, Austronesian]

Interestingly, diri-nya cannot be bound by a quantificational antecedent. This fact
indicates that diri-nya does not allow variable binding, but we have seen above that
a sloppy reading in (15b) is possible with diri-nya. According to Kartono (2013)
diri-nya requires a specific antecedent and a quantificational antecedent does not
meet this requirement.
(17)

Setiap kokii kagum pada diri-nya*i/j
Every cook amazed at
body-3SG.GEN
=Ô*Every cook got amazed at himself.Õ
=ÔEvery cook got amazed at him/her.Õ
(ATD)
[Indonesian, Austronesian]
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3.2.1.5 Split antecedents
Another example supporting the argument of diri-nya as a non-enforcing anaphor,
comes from the possibility of split antecedents. In (18) the plural anaphor can take
both individuals combined as its antecedent. And note that unlike in the Uralic
language Meadow Mari, they need not be in the same clause (see Volkova (to
appear) for discussion).
(18)

Andii percaya bahwa Susij akan melakukan yang terbaik untuk
Andi believe that
Susi will do
the
best
for
diri merekai+j
body 3PL.GEN
ÔAndi believes that Susi will do the best for them.Õ
(Kartono 2013)
[Indonesian, Austronesian]

3.2.1.6 Summary
First, the facts on the Indonesian anaphoric system provide evidence that licensing
of reflexivity is indeed required in Indonesian. We have seen that diri-nya in
Indonesian can license reflexivity but that it also shows a distribution among
syntactic environments and semantic readings different from a complex anaphor that
enforces reflexivity. Its interpretation as a bound or free variable even when in
argument position of the predicate suggests an analysis as a pronominal that can
behave as an anaphor as well as a pronoun. Basically diri-nya behaves like a kind of
English himself that is always in exempt position and in line with Reuland & Winter
(2009) a pronoun-like interpretation is expected for himself in exempt position.
Given that diri-nya is complex and consists of a body part noun one wonders
what prevents head movement to apply if possible. Since DP internally diri has
already moved into the left periphery this blocks any further movement onto the
predicate and hence automatic reflexive-marking. A fact in favor of this analysis is
that diri-nya sendiri with a SELF-element in its base-generated position that can
move onto the predicate and as a consequence enforces reflexivity and requires local
binding by a co-argument antecedent. Moreover the discussion shows that elements
that can serve as reflexive-licensers do not necessarily also enforce reflexivity.
Consequently, licensing and enforcing should be taken as two separate mechanisms.
A comparison of Indonesian with other Malayo-Polynesian languages that
employ an anaphor very similar to diri-nya follows in chapter 4.
3.2.2 Turkish (Altaic, Turkic)
The anaphoric system in Turkish is represented by two anaphors, kendi ÔselfÕ and
kendisi Ôself 3SGÕ (En• 1989, Kornfilt 2001). While kendi requires local binding,
kendisi is reported to allow interpretations that are not expected by a complex
anaphor.
The fact that a regular 3rd person pronoun is not possible with a reflexive
interpretation in (19) supports the idea that reflexivity needs to be licensed.
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Ali
onu
gšrdŸ
Ali.NOM he/she/it-ACC see-PAST
ÔAli saw him.Õ
Ô*Ali saw himselfÕ
(Rudnev 2008)

[Turkish, Altaic]

In Turkish both kendi and kendisi can provide licensing of reflexivity and hence
satisfy the IDI.
(20)

a.

John
kendin-i gšr-dŸ
John[NOM] self-ACC see-PAST[3SG]
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ

b.

John
kendi-sin-i
gšr-dŸ
John[NOM] self-3SG.POSS-ACC see-PAST[3SG]
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)
[Turkish, Altaic]

3.2.2.1 Long distance readings
If kendisi is indeed a non-enforcing anaphor we predict it to allow long distance
readings, whilst kendi does not. In (21) this is exactly what we find. Kendisi in (21b)
and (21c) can refer to the matrix subject Ali or John respectively. In (21a) such a
reading for kendi is not possible.
(21)

a.

Ali
[Ay!e-nin kendin-e kõzmasõn-a]
!a!tõ
Ali-NOM Ay!e-GEN self-DAT be-angry-DAT was-surprised
ÔAlii was surprised that Ay!ej was angry at herselfj/*i/*k.Õ

b.

Ali
[Ay!e-nin
kendisin-e kõzmasõn-a]
!a!tõ
Ali-NOM Ay!e-GEN self-DAT be-angry-DAT was-surprised
ÔAlii was surprised that Ay!ej was angry at himi/herselfj/him/herk.Õ
(Rudnev 2008)

c.

John
Mary
kendi-sin-den
nefret.ed-iyor
John[NOM] Mary[NOM] self-3SG.POSS-ABL hate-PROG[3SG]
san-õyor
think-PROG[3SG]
ÔJohn thinks that Mary hates him.Õ [i.e., hates John]
(ATD)
[Turkish, Altaic]

3.2.2.2 Discourse antecedent
In (22) we find more evidence for the claim that kendisi does not enforce reflexivity.
In (22a) and (22b) the anaphor can get its interpretation within the discourse.
Moreover, both examples show that a c-commanding antecedent is not required.
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Ali hakkinda Ahmet ne
dŸ!Ÿn-Ÿyor?
Ali about
Ahmet what think-Progr.
ÔWhat does Ahmet think of Ali?Õ
Ahmet kendi-sin-i
•ok be!en -iyor -mus
Ahmet self-3.sg-ACC very admire-Progr.-Rep.Past
Ô(They say that) Ahmet admires him (=Ali) very much.Õ
(Kornfilt 2001)

b.

Kendisi
henŸz gel-me-di
Self-3SgPoss yet
arrive-Neg-Past
ÔHimself has not arrived yet.Õ
(Din•topal-Deniz 2009)

[Turkish, Altaic]

3.2.2.3 VP ellipsis
Interestingly, kendisi has been described as not allowing a bound variable reading.
(23a) shows that only the strict reading which results by coreference between
kendisi and Mustafa is possible. As discussed above, what we would expect for a
licensing but not enforcing anaphor is that the sloppy reading is not enforced,
leaving open both a strict and a sloppy interpretation. Turkish goes even further and
does not allow the sloppy reading at all. Jaklin Kornfilt (personal communication)
reports that one finds variation here as for a number of speakers, as for instance
herself, kendisi cannot be bound locally and consequently a sloppy reading is illformed. Moreover, as discussed in section 3.1.2.4 timing differences might create
the restrictions. Also, we see in (23b) that with a long distance antecedent a variable
bound interpretation is possible.
(23)

a.

Mustafa
kendisine
kõzdõ,
Ali
Mustafa.NOM self3SG-ACC get.angry-PAST Ali.NOM
ÔMustafa got angry at himself, and Ali did too.Õ
(i) Ali got angry at Mustafa (strict reading only!).
(ii) *Ali got angry at himself.
(Rudnev 2011)

de
too

b.

Ali
[Ay!e-nin
kendisin-e kõzmasõn-a]
!a!tõ,
Ali-NOM Ay!e-GEN self-DAT be-angry-DAT was-surprised
Mustafa
da
Mustafa-NOM too
ÔAlii was surprised that Ay!ej was angry at himi/herselfj/him/herk,
and so was Mustafa.Õ

(i) Ali was surprised that Ay!e was angry at him (=Ali), and
Mustafa also was surprised that Ay!e was angry at him (=Ali).
(Òstrict identityÓ, coreference)
(ii) Ali was surprised that Ay!e was angry at him (=Ali), and
Mustafa also was surprised that Ay!e got mad at him (=Mustafa).
(Òsloppy identityÓ, binding)
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(iii) Ali was surprised that Ay!e was angry at some other person
(3.sg., e.g. Oya) talked about in the discourse, and Mustafa, too, was
surprised that Ay!e was angry at Oya. (Òstrict identityÓ, coreference)
(Rudnev 2008)
[Turkish, Altaic]

As we have already seen for Indonesian in (17), the non-enforcing anaphor cannot
be bound by a quantificational antecedent in (24a). The anaphor kendi does allow
variable binding though in (24b). Jaklin Kornfilt (personal communication) confirms
that a long distance quantificational antecedent is fine with kendisi.
(24)

a.

Her Bakan
kendisine kõzdõ
every minister.nom self.3sg.dat get.angry.past
Ô*Every minister got angry at himself.Õ
ÔEvery minister got angry at him/her.Õ

b.

Her
š"retmen
kendin-i betimle-di
Every teacher[NOM] self-ACC describe-PAST[3SG]
ÔEvery teacher described himself.Õ
(ATD)
[Turkish, Altaic]

3.2.2.4 Summary
In this section we saw that kendisi is a complex anaphor that provides more
evidence for the hypothesis that licensing and enforcing of reflexivity are not
dependent on each other. kendisi can take a long distance antecedent and a discourse
antecedent and again this shows that the reflexive-marking by head movement of
SELF onto the predicate must be blocked.
3.2.3 Mongolian (Altaic, Mongolic)
Guntsetseg (2011) shows that the Mongolian anaphor ššr-iig-šš Ôself-ACC-RFLÕ is
an anaphor that is not specified for any !-features at all and that it can license and
enforce reflexivity. However, we find that the complex anaphor has a long distance
counterpart ššr-iig nÕ Ôself-ACC 3.PPÕ.
(25a) and (25b) show the same behavior as we have seen for the languages
discussed above. A locally bound pronoun is ill-formed with a reflexive
interpretation and a complex anaphor ÒsavesÓ the derivation from violating the IDI.
(25)

a.

John ššr-iig-šš
shŸŸmjil-sen
John self-ACC-RFL criticize-PST
ÔJohn criticized himself.Õ
(ATD)

b.

John tŸŸniig shŸŸmjil-sen
John 3.ACC criticize-PST
ÔJohni criticized him*i/j.Õ
(Guntsetseg 2011)

[Mongolian, Altaic]
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It is important for understanding the anaphoric system of Mongolian to know that in
Mongolian we find two different forms of possessives, one possessive reflexive
which is bound locally (26a), and a possessive particle which indicates a disjoint
reading, (26b).
(26)

a.

John nom-oo
unsh-san
John book-RFL read-PST
ÔJohni read hisi/*j book.Õ

b.

John nom-ig
nÕ unsh-san
John book-ACC 3.PP read-PST
ÔJohni read his*i/j book.Õ
(Guntsetseg 2011)

[Mongolian, Altaic]

3.2.3.1 Long distance readings
The complex anaphor ššr-iig-šš includes the reflexive possessive suffix šš38 which
itself, as seen in (26a), always requires a local antecedent. Consequently, in (27)
only the local subject can function as the antecedent of ššr-iig-šš. As the anaphor is
!-feature deficient, and in this respect similar to Dutch zichzelf, this is not
surprising.
(27)

John Mary-g
ššr-iig-šš
zur-sn-ig
har-san
John Mary-ACC self-ACC-RFL draw-PST-ACC see-PST
ÔJohn saw that Mary drew *him/her.Õ
(Guntsetseg 2011)
[Mongolian, Altaic]

Recall though, that the anaphor can also be built by adding the possessive particle nÕ
to the SELF-element. Interestingly, ššr-iig nÕ can be used with reference to the
matrix clause subject in an embedded clause as in (28). Note that in this example the
anaphor could not be bound by the local antecedent as the possessive particle nÕ
cannot be bound locally and only allows for a long distance antecedent.
(28)

John Mary-g
ššr-iig nÕ
zur-sn-ig
har-san
John Mary-ACC self-ACC 3.PP draw-PST-ACC see-PST
ÔJohn saw that Mary drew him/*her.Õ
(Guntsetseg 2011)
[Mongolian, Altaic]

Given that a long distance reading is possible in (28) we can conclude that the
SELF-element itself does not enforce reflexivity in Mongolian and that it is the
pronominal element šš that in (27) requires local binding due to its !-feature
deficiency. This explains both the locality requirement of ššr-iig-šš and why ššriig nÕ can take a non-local antecedent.
Taking a closer look at the examples above one may notice that the subject of
the embedded clause bears accusative case, which would suggest that what we
actually have there is an ECM construction. However, Heusinger, Klein &
38

The different appearances of the reflexive possessive suffix are due to vowel harmony.
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Guntsetseg (2011) argue that examples like (27) and (28) show differential subject
marking and that the embedded clause is indeed finite. They claim that such
accusative NPs do not show direct object properties and they assume that Òthe
accusative has extended to indicate that the NP it marks is not the matrix subjectÓ
(Heusinger, Klein & Guntsetseg 2011: 58). Adopting their analysis I assume that
Mary in (27) and (28) is the subject of the embedded clause.
This assumption is supported by the fact that in ECM constructions we find a
different distribution of the two anaphors. ššr-iig-šš can be bound by both the
subject and the object in (29a), whilst in (29b) ššr-iig nÕ can only be bound by the
object as nÕ does not allow binding of the local subject.
(29)

a.

John Mary-g
ššr-iig-šš
zur-ah-ig
gui-san
John Mary-ACC self-ACC-RFL draw-INF-ACC ask_for-PST
ÔJohni asked Maryj to draw drew himselfi / herselfj.Õ

b.

John Mary-g
ššr-iig
nÕ
zur-ah-ig
gui-san
John Mary-ACC self-ACC 3.PP draw-INF-ACC ask_for-PST
ÔJohni asked Maryj to draw herj.Õ
(Guntsetseg 2011)
[Mongolian, Altaic]

Moreover, Mongolian allows subjects of the embedded clauses to also occur in the
unmarked nominative form. As we see in (30) with no accusative suffix on the
embedded subject we find exactly the same distribution of the anaphors. The
absence of the accusative marker does not change the binding behavior of ššr-iig nÕ.
A long distance reading is the only available interpretation.
(30)

John Mary ššr-iig
nÕ
Ÿzen_yad-dag gej bod-dog
John Mary self-ACC 3.POSS hate-HAB
that think-HAB
ÔJohn thinks that Mary hates him.Õ
(ATD)
[Mongolian, Altaic]

Also, in (31) a long distance reading is, as expected, still not allowed with ššr-iig-šš.
(31)

Mary Bill ššr-iig-šš
har-san gej bod-son
Mary Bill self-ACC-REFL see-PST that think-PST
ÔMary thought that Bill saw himself.Õ
(ATD)
[Mongolian, Altaic]

When an intervening 1st person pronoun is present, we find no blocking effect and
ššr-t n' can have the matrix subject Lucie as its antecedent.
(32)

Lucie namaig Max-ig
ššr-t
n'
tailbarla-san gej hel-sen
Lucie I.ACC Max-ACC self-DAT 3.POSS explain-PST that say-PST
Lucie said that I explained Max to herself / himself(=Max).
(Guntsetseg 2011)
[Mongolian, Altaic]
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In Mongolian the non-enforcing anaphor is reported to allow binding by a
quantificational antecedent:
(33)

Bagsh bolgon ššr-iig-šš
todorhoil-son
Teacher every self-ACC-REFL determine-PSt
ÔEvery teacher determined himself.Õ
(ATD)

[Mongolian, Altaic]

3.2.3.2 Non-c-commanding antecedent
From the discussion above we predict that ššr-iig-šš requires a c-commanding
antecedent, whilst ššr-iig nÕ as a non-enforcing anaphor should be well-formed
when bound by a non-co-argument. Again, this prediction is borne out as illustrated
by (34). Dolgor Guntsetseg (personal communication) points out though, that (34b)
is somewhat marked and the most natural way would be to use a 3rd person pronoun.
(34)
a. * John-iin eej
ššr-iig-šš
xairla-dag
John-GEN mother self-ACC-REFL love-HAB
ÔJohnÕs mother loves himself.Õ
b.

John-iin eej
ššr-iig
nÕ
xairla-dag
John-GEN mother self-ACC 3.POSS love-HAB
ÔJohnÕs mother loves himself.Õ
(Dolgor Guntsetseg, personal communication) [Mongolian, Altaic]

3.2.3.3 VP ellipsis
In line with our assumption that the SELF-element in ššr-iig-šš is not enforcing
reflexivity, in (35) both readings, with variable binding or coreference, are possible.
However, Dolgor Guntsetseg (personal communication) notes that the sloppy
reading is the preferred reading. A preference for a sloppy reading with pronouns
has been supported by findings of a series of eye-tracking and self-paced reading
experiments (Koornneef 2008) and also has been reported for agrammatic aphasia
(Vasi# 2006).
(35)

John ššr-iig-šš
bishir-deg, Bob ch_gesen
John self-ACC-RFL admire-HAB Bob too
ÔJohn admires himself and Bob does too.Õ
(i) Strict reading: OK
(ii) Sloppy reading: OK
(Dolgor Guntsetseg, personal communication)
[Mongolian, Altaic]

3.2.3.4 Inclusive reference
As a last piece of evidence for the non-enforcing behavior of the SELF-element in
the Mongolian complex anaphors is that one can get an interpretation of inclusive
reference with ššr-iig-šš marked for plural. In (36) the antecedent consists of Tuya
and other individuals.
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Tuya ššr-sd-iig-šš
shŸŸmjil-sen.
Tuya self-PL-ACC-RFL criticize-PST
ÔTuya criticized themselves.Õ
(Dolgor Guntsetseg, personal communication)

[Mongolian, Altaic]

3.2.3.5 Summary
In this section on Mongolian we saw that the SELF-element ššr does not enforce
reflexivity. The fact that the anaphor ššr-iig-šš requires a local antecedent does not
reflect head movement of SELF but is due to its !-feature deficiency. Hence, when
using the SELF with the possessive particle a long distance reading and a non-coargument antecedent are allowed. Also, ššr-iig-šš itself can be used with a strict
reading in case of VP ellipsis and inclusive reference. Such behavior is not expected
if the ššr would blindly reflexive-mark the predicate.
Bear in mind that Mongolian also serves as a good example for how the
morphological make-up of an anaphor and the featural composition of the
pronominal element can influence its behavior and interpretations. The possessive
reflexive suffix imposes the locality requirement upon the complex anaphor whereas
the non-local possessive nÕ contributes the option of a non-local antecedent.
3.2.4 Amharic (Afro-Asiatic, Semitic)
For Amharic we find an anaphor ras-u that consists of a body part noun ÔheadÕ and a
3rd person possessive pronominal suffix. In (37) we can see that the 3rd person
pronoun, which is optional, cannot yield a reflexive interpretation. Only the disjoint
reading is possible. In (37b) the anaphor ras-u-n is able to license reflexivity and
allows for the reflexive interpretation.
(37)

a.

John ($su-n)
ayy-Š-w
John (he-acc) see.perf-3msS-3msO
ÔJohn saw him.Õ
Ô*John saw himself.Õ

b.

John ras-u-n
ayy-Š-(w)
John head-3msgen-acc see.perf-3msS-3msO
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)
[Amharic, Afro-Asiatic]

Note that Amharic also employs valence reduction as a reflexive strategy with
lexically reflexive verbs. In (38) a reflexive interpretation is possible without the
anaphor.
(38)

Paul (ras-u)
tŠ-attŠbŠ
Paul (head-3ms.gen) pass-wash.perf-3msS
ÔPaul washed (himself).Õ
(ATD)

[Amharic, Afro-Asiatic]
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3.2.4.1 Long distance readings
Unlike for English himself though, both in the African Anaphora database and in our
database we find the two different language specialists reporting that a long distance
reading of the anaphor is well-formed as illustrated in (39a-b) respectively.
(39)

a.

jonasi [Sara-n [ras-u-ni
ind$-t-at%bŠ-w]
tŠyyŠk-Š-at]
Jonas Sara-acc self-3ms-acc that-3fs-wash-3ms ask-3ms-3fs
ÔJonas asked Sara that she would wash him.Õ
(ATD)

b.

zek
l& lari
majk
ras-u-n
Zeke to Lary Mike
RAS-3SG-ACC
$nd&-m-a-j-w&dd-&-u
COMP-COMP-NEG-like.IPFV-3SG-3MSG
n&gr-o-t-all
tell.PFV-3MSG.SBJ-3MSG.OBJ-be.PST
ÔZeke told Larry that Mike does not like he.Õ (he= Zeke)
(Afranaph database)
[Amharic, Afro-Asiatic]

3.2.4.2 Non-c-commanding antecedents
As seen for the other languages above, we expect for a non-enforcing anaphor that a
local non-c-commanding antecedent is well-formed. In Amharic (40a) is reported to
be marginally accepted, but it is not categorized as ungrammatical. In an example as
(40b) it is well-formed. Note that also English PeterÕs courage surprised even
himself for instance is widely accepted, but that in such cases the anaphor is exempt
due to focalization.
(40)

a.

?* j'-nik
abbat ras-u-n
j-ad'nkÕ-all
POSS-Nick father RAS-3SG-ACC IMPV-admire-be
ÔNickÕs father admires himself.Õ

b.

j'-nik
kÕ$nat
ras-u-n
atÕtÕ'f-a-u
POSS-Nick jealousy RAS-3SG-ACC destroy.PFV-3SG-3MSG
ÔNickÕs ambition destroyed himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Amharic, Afro-Asiatic]

3.2.4.3 VP ellipsis
Regarding variable binding and coreference one can find that in cases of VP ellipsis
as in (41) both the strict and the sloppy reading are reported to be possible.
(41)

sherman ras-u-n
k&-bil
j&-b&ll&etÕ-&
Sherman RAS-3MSG-ACC from-Bill than-great-3SG
j-wodd-al
3MSG-like.IPFV-be
ÔSherman likes himself more than Bill.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Amharic, Afro-Asiatic]
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Also, in contrast to for instance Indonesian diri-nya the anaphor ras-u-n can be
bound by a quantificational antecedent.
(42)

Hullum ras-u-n
y-adŠnkÕ-all
Everyone head-3ms.gen 3-admire.imperf-aux
ÔEveryone admires himself.Õ
(ATD)

[Amharic, Afro-Asiatic]

3.2.4.4 Summary
Amharic is another language that shows that licensing of reflexivity is required. The
anaphor ras-u-n in Amharic licenses reflexivity but does not enforce reflexivity as
we can conclude from having a long distance antecedent or non-co-argument
antecedent. Hence, this shows again that the two mechanisms licensing and
enforcing donÕt depend on each other.
3.2.5 Malayalam (Dravidian, Southern)
In Malayalam we find a simple anaphor and a complex anaphor. In order to get a
reflexive reading one cannot use the regular 3rd person pronoun awan-e in (43a),
neither can one use the simple anaphor tan-ne ÔselfÕ in (43b) with subject
experiencer verbs, e.g. love. tan-ne is !-feature deficient and only marked for
number (singular tan-ne, plural ta!!al). Only the complex anaphor tan-ne tanne can
license reflexivity in such examples (Jayaseelan 1997).
tan-ne is described as a long distance anaphor. (Jayaseelan 1997). In (43d) it
can only be bound by the long distance antecedent. That simple (i.e.
monomorphemic) anaphors can serve as long distance anaphors has been discussed
by Pica (1987) and is not surprising in respect to our theory outlined in chapter 1
and 2.
(43)

a.

* raamani awan-ei sneehikunnu
Raman he-acc. loves
ÔRaman loves him.Õ

b.

* raamani tan-nei sneehikunnu
Raman self-acc loves
ÔRaman loves him*(self).Õ

c.

raamani tan-nei
tanne sneehikunnu
Raman self-acc self loves
ÔRaman loves him*(self).Õ

d.

raaman paRannu [siita tan-ne
sneehikkunnu enn']
Raman said
Sita self-acc. loves
COMP
ÔRamani said that Sitaj loves selfi/*j.Õ
(Jayaseelan 1997)
[Malayalam, Dravidian]
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3.2.5.1 Long distance readings
As in the languages in the previous sections, we find that in Malayalam the complex
anaphor tan-ne tanne can be bound by a long distance antecedent.
(44)

raamani wicaariccu [penkuttikal tan-nei tanne sneehikkunnu enn']
Raman thought
girls
self-acc self love
Comp
'Raman thought that the girls love himself.'
(Jayaseelan 1997)
[Malayalam, Dravidian]

3.2.5.2 C-commanding antecedent
tan-ne requires a c-commanding antecedent and hence tan-ne tanne is reported to
require a c-commanding antecedent as well. In (45) it cannot be covalued with
Krishnan. Bear in mind though that this does not mean that the antecedent has to be
a co-argument of the same predicate. (44) above shows that co-argumenthood is not
required.
(45)

raaman krisnan-te
amma-yood' tan-ne
patti tanne samsaariccu
Raman Krishnan-gen. mother-to
self-acc. about self talked
ÔRamani talked to KrishnanÕsj mother about himselfi/*j.Õ
(Jayaseelan 1997)
[Malayalam, Dravidian]

3.2.5.3 Split antecedents
Split antecedents have been reported to be possible with the plural complex anaphor
ta!!al-e tanne in Malayalam as well, see (46). If the anaphor would enforce
reflexivity a feature mismatch would render this derivation ungrammatical.
(46)

raamani laksmananj-e
oormappedutti [siita ta((ali+j-e tanne aane
Raman Lakshmanan-acc. reminded
Sita selves-acc.
is
kaattirikkunn-ate
enne]
waiting-for-nomin.
COMP
ÔRaman reminded Lakshmanan that Sita was waiting for them themselves.Õ
(Jayaseelan 1997)
[Malayalam, Dravidian]

3.2.5.4 Summary
As we have seen in Malayalam the doubled pronoun serves as a complex anaphor
which licenses reflexivity, but does not enforce reflexivity. The latter has been
supported by evidence from long distance readings and split antecedents.
Other languages that use a doubled pronoun are Tsakhur (Toldova 1996) and
Avar (Rudnev 2011). Both have been reported to not allow a long distance reading.
This indicates that doubling the pronoun does not necessarily give one the freedom
of long distance binding. Note now, that in Tsakhur and Avar one of the pronouns
carries the same case as the antecedent and the other pronoun carries the case it gets
assigned to by the predicate, illustrated in (47) and (48) respectively. To be concrete,
in (47) one pronoun is ergative, identical to the antecedent Rasul, and the second
pronoun is absolutive as this is the case the object argument should get. Casemarking involves Agree and as we have seen in chapter 1, operates locally linking
the anaphor up to the predicate which itself is linked to the antecedent so that feature
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sharing in the line of Pesetsky & Torrego (2007) and Reuland (2011) is provided.
What we see is that case-marking alone in such languages causes locality and the
anaphor is in fact not enforcing reflexivity by movement of SELF.
(47)

rasul-e:
wu)-e:
wu)
get-u
Rasul-ERG self.M-ERG self.M.ABS M.beat-PFV
ÔRasul beat himself.Õ
(Lyutikova 2000)
[Tsakhur, North Caucasian]

(48)

*alic+a
)inc+ago
)iwgo
Ali.ERG self.ERG:EMPH self.ABS:EMPH
ÔAli killed himself.Õ
(Rudnev 2011)

!,wana
kill.AOR
[Avar, North Caucasian]

3.2.6 Marathi (Indo-European, Indo-Iranian)
For Marathi one finds descriptions of an anaphoric system of two anaphors
(Dalrymple 1993, Wali 1979 and Wali & Subbarao 1991). On the one hand there is
the locally bound anaphor swataah and on the other hand the logophoric anaphor
aapan. Both have been glossed as monomorphemic, but for swataah we find the
description Ôself-emph.reflÕ (Pandharipande 1997). In (49) we see that swataah is
able to license reflexivity whilst aapan is not.
(49)

a.

Jane ne
swataahla bockaarle
Jane ERG self-ACC scratch
ÔJane scratches herself.Õ

b.

* Jane ne
aaplyaalaa bockaarle
Jane ERG self-ACC scratch
ÔJane scratches herself.Õ
(Dalrymple 1993)

[Marathi, Indo-Iranian]

Looking at long distance binding one finds that swataah in (50a) is ungrammatical
whilst the non-enforcing aapan is fine in (50b).
(50)

a.

Tom mhanat hota ki Sue ni
aaplyaalaa
Tom said
that Sue ERG self-ACC
ÔTom said that Sue hit him/*herself.Õ

maarle
hit

b.

Tom mhanat hota ki Sue ni
swataahla maarle
Tom said
that Sue ERG self-ACC hit
ÔTom said that Sue hit *himself/herself.Õ
(Dalrymple 1993)
[Marathi, Indo-Iranian]

Interestingly, Pandharipande (1997) notes that there is a third possibility of forming
an anaphor in Marathi, namely the compound anaphor aaplyaa swataahla consisting
of the local anaphor and the logophoric non-enforcing anaphor. This has been left
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unnoticed by the other descriptions of the anaphoric system in Marathi as Dalrymple
(1993), Wali (1979) and Wali & Subbarao (1991). This complex anaphor licenses
reflexivity, as seen in (51a) and also allows long distance binding as seen in (51b).
(51)

a.

Sudhaa aaplyaa swataahla
Sudha refl-obj refl-acc
ÔSudha decorates herself.Õ

sadzawte
decorate-pres-3f

b.

Anuulaa waatta
kii
madhuu ne aaplyaalaa / *swataahla /
Anu-dat feel-pres-3sn comp Madhu ag refl-acc /
refl-acc /
aaplyaa swataahla phasawla
refl-acc
deceive
ÔAnui fells that Madhuj deceived heri/himeselfj.Õ
(Pandharipande 1997)
[Marathi, Indo-Iranian]

What we see is that the complex anaphor seems to inherit both binding properties of
the two self-elements and as a result the anaphor has no restrictions regarding its
syntactic environment. Again, the complex anaphor aaplyaa swataahla is able to
license reflexivity but does not at the same time enforce reflexivity, which provides
another piece of evidence for my hypothesis that licensing and enforcing are
independent mechanisms.
3.2.7 Korean (Language isolate)
There has been extensive discussion on the status of caki and casin in Korean, see
Sohng (2003), Kim (2000), Cho (1996). The two anaphors can take local as well as
long distance antecedents. It has also been reported that the compound form of the
two anaphors caki casin can only be used with a local antecedent. The fourth
anaphor available in Korean kucasin is a combination of a regular pronoun and casin
ÔselfÕ. This anaphor has been classified as an anaphor that is locally bound such as in
(52). This also shows that kucasin is able to license reflexivity.
(52)

Yengswui-nun kucasini/*j-ul talun hoywen-tul-eykey sokeyhayssta
Yengswu-Top himself-Acc other members-Pl-Dat
introduced
ÔYengswu introduced himself to other members.Õ
(Lee 2001)
[Korean, isolate]

Lee (2001) shows that kucasin can also be used with a long distance reading as
illustrated in (53a-b).
(53)

a.

Swunye-nimi-un [nayj-ka kunyecasini/*k-ul pwulsinha-koisstako]
nun-Hon-Top
I-Nom herself-Acc
distrust-Pres. Prog.
sayngkakhanta
think
ÔThe nun thinks that I distrust herself.Õ
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b.

Yenghuii-nun [Bobj-i kunyecasini/*k-ul cohahanta-ko]
Yenghui-Top Bob-Nomherself-Acc
like-Comp
sayngkakhanta
think
ÔYenghu thinks that Bob likes herself.Õ
(Lee 2001)
[Korean, isolate]

Also, Lee (2001) reports that there are native speakers who accept cakicasin with a
long distance antecedent. Examples as (54) are not reported to be widely accepted
among native speakers though.
(54)

Yenghuyi-nun Bobj-i
cakicasini/j-ul salanghako-issta-ko mitnunta
Yenghuy-Top Bob-Nom selfself-Acc
love-Pres. Prog.
believe
ÔYenghuy believes that Bob loves selfself.Õ
(Lee 2001)
[Korean, isolate]

As we can see in the case of Korean, whose anaphors caki and cakicasin have been
described in detail in the literature (Sohng 2003, Kim 2000, Cho 1996), one can still
find the complex anaphor kucasin that has not received much attention before. It has
generally been described as a local anaphor (Sohng 2003, Kim 2000, Cho 1996) but
Lee (2001) shows that it doesnÕt enforce reflexivity and allows long distance
readings.
3.2.8 Copala Trique (Otomanguean, Eastern Otomanguean)
Copala Trique has been described to have a complex anaphor ma3"‹13 which
originates from a word for ÔselfÕ or ÔbodyÕ and needs to be combined with a pronoun
according to Hollenbach (1984). In (55) we can see that ma3"‹13 zo"3 is able to
license reflexivity, though Hollenbach (1984) notes that the self is not necessary but
preferred.
(55)

kene-e3 gwaa4 m‹3 ma3-‹13 zo-3 a32
saw
John to self-of 3sm decl(arative)
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(Hollenbach 1984)
[Copala Trique, Otomanguean]

3.2.8.1 Long distance readings
That the anaphor can be have a long distance antecedent is illustrated in (56), where
ma3"‹13 zo"3 is bound by the matrix clause subject John.
(56)
ne-e3
gwaa4 ze32 waa32 ra2kwih5 li3na4
m‹3 ma3-‹13 zo-3 a32
knows John that there-is will-help Kathleen to self-of 3sm decl
ÔJohni knows that Kathleen will help himiÕ.
(Hollenbach 1984)
[Copala Trique, Otomanguean]
3.2.8.2 Non-c-commanding antecedent
Also, ma3"‹13 zo"3 can be covalued with the possessor Kathleen in (57). This shows
again that ma3"‹13 zo"3 is not enforcing reflexivity.
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kene-e3 reh3
li3na4
m‹3 ma3-‹13
saw
father-of Kathleen to
self-of
no-3
a32
third-person-singular-feminine (3sf) decl
ÔKathleen'si father saw heri.Õ
(Hollenbach 1984)
[Copala Trique, Otomanguean]

As ma3"‹13 zo"3 allows long distance readings and non-co-argument antecedent we
can draw the conclusion that it is not enforcing reflexivity. Despite its non-enforcing
nature it is able to license reflexivity though.
3.2.9 Punjabi (Indo-European, Indo-Iranian)
Another language that is reported to have a complex form that can take a longdistance antecedent and a local antecedent is Punjabi (Bhatia 2000). In (58) the
simple anaphor aap/xud could only refer to the subject of the embedded clause
Mohan, but the complex anaphor — nuu aap/xud can either be bound by the local
antecedent or by the long distance antecedent Sohan.
(58)

s—Ni jaaNdaa
ai ki m—Nj — nuu aap / xudi/j nuu
Sohan know-prst-msg is that Mohan he to self / self
to
miliaa
ai
meet-pst-msg is
ÔSohan knows that Mohan has met (soul searched) himself.Õ
(Bhatia 2000)
[Punjabi, Indo-Iranian]

(58) suggests that the complex anaphor — nuu aap or — nuu xud are able to license
reflexivity but donÕt blindly enforce reflexivity by SELF movement. Hence, Punjabi
shows as the languages above that licensing and enforcing do not go hand-in-hand.
3.2.10 Hungarian (Uralic) as a counterexample
Hungarian has an anaphor maga that historically developed from the word ÔseedÕ
and a possessive pronominal (R‡kosi 2009). The original meaning has been lost by
now and the reflexive possessive paradigm used to form the anaphor differs from the
current productive paradigm. R‡kosi (2009) claims that it is highly grammaticalized
and can be analysed as monomorphemic, whilst others such as Mar‡cz (1990) and
Dikken et.al. (2001) take it to consist of two morphemes. I will adopt the latter
analysis and assume that maga consists of a noun plus a pronominal element. Hence,
maga is expected to be able to license reflexivity, which it is as illustrated in (59).
(59)

J‡nos l‡tja
mag‡-t
John see.3SG himself-ACC
ÔJohn sees himself.Õ
(R‡kosi 2009)

[Hungarian, Uralic]
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R‡kosi (2013) notes that there are variants of complex anaphors, construed from the
anaphor maga by adding a suffix:
(60)

šnmaga
j—maga
saj‡tmaga
(R‡kosi 2013)

šn: ÔselfÕ prefix
j—: ÔgoodÕ
saj‡t:ÔownÕ
[Hungarian, Uralic]

All three of them are reported to allow for a coreferent, proxy and deictic reading,
and are generally freer syntactically than maga (R‡kosi 2013). In this section I will
focus on šnmaga but if needed I will also address the use of the others. Everything I
will say about šnmaga holds for all the three complex anaphors.
šnmaga Ôself self.3SGÕ in Hungarian can license reflexivity as shown in
example (61).
(61)

J‡nos l‡tja
šnmag‡-t
John see.3SG himself-ACC
ÔJohn sees himself.Õ
(R‡kosi 2009)

[Hungarian, Uralic]

3.2.10.1 Long distance readings
R‡kosi (2009) reports that šnmaga can be bound by the matrix clause subject in (62).
At first sight this supports the idea of šnmaga as a non-enforcing anaphor.
(62)

J‡nos fŽl,
hogy *(šn)mag‡t sem
v‡laszt-j‡k meg
John afraid.is that himself-ACC neither elect-3PL PARTICLE
lit. ÔJohn is afraid that they will not elect himself either.Õ
(R‡kosi 2009)
[Hungarian, Uralic]

But R‡kosi (2009) also points out that one can find examples like (63) in Hungarian
with no long distance reading for šnmaga.
(63)

Fatma tudja, hogy Ahmed nagyon szereti šnmag‡-t
Fatma knows that Ahmet very
likes
himself-ACC
ÔFatmai knows that Ahmetj admires self *i/j/*k very much.Õ
(R‡kosi 2009)
[Hungarian, Uralic]

Gyšrgy R‡kosi (personal communication) points out that šnmaga is focused in (62)
and not focused in (63). Compare also (64a) to (64b), where šnmaga without focus
can only be bound locally in (64a). Due to the feature mismatch with the local
antecedent Žn the sentence is ill-formed. When šnmaga is focused in (64b) the long
distance antecedent is allowed. Hence, in (64) šnmaga is only allowed with a long
distance antecedent when it is focused.
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a.

* Fatma tudja, hogy Ahmet azt
gondolja, hogy
Fatma knows that Ahmet that.acc thinks
that
im‡dom šnmag‡t
admire
himself.acc
ÔFatma knows that Ahmet thinks that I admire himself.Õ

Žn
I

b.

Fatma tudja, hogy Ahmet azt
gondolja, hogy Žn
Fatma knows that Ahmet that.acc thinks
that I
šnmag‡t
im‡dom
himself.acc admire
ÔFatmai knows that Ahmeti thinks that it is himself self?i/j that I
like.Õ
(Gyšrgy R‡kosi, personal communication)
[Hungarian, Uralic]

Hence, we find that šnmaga is local unless it is focused. Focus provides the effect of
exemption since the constituent is moved out of its argument position and receives a
position in the left periphery of the CP. Given this, we find that šnmaga is in exempt
position when allowing long distance antecedents. Consequently, we can conclude
that šnmaga is in fact not a non-enforcing anaphor.
3.2.10.2 VP ellipsis
Concerning the diagnostic of strict and sloppy readings we find that šnmaga as an
enforcing anaphor is marked but not ungrammatical for a strict reading (65ii), for
some speakers even totally acceptable. This might depend on whether šnmaga is
focused or not. The strict reading in (66) is not acceptable with maga which is not
surprising for an enforcing anaphor.
(65)

J‡nos l‡tja
šnmag‡-t,
de Kati
nem
John see.3SG himself-ACC but Kate.NOM not
(i) ÔJohn sees himself, but Kate (does) not (see herself).Õ
(ii) "/??ÔJohn sees John, but Kate (does) not (see John).Õ
(R‡kosi 2009)
[Hungarian, Uralic]

(66)

J‡nos l‡tja
mag‡-t,
de Kati
nem
John see.3SG himself-ACC but Kate.NOM not
(i) ÔJohn sees himself, but Kate (does) not (see herself).Õ
(ii) *ÔJohn sees John, but Kate (does) not (see John).Õ
(R‡kosi 2009)
[Hungarian, Uralic]

3.2.10.3 Summary
Hungarian has been reported to have a range of complex anaphors, such as šnmaga,
j—maga, and saj‡tmaga (R‡kosi 2009, 2013) that at first sight serve as another
example for non-enforcing anaphors. However, given that it needs to be focused for
long distance readings we can conclude that šnmaga is enforcing reflexivity. Hence,
Hungarian serves as a good example that appearances can be deceptive.
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3.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we have discussed a number of languages with complex anaphors
that do license but not enforce reflexivity, in contrast to the African languages we
have discussed in chapter 2. After discussing the necessary diagnostics that help to
judge whether enforcement is indeed lacking, we have seen an overview of the
anaphoric system of 9 languages that employ such a non-enforcing complex anaphor.
One wonders what the reason for the non-enforcing behavior might be and
what this kind of complex anaphors have in common. We find that the internal
structure of the noun phrase and the featural composition and properties of the
pronoiminal elements involved play a role. Furthermore, we find that language
specific properties, e.g. focus, provide an independent reason for such anaphors not
to enforce reflexivity.
3.3.1 Internal structure of DP
What we find is that complex anaphors that do not enforce reflexivity are either built
up by self or a body part with a pronominal element (Indonesian, Turkish,
Mongolian, Amharic, Hungarian, Punjabi, Copala Trique, Hausa, Korean) or a
doubling of the pronoun or self as for instance in Malayalam and Marathi. If the
self/BP-anaphor has the internal structure of a regular possessed noun, we find the
head noun (self or body part) to have moved into the left periphery. The following 5
of the 9 languages illustrate this:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Indonesian: diri-nya Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ
Turkish: kendi-si Ôself-3SGÕ
Mongolian: ššr-iig-šš Ôself-ACC-RFL.POSSÕ
Amharic: ras-u-n Ôhead-3msgen-accÕ
Copala Trique: ma3"‹13 zo" Ôself-of 3smÕ

For such anaphors I assume an internal structure as in (67), exemplified for
Indonesian diri-nya. This might be a fact that can explain the non-enforcing
behaviour assuming that the head noun after moving into the left periphery is not
able to reflexive-mark the predicate by incorporation (covert movement onto the
predicate as outlined in chapter 1) any longer (Reuland & Schadler 2011). Kartono
(2013) independently comes to the same conclusion when analyzing related
languages of Indonesia. Consequently, enforcement of reflexivity does not take
place.
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DP
2
diri

DÕ
2
D
NP
nya
g
NÕ
g
N
diri

As (67) shows I assume a structure for such anaphors in which diri moves into the
Spec DP position instead of adjoining to D. This goes in line with recent discussions
on N-to-D movement being phrasal movement and not head movement (e.g.
Matushansky 2006). Matushansky (2006) argues that head movement involves two
operations, i.e. movement into SpecXP and m-merger with X¡. The result of mmerger serves as input to morphology and no excorporation of diri would be
predicted in this analysis.
As discusses in section 1.2.3 Marelj & Reuland (2013) in line with Bo.kovi!
(1997) and Pancheva (2005) show that on the other hand in a minimalist analysis an
element can be an X¡ and XP simultaneously. The categorical status depends on the
position and the syntactic environment. In fact in (67) the noun diri end ups in a
position where reflexive-marking by head movement is not possible due to the left
branch condition (Ross 1967/1986). The latter is also provided as explanation for
non-enforcing anaphors in Indonesian languages by Kartono (2013).
Note that for this discussion I stay agnostic whether the N-head moves into
Spec and receives and XP status or whether phrasal movement of the NP into the
SpecDP is taking place. The important detail lies in the fact that the noun moves into
the left periphery and head movement onto the predicate is blocked.
For the more complex and enforcing anaphor I assume that the head noun
sendiri is in its original position as in (68) and able to reflexive-mark the predicate
by covert head movement onto the verb.
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DP
3
DP
DÕ
2
3
diri
DÕ D
NP
2
g
NÕ
D
NP
nya
g
g
NÕ
N
g
sendiri
N
diri

A similar structure is assumed for the 4 further languages mentioned above.
3.3.2 Properties of the elements involved
Note that one needs to be aware of that both elements, the self/BP and the
pronominal, and its properties play an important role.
Recall the discussion on Mongolian where the protecting element of the
anaphor is in the left periphery, in line with the discussion above, and the prediction
would be that it is a non-enforcing anaphor. However, ššr-iig-šš is not allowed with
a long distance reading, repeated as (69) for convenience
(69)

John Mary-g
ššr-iig-šš
zur-sn-ig
har-san
John Mary-ACC self-ACC-RFL draw-PST-ACC see-PST
ÔJohn saw that Mary drew *him/her.Õ
(Guntsetseg 2011)
[Mongolian, Altaic]

Further investigation showed though, that the anaphor can also be built by adding
the possessive particle nÕ to the SELF-element. Interestingly, ššr-iig nÕ can be used
with reference to the matrix clause subject in an embedded clause as in (70).
(70)

John Mary-g
ššr-iig nÕ
zur-sn-ig
har-san
John Mary-ACC self-ACC 3.PP draw-PST-ACC see-PST
ÔJohn saw that Mary drew him/*her.Õ
(Guntsetseg 2011)
[Mongolian, Altaic]

In fact we found that the protecting element ššr is not enforcing reflexivity in
Mongolian and the locality requirement for ššr-iig-šš is due to the !-feature
deficiency of the pronominal element šš.
Also, as we have seen for Tsakhur, repeated in (71) below, with a doubled
pronoun that is not non-enforcing, case assignment can play a role.
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rasul-e:
wu!-e:
wu!
get-u
Rasul-ERG self.M-ERG self.M.ABS M.beat-PFV
ÔRasul beat himself.Õ
(Lyutikova 2000)
[Tsakhur, North Caucasian]

Case-marking involves Agree, which as we have seen in chapter 1, operates locally
linking the anaphor up to the predicate which itself is linked to the antecedent so that
feature sharing in the line of Pesetsky & Torrego (2007) and Reuland (2011) is
provided. What we see is that locality follows from a language specific
implementation of the mechanism for case marking and maybe not even by the
complex anaphor.
What we can see from our discussion is that as indicated in chapter 1, what is
relevant for the binding behaviour of anaphors is on the one hand the internal
structure of the noun phrase and on the other hand the feature composition of the
involved elements.
3.3.3 Non-relational noun
As discussed I adopt Reuland & WinterÕs (2009) analysis of SELF and body part
nouns as relational nouns that can stand proxy for the antecedent, i.e. f(x). Taking
this into account we can see that with the doubled pronoun taan tanne in Malayalam
one does not expect enforcing of reflexivity. taan is !-feature deficient and only
marked for number but not able to license reflexivity. Thus, it can be analysed as a
simple anaphor such as Dutch zich. Only when the focus marker tanne is combined
with taan into a complex anaphor, this anaphor is able to license reflexivity. As
there is no indication of any relational noun in the anaphor taan tanne nor of a case
induced dependency (as in Tsakhur) the fact that it does not enforce reflexivity is not
surprising.
This shows again that one always has to take into account independent
language specific characteristics when analyzing the anaphoric system of one
language. Thus, the fundamental theoretical assumptions as laid out in chapter 1
hold and provided the necessary tools to explain the cross-linguistic variation and
puzzles as shown in this chapter.

CHAPTER 4
Non-enforcement in Malayo-Polynesian languages

4.1 Introduction
Several Malayo-Polynesian languages have been reported to use a complex anaphor
that does not enforce reflexivity. In chapter 3 we have already seen that crosslinguistically we find languages that employ such a complex non-enforcing anaphor.
The reports on the Malayo-Polynesian language family offer a good opportunity for
a micro-linguistic study of their anaphoric systems and for a more detailed
investigation what factors provide the complex anaphor with its non-enforcing
nature. Again, we will find that the internal structure and the featural composition of
the elements involved have an effect on a complex anaphorÕs locality requirement.
In the previous chapter we have already discussed Indonesian and how its anaphoric
system looks like and this chapter will provide details of another set of closely
related Malayo-Polynesian languages and their anaphors.
Finally, we will look at two dialects of Jambi Malay that have been described
to behave differently in respect to locally bound pronouns. Cole, Hermon & Yanti
(2010) argue that such a contrast found in these closely related dialects provides
evidence for the idea that binding theory cannot only be part of the Universal
Grammar but rather must be an effect of grammaticalization.

4.2 Malayo-Polynesian languages
4.2.1 Indonesian
For convenience I will repeat the important facts briefly. For a more detailed
discussion of the anaphoric system in Indonesian please see chapter 3.
Indonesian has a complex anaphors, diri-nya that licenses reflexivity in (1a)
but does not enforce reflexivity in (1b) (Cole & Hermon 2005, and most recently
Kartono 2013).
(1)

a.

Johni melihat diri-nyai/j
John see
body-3SG.GEN
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
ÔJohn saw him.Õ
(ATD)
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b.

Johni mengira bahwa Maryj membenci diri-nyai/j
John think
that
Mary hate
body-3SG.GEN
ÔJohn thinks that Mary hates him.Õ [i.e., hates John]
(ATD)

Next to long distance readings, we find that diri-nya doesnÕt require a co-argument
antecedent in (2a), strict and sloppy readings are available, (2b), and that diri-nya
allows split antecedents. These facts present evidence for diri-nyaÕs non-enforcing
nature.
(2)

a.

[Bapak Sitij]i tidak suka dirinyai/j/k
Father Siti not
like self.3SG
ÔSitiÕs father does not like her/himself/him.Õ
(Cole & Hermon 2005)

b.

Andii membasuh diri-nyai/j
dengan air
dan Joko juga
Andi brush
body-3SG.GEN with
water and Joko too
ÔAndi brushes himself with water and Joko does too.Õ
Sloppy = Joko brushes Joko with water.
Strict = Joko brushes Andi with water.
(Kartono 2013)

c.

Andii percaya bahwa Susij akan melakukan yang terbaik
Andi believe that
Susi will do
the
best
untuk diri merekai+j
for
body 3PL.GEN
ÔAndi believes that Susi will do the best for them.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

We have seen in in chapter 3 and shortly repeated above, that diri-nya in Indonesian
is an anaphor that shows a different distribution among syntactic environments and
semantic interpretations than a complex anaphor that enforces reflexivity. Its
interpretation as a bound or free variable suggests an analysis as an element that is
constantly exempt for some reason. Since this exemption is not linked to a particular
position, it should follow from an intrinsic property. For some reason it is never
possible for diri-nya to have SELF moving blindly onto the predicate.
Now we will take a closer look at related languages to see whether we find a
similar behavior of the complex anaphor and in case not, we will investigate what
the differences can be related to.
4.2.2 Javanese
In Javanese39, another Malayo-Polynesian language with about 84 million speakers
in Indonesia, we find a very similar anaphoric system as in Indonesian. There are

39

The language specialist provided data of the Ngoko speech level.
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two complex anaphors awak-e dee Ôbody-3SG.GEN 3SGÕ and awak-e dee dewe
Ôbody-3SG.GEN 3SG selfÕ, that are both able to license reflexivity, see (3).
(3)

a.

John ndelok awak-e
dee
John see
body-3SG.GEN 3SG
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
ÔJohn saw him.Õ

b.

Deei nggagumi awak-e
dee
3SG admire
body-3SG.GEN 3SG
ÔShe/he admires herself/himself.Õ
Ô*She/he admires him/her.Õ
(ATD)

dewei/*j
self

In (3a) awak-e dee can yield a reflexive or a disjoint reading, whilst in (3b) the more
complex anaphor awak-e dee dewe only allows a reflexive interpretation.
4.2.2.1 Long distance readings
We find that in Javanese awak-e dee can be bound by a long distance antecedent in
(4a), but the more complex awak-e dee dewe cannot be bound by the subject of the
matrix clause in (4b).
(4)

a.

John ngiro nek Mary sengit karo awak-e
dee
John think that Mary hate
to
body-3SG.GEN 3SG
ÔJohn thinks that Mary hates him.Õ [i.e., hates John]
(ATD)

b.

* Konco-konco-kui
percoyo aku iso nolong awake
Friend-DUPL-1SG.GEN believe I
can help
body-3.GEN
dee uwong dewei
3
people self
Ô*My friends believe that I could help themselves.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

That it is not a blocking effect that renders (4b) ungrammatical can be shown by (5)
where an intervening 1st person subject does not cause problems with awak-e dee.
(5)

Tonoi nggiro akuj masak kanggo awak-e
Tono think
I
cook
for
body-3SG.GEN
ÔTono thinks that I cook for him.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

deei/*j
3SG

4.2.2.2 Non-c-commanding antecedents
awak-e dee can also be covalued with a non-c-commanding antecedent, which
shows as well that enforcing of reflexivity is not obligatory with awak-e dee.
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[Juragan-e Tono j]i nyikso awak-e
deei/j tiap dino
Boss-GEN Tono torture body-3SG.GEN 3SG every day
ÔTonoÕs boss tortures himself/him every day.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

4.2.2.3 Discourse antecedents
Also, awak-e dee is well-formed in (7a), where it can have Sari as a discourse
antecedent. As the anaphor is not in exempt position in (7) the enforcing anaphor
awak-e dee dewe is not allowed, (7b).
(7)

a.

Didi kambek Sari egek ngadek nang ngisor uwit
ÔDidi and Sari are standing under the tree.Õ
Didi ora iso malingke mripat-e
seko awak-e
dee
Didi not can avoid
eyes-3SG.GEN from body-3SG.GEN 3SG
ÔDidi cannot take his eyes of her.Õ [i.e. Sari]

b.

*Didi kambek Sari egek ngadek nang ngisor uwit
ÔDidi and Sari are standing under the tree.Õ
Didi ora iso malingke mripat-e
seko awak-e
dee
Didi not can avoid
eyes-3SG.GEN from body-3SG.GEN 3SG
dewe
self
ÔDidi cannot take his eyes of her.Õ [i.e. Sari]
(Kartono 2013)

4.2.2.4 VP ellipsis
When looking at the behavior of awak-e dee regarding VP ellipsis, one finds that in
local as well as long distance binding both the strict and the sloppy reading are
available. (8a) and (8b) show that variable binding and coreference are allowed with
a local or long distant antecedent.
(8)

a.

Benoi nggarok awak-e
deei/j lan Tono yo iyo
Beno scratch body-3SG.GEN 3SG and Tono yes too
ÔBeno scratches himself and Tono does too.Õ
Sloppy = Tono scratches Tono.
Strict = Tono scratches Beno.

b.

Jokoi ngiro nek Benoj nggarok awak-e
deei/j lan Tono
Joko think that Beno scratch body-3SG.GEN 3SG and Tono
ngiro podo wae
think same too
ÔJoko thinks that Beno scratches himself/him and Tono does too.Õ
Sloppy = Tono thinks that Beno scratches Tono.
Strict = Tono thinks that Beno scratches Joko.
(Kartono 2013)
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Consider though that, as seen for Indonesian in chapter 3, the strict reading (i.e.
coreference) is not available for the enforcing anaphor awak-e dee dewe. Due to its
enforcing nature only the reading with variable binding is available.
(9)

Jokoi ngamplengi awak-e
dee dewei lan Surti yo ngono
Joko hit
body-3SG.GEN 3SG self and Surti yes too
ÔJoko hits himself and Surti does too.Õ
Sloppy = Joko hits Joko and Surti hits Surti.
Strict ! Joko hits Joko and Surti hits Joko.
(Kartono 2013)

The Javanese anaphor awak-e dee cannot be bound by a quantificational antecedent
and (10) can only yield a disjoint interpretation. Identical facts have already been
discussed for Indonesian and Turkish in chapter 3.
(10)

Tiap gurui
seneng karo awak-e
dee*i/j
Every teacher like
to
body-3SG.GEN 3SG
Ô*Every teacher likes himself.Õ
ÔEvery teacher likes him/her.Õ
(ATD)

4.2.2.5 Split antecedents
Another diagnostic that supports the argument that awak-e dee does not enforce
reflexivity is the possibility of having split antecedents. In (9) awak-e dee can have
an antecedent combining the subject and the object of the matrix clause. If awak-e
dee would enforce reflexivity a mismatch in features would prohibit this reading
with awak-e dee.
(11)

Tonoi ngabari Tinij nek awak-e
dee uwongi+j lulus ujian
Tono inform Tini that body-3PL.GEN 3
people
pass exam
ÔTono informs Tini that they passed the exam.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

4.2.2.6 Summary
Concerning the internal structure of the complex anaphor I assume that the head
noun awak has moved into the left periphery and appears in front of the possessive
marker Ðe and the pronoun dee. Cole, Hermon, Kim, Sim & Tsai (2003) and Cole,
Hermon, Tjung, Sim & Kim (2008) assume for Peranakan Javanese that awak
adjoins to Ðe in the D position. Recall though, that in this dissertation I will assume
that awak moves to SpecDP as shown in (12). As discussed in chapter 3, this
assumption is in line with Julien (2005) who has proposed such a structure for
Scandinavian DPs. However, the exact position of awak is not of importance, but
the fact that movement out of its final position is not possible indeed is.
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DP
2
awak
DÕ
2
D
NP
-e
g
NÕ
g
N
awak

Consequently, for the more complex anaphor awak-e dee dewe one would assume a
structure of (13). The important difference is that dewe remains in its base-generated
position and does not move into the left periphery. Hence, dewe as a SELF-element
is able to reflexive-mark the predicate when in argument position.
(13)

DP
3
DP
2
awak

DÕ
3

DÕ D
2
D
NP
-e
g
NÕ
g
N
awak

NP
g
NÕ
g
N
dewe

In a nutshell, in Javanese we find an anaphoric system very similar to Indonesian.
Both languages employ a complex anaphor that can license reflexivity but does not
enforce reflexivity. Once more Javanese shows that licensing and enforcing can be
separate mechanisms in a language.
In the next two sections we will look at two Javanese dialects, namely
Peranakan Javanese and Pribumi Javanese, to investigate whether any microlinguistic differences can be detected.
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4.2.3 Peranakan Javanese
The Austronesian40 language Peranakan Javanese, that is spoken primarily by ethnic
Chinese native speakers of Javanese in the city of Semarang in Central Java, has
been extensively described in Cole, Hermon, Kim, Sim & Tsai (2003) and Cole,
Hermon, Tjung, Sim & Kim (2008). This variant of Javanese has, as the above
described Indonesian and Javanese, two anaphors:
(14)

a. awake dheen Ôbody-3 3SGÕ
b. awake dheen dhewe Ôbody-3 3SG selfÕ

While the anaphor in (14b) behaves as expected from the CBT (Chomsky 1981), i.e.
needs a local antecedent, the anaphor in (14a) allows a use that one would not
expect for a complex anaphor. Thus awake dheen has been described as an element
that is neither clearly an anaphor nor a pronoun, i.e. unspecified for the feature
[pronominal] or [reflexive] (Cole, Hermon, Tjung, Sim & Kim (2008).
(15) shows that awake dheen is well-formed when bound by a local antecedent
and that the regular pronoun dheen is not grammatical with a reflexive
interpretation. From this we can conclude that Peranakan Javanese indeed needs
licensing of reflexivity.
(15)

a.

Tonoi mbunuh awake dheeni/j
Tono kill
body-3 3SG
ÔTono killed himself.Õ

b.

Tonoi mbunuh dheen*i/j
Tono kill
3SG
ÔTono killed him.Õ
(Cole, Hermon, Kim, Sim & Tsai 2003)

4.2.3.1 Long distance readings
In a sentence with awake dheen as the object in an embedded clause one finds that
awake dheen can take a local antecedent (Tono) but also a long-distance antecedent
(Ali).
(16)

Alij ngomong nek aku pikir [Tonoi ketok awake dheeni/j/k nggon
Ali N-say
that 1sg think Tono see
body-3 3sg
in
kaca]
mirror
ÔAli said that I thought that Tono saw himself/him in the mirror.Õ
(Cole, Hermon, Tjung, Sim & Kim 2008)

Hence, (16) provides evidence for the claim that awake dheen is not enforcing
reflexivity.
40

Ethnologue classifies Peranakan Indonesian as a Malay based creole. Cole, Hermon &
Tjung (2008) on the other hand classify it as an Austronesian language and hence I will
include it in this overview of Malayo-Polynesian languages.
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4.2.3.2 Non-c-commanding antecedent
As we know, anaphors need a c-commanding antecedent in order to be able to
establish the anaphoric dependency. That awake dheen can corefer with a non-ccommanding DP in (17), is another piece of evidence for its non-enforcing behavior.
(17)

[ibue
[Tonoi]]j percaya nek Siti benci mbek awake dheeni/j
mother-3 Tono
believe that Siti hate with body-3 3SG
ÔTonoÕs mother believe that Siti hates him/her.Õ
(Cole, Hermon, Kim, Sim & Tsai 2003)

4.2.3.3 Discourse antecedent
Morover, the fact that awake deen can take a discourse antecedent, as illustrated in
(18), proves once more that it is a non-enforcing anaphor.
(18)

Tonoi njengkelke aku. Aku benci banget mbek
Tono irritate
1SG 1SG hate really MBEKwith
deeni
3SG
ÔTono irritates me. I really hate him.Õ
(Cole, Hermon, Kim, Sim & Tsai 2003)

awake
bodyself-E-3

Note that awake dheen can also have a discourse antecedent when in subject
position. This shows that a fundamental ungrammaticality of the anaphor in subject
position does not obtain in Peranakan Javanese. That awake dheen cannot be used as
a subject that is identical to the object is not surprising. In (19) awake dheen cannot
have Siti as its antecedent as this violates condition C in the CBT (Chomsky 1981).
Reinhart (2000, 2006) explains such patterns from the fact that a non-variable
literally cannot be bound.
(19)

Awake dheen!i/j nendhang Sitii
body.3 3sg
nspf.kick Siti
ÔHe/she kicked Siti.Õ
(Cole, Hermon, Tjung, Sim & Kim 2008)

4.2.3.4 VP ellipsis
One last argument in favour of the non-enforcing nature of awake dheen is shown in
(20). An enforcing anaphor is expected to only get a sloppy reading but not a strict
reading as discussed in chapter 1. But awake dheen in Peranakan Javanese in (20),
shows that readings with variable binding (i) and coreference (ii) are equally
possible.
(20)

Tono ketok awake dheen nggon koco
dlan Siti iya
ngono
Tono see
body-3 3SG
in
mirror and Siti didyes also
ÔTonso saw himself in the mirror and Siti does tooÕ
(i) ÔSiti saw Siti in the mirror.Õ (sloppy reading)
(ii) ÔSiti saw Tono in the mirror.Õ (strict reading)
(Cole, Hermon, Kim, Sim & Tsai 2003)
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4.2.3.5 Enforcing anaphor awake dheen dhewe
In contrast to awake dheen, the more complex anaphor awake dheen dhewe does not
allow a long distance reading, (21a), or binding by a non-c-commanding antecedent,
(21b).
(21)

a.

b.

Tonoi pikir [Bowoj benci mbek
awake
deen
Tono think Bowo hate MBEKwith bodyself-E-3 3SG
dewe*i/j]
DEWEself
ÔTono thinks Bowo hates himself.Õ
[Iibue
[Tono]i]j benci mbek
awake
deen
mother-E-3 Tono
hate
MBEKwith bodyself-E-3 3SG
dewe*i/j
DEWEself
Ô[TonoiÕs mother]j hates *himself*i / herselfj.Õ
(Cole, Hermon, Kim, Sim & Tsai 2003)

From (21) we can conclude that awake dheen dhewe always enforces reflexivity. As
predicted with such an anaphor, a strict reading is not possible with awake dheen
dhewe. The SELF-element dhewe blindly reflexive-marks the predicate and hence
renders a coreference reading ungrammatical.
(22)

Tono ketok awake
deen dewe
nggon koco, Siti
Tono saw bodyself-E-3 3SG DEWEself in
mirror, Siti
(i) ÔTono saw himself in the mirror and Siti saw herself.Õ
(ii) Ô*Tono saw himself in the mirror and Siti saw Tono.Õ
(Cole, Hermon, Kim, Sim & Tsai 2003)

yoyo
too

4.2.3.6 Summary
Peranakan Javanese has a complex anaphor awake dheen that doesnÕt enforce
reflexivity and a more complex anaphor awake dheen dhewe that enforces
reflexivity. awake dheen is another anaphor that supports the claim that licensing
and enforcing reflexivity donÕt go together.
Note that awake dheen has the protecting element to the left of the pronoun,
which indicates that the head noun has moved to the left periphery. In the more
complex anaphor awake dheen dhewe the head noun dhewe is still in its base
generated position and hence, as discussed in the previous section, is able to
reflexive-mark the predicate. This serves as another piece of evidence that the
position of the protecting element (BP or SELF) has an effect on the enforcing or
non-enforcing nature of an anaphor.
4.2.4 Pribumi Javanese
A closely related variant of Peranakan Javanese is the dialect Pribumi Javanese that
in contrast to Peranakan Javanese is spoken mainly by people of native Javanese
ancestry. This dialect shows a similar behavior of its complex anaphor dheweke
dhewe Ô3SG selfÕ, consisting of a pronominal part which is fully specified for !-
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features and a SELF-element. We find similar evidence for its licensing but nonenforcing behvior in Pribumi Javanese (Cole, Hermon & Tjung 2003). Note though,
that Pribumi Javanese doesnÕt employ another more complex anaphor that is clearly
enforcing reflexivity as we have seen above for Indonesian and Javanese.
The anaphor can license reflexivity as illustrated in (23a). That licensing is
needed as an effect of the IDI is shown by (23b) where the 3rd person pronoun
dhewkee is ill-formed.
(23)

a.

Tonoi weruh dheweke dhewei neng kaca
Tono see
3sg
self/alone in
mirror
ÔTono saw himself in the mirror.Õ

b.

* Tonoi weruh dhewekei neng kaca
Tono see
3sg
in
mirror
ÔTono saw himself in the mirror.Õ
(Cole, Hermon & Tjung 2003)

4.2.4.1 Long distance antecedents
That dheweke dhewe is a non-enforcing anaphor is indicated by (24) where it is fine
for dheweke dhewe in object position of the finite embedded clause to have a long
distance antecedent.
(24)

Bowoj ngomong yen
aku pikir [Tonoi weruh dheweke dhewei/j/k
Bowo N-say
COMP 1sg think Tono see
3sg
self/alone
neng kaca]
in
mirror
ÔBowo said that I thought that Tono saw himself/him alone in the mirror.Õ
(Cole, Hermon & Tjung 2003)

(24) shows as well that a blocking effect does not influence the long distance
reading with dheweke dhewe in Pribumi Javanese.
4.2.4.2 Non-c-commanding antcedent
Again, a non-c-commanding antecedent is well-formed with dheweke dhewe as in
(25), which shows that dheweke dhewe doesnÕt require binding.
(25)

[Gurue Tonoj]i weruh dheweke dhewei/j/k neng kaca
teacher-3 Tono see
3sg
self/alone in
mirror
ÔTono's teacher saw himself/him alone/her in the mirror.Õ
(Cole, Hermon & Tjung 2003)

4.2.4.3 Discourse antecedent
Similar to Indonesian and Javanese it is not possible for dheweke dhewe to be
covalued with a co-argument when in subject position as this violates Condition C.
However, an interpretation where dheweke dhewe refers to a discourse antecedent is
possible.
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[Dheweke dhewe*i/j] nendhang Sitii
3sg
self/alone N-kick
Siti
Ô*Himself kicked Siti/He alone kicked Siti.Õ
(Cole, Hermon & Tjung 2003)

4.2.4.4 VP ellisis
Interestingly, we find a difference to Peranakan Javanese in the VP ellipsis
examples. As a non-enforcing element one would expect dheweke dhewe to be
available for strict and sloppy readings. But the data in (27) shows that this is in fact
not the case. Only variable binding is a possible reading of the local anaphor in (27).
(27)

Tono weruh dheweke dhewe,
Siti
Tono see
3sg
self/alone Siti
(i) *Strict: ÔSiti saw Tono in the mirror.Õ
(ii) Sloppy: ÔSiti saw Siti in the mirror.Õ
(Cole, Hermon & Tjung 2003)

ya iya
yes also

In this respect dheweke dhewe is more restricted than its Indonesian and Javanese
counterparts. That only the sloppy reading is available provides a puzzle since it
could be taken to indicate that dheweke dhewe enforces reflexivity. But we have
seen in (24) and (25) that in fact it does not. Also, as discussed in section 3.1.2.4
timing differences are assumed to be responsible for such restrictions.
4.2.4.5 Summary
Pribumi Javanese resembles the behavior we have seen so far in Indonesian and
Javanese with the one difference that it doesnÕt allow a strict reading in VP ellipsis.
Also it is striking that the internal structure of dheweke dhewe is different from dirinya in Indonesian and awak-e dee in Javanese. Cole, Hermon & Tjung (2003) claim
that in the case of dheweke dhewe the long distance reading is available as dhewe
can also serve as an intensifier and hence next to an interpretation as ÔhimselfÕ also
yields the option of an interpretation Ôhim himselfÕ. Such an analysis would predict
though that awak-e dee dewe could also be interpreted as Ôhim himselfÕ which is not
the case.
4.2.5 Palembangnese
Another Malayo-Polynesian language that shows a similar non-enforcing anaphor is
Palembangnese. It is spoken by approximately 1,4 million people in Palembang, the
South Sumatra Province and the surrounding areas. The anaphoric system employs
two different complex anaphors, dio dewek Ô3NR selfÕ and diri-nyo Ôbody3NR.GENÕ. Bear in mind, that next to the complex anaphors we will see later in
section 4.3 that also locally bound pronouns are allowed in Palembangnese.
The complex anaphor dio dewek can license reflexivity in (28). A disjoint
reading is not available though. Neither is long distance binding in (29).
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(28)

Endangi nyingok dio deweki/*j
Endang see
3NR self
ÔEndang saw herself.Õ
(ATD)

(29)

* Endangi nyangko aku nyingok dio deweki
Endang think
I
see
3NR self
ÔEndang thought that I saw herself.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

Note that dio dewek has the same structure as dheweke dhewe in Pribumi above,
which shows a less restricted distribution. Nevertheless, given Cole, Hermon &
Tjung (2003)Õs analysis of dheweke dhewe as Ôher herselfÕ one would expects this to
apply to dio dewek as well. Hence, a disjoint reading in (28) and a long distance
reading in (29) should become available. As this is in fact is not the case, we can
conclude that such an analysis cannot hold for dheweke dhewe nor dio dewek.
Palembangnese employs another complex anaphor diri-nyo Ôbody3NR.GENÕ which can license reflexivity as illustrated in (30).
(30)

Endangi nyingok diri-nyoi/j.
Endang see
body-3NR.GEN
ÔEndang saw herself.Õ
(ATD)

Note that diri-nyo is structurally identical to diri-nya in Indonesian. Hence, we
predict diri-ny to behave like diri-nya and to not enforce reflexivity.
4.2.5.1 Different possible antecedents
The complex anaphor diri-nyo shows the same properties as we found for
Indonesian. It can have a long distance antecedent (31a). Also, diri-nyo can have a
non-c-commanding antecedent in (31b) a discourse antecedent in (31c).
(31)

a.

Endangi nyangko aku nyingok diri-nyoi/j
Endang think
I
see
body-3NR.GEN
ÔEndang thought that I saw her.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

b.

[Emak Andij]i kagum samo diri-nyoi/j
Mother Andi
admire with
body-3NR.GEN
ÔAndiÕs mother admires herself/him.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

c.

John nyingok Mary. Dio negorke
John see
Mary 3SG greet
ÔJohn saw Mary. She greeted him.Õ
(ATD)

diri-nyo.
body-3NR.GEN
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From the facts in (30) we can conclude that our prediction is borne out. diri-nyo is of
non-enforcing nature.
4.2.5.2 VP ellipsis
Regarding strict and sloppy readings with VP ellipsis, we find in (32a) that similar
to Pribumi Javanese above for a local diri-nyo no strict reading is available and in
(32b) that for non-locally bound diri-nyo both readings are available. That diri-nyo
cannot have a reading with coreference in (32a) has also been pointed out for
Pribumi Javanese above.
(32)

a.

Endangi nyobit diri-nyoi
samo
Endang pinch body-3SG.GEN and
ÔEndang pinched herself and so did Andi.Õ
Sloppy = Andi pinched Andi.
Strict ! Andi pinched Endang.

Andi
Andi

jugo
also

b.

Endangi nyangko Andi nyobit diri-nyoi/j
Endang think
Andi pinch body-3SG.GEN
ÔEndang thinks that Andi pinched himself/her and Budi too.Õ
Sloppy = Budi thinks that Andi pinched Budi.
Strict = Budi thinks that Andi pinched Endang.
(Kartono 2013)

The more complex and locally bound diri-nyo dewek cannot get a strict reading in
(33) as expected for an enforcing anaphor. The question remains why the nonenforcing diri-nyo shows the same behavior when used with a local antecedent.
(33)

Endangi nyobit diri-nyo
deweki samo Dian jugo
Endang pinch body-3NR.GEN self
and
Dian also
ÔEndang pinched herself and so did Dian.Õ
Sloppy = Endang pinched Endang and Dian pinched Dian.
Strict ! Endang pinched Endang and Dian pinch Endang.
(Kartono 2013)

As we have seen for Indonesian and Javanese before, also diri-nyo cannot be
variable bound by a quantificational antecedent in Palembangnese.
(34) * Galo gurui
kagum
samo diri-nyoi
Every teacher admire
with
body-3SG.GEN
ÔEvery teacher admires himself.Õ
(ATD)
The more complex and enforcing diri-nyo dewek is well-formed when bound by a
quantificational antecedent.
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Galo gurui
kagum samo diri-nyo
Every teacher admire with
body-3SG.GEN
ÔEvery teacher admires himself.Õ
(ATD)

deweki
self

4.2.5.3 Split antecedents
As we have seen for Indonesian diri-nya, also in Palembangnese diri-nyo allows a
reading with split antecedents.
(36)

Andii nyaken ke Susij kalu diri-nyo
(beduo)i+j bakal lulus
Andi promise to Susi that body-3NR.GEN both
will pass
ujian
exam
ÔAndi promised to Susi that they will pass the exam.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

4.2.5.4 Summary
In a nutshell, in Palembangnese we find a non-enforcing complex anaphor which
shows a similar morphological make-up as the ones in Indonesian and Javanese. The
internal structure is assumed to look like (37) which shows again a movement of the
head noun to the left periphery and explains why reflexive-marking by head
movement onto the predicate is not possible even when in argument position.
(37)

DP
2
diri

DÕ
2
D
NP
nyo
g
NÕ
g
N
diri

The more complex anaphor diri-nyo dewek has the protecting element in its basegenerated position and this provides the option for dewek to blindly reflexive-mark
the predicate by head movement.
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3
DP
2
diri

DÕ
3
DÕ D
NP
2
g
D
NP
NÕ
nyo
g
g
NÕ
N
g
dewek
N
diri

4.2.6 Jambi Malay
The anaphoric system of Jambi Malay41, spoken by approximately 1 million
speakers in Sumatra, consists of two complex anaphors diri-nyo Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ
and diri-nyo dewek Ô body-3SG.GEN selfÕ. In accordance with what we have seen
for Indonesian and Javanese both complex anaphors can license reflexivity, but the
pronoun dio cannot and hence only a disjoint interpretation is grammatical in (39c).
(39)

a.

Ekoi nengok diri-nyoi/j
Eko see
body-3SG.GEN
ÔEko saw himself.Õ

b.

Ekoi nengok diri-nyo
deweki/*j
Eko see
body-3SG.GEN self
ÔEko saw himself / *him.Õ

c.

Budii meliat dio*i/j di kaco
Budi see
3SG in mirror
ÔBudi saw him / *himself in the mirror.Õ
(ATD)

When comparing (39a) and (39b) we see that there is a difference between the two
complex anaphors. diri-nyo in (39a) also allows a disjoint reading, whereas diri-nyo
dewek must be bound by the subject Eko. This difference already indicates that dirinyo is a non-enforcing anaphor whilst diri-nyo dewek is an enforcing anaphor.
4.2.6.1 Different possible antecedents
That diri-nyo indeed does not enforce reflexivity can be established by the
possibility of long distance readings in (40a), of a non-c-commanding antecedent in
41

Note, that in this section we discuss the traditional Jambi Malay variant. In section 4.3 we
will discuss the differences to the Jambi Malay village variant, which in fact allows locally
bound pronouns.
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(40b), of a discourse antecedent in (40c) and the possibility of split antecedents in
(40d).
(40)

a.

Mariai mikir kalo merekaj meliat
Maria think if
they
see
ÔMaria thought that they saw her.Õ
(ATD)

diri-nyoi/*j
body-3SG.GEN

b.

[Ibu
Jokoj]i ngagumi nian diri-nyoi/j
Mother Joko
admire really body-3SG.GEN
ÔJokoÕs mother really admired herself/her.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

c.

John nengok Mary. Dio ngasih salam
ke diri-nyo
John see
Mary she give
greeting to body-3SG.GEN
ÔJohn saw Mary. She greeted him.Õ
(ATD)

d.

Andii pecayo kalo Susij nak ngelakuin yang terbaik untuk diri
Andi believe that Susi will do
the best
for
body
merekai+j
3PL.GEN
ÔAndi believes that Susi will do the best for them.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

In contrast, the more complex enforcing anaphor diri-nyo dewek cannot be used with
a long distance antecedent as shown in (41).
(41)

* Ekoi kiro aku nengok diri-nyo
deweki
Eko think I
see
body-3SG.GEN self
ÔEko thought that I saw himself.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

4.2.6.2 VP ellipsis
For VP ellipsis we find the same results as for Palembangnese and Pribumi
Javanese. In (42a) the local diri-nyo cannot receive a strict interpretation, whilst
with a non-local antecedent both readings become available as illustrated in (42b).
As discussed in section 3.1.2.4 such restrictions might be due to timing differences.
(42)

a.

Rita muji diri-nyo
samo Eko jugo
Rita praise body-3SG.GEN samo Eko too
ÔRita praised herself, and so does Eko.Õ
Sloppy = Eko praised Eko.
Strict ! Eko praised Rita.
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Rita ngiro Eko muji diri-nyo,
samo Budi ngiro
Rita think Eko praise body-3SG.GEN and Budi think
macam tu jugo
like
that too
ÔRita thinks that Eko praised her, and Budi thinks the same.Õ
Sloppy = Budi thinks Eko praised Budi.
Strict = Budi thinks Eko praised Rita.
(Kartono 2013)

For diri-nyo dewek we also find that the strict reading is not allowed. This is
expected as diri-nyo dewek is enforcing reflexivity.
(43)

Ritai muji diri-nyo
deweki, Eko jugo
Rita praise body-3SG.GEN self
Eko too
ÔRita praised herself, and so did Eko.
Sloppy = Rita praised Rita and Eko praised Eko.
Strict ! Rita praised Rita and Eko praised Rita.
(Kartono 2013)

Also, in Jambi Malay a quantificational antecedent can only bind the more complex
anaphor diri-nyo dewek but not the non-enforcing anaphor diri-nyo.
(44)

a.

* Galo guru
marah
samo diri-nyo
Every teacher got_angry with body-3SG.GEN
ÔEvery teacher got angry to himself.Õ

b.

Galo guru
marah
samo diri-nyo
dewek
Every teacher got_angry with body-3SG.GEN self
ÔEvery teacher got angry to himself.Õ
(ATD)

4.2.6.3 Summary
Jambi Malay has been shown to have a similar anaphoric system as the other
Malayo-Polynesian languages with a complex non-enforcing anaphor. diri-nyo has
the protecting element in its left periphery and hence as predicted reflexive-marking
does not apply. Also, diri-nyo is another anaphor that shows that licensing and
enforcing reflexivity do not have to go hand-in-hand.
4.2.7 Batak Toba
Batak Toba has about 2 million speakers in Indonesia and its anaphoric system
employs another complex anaphor that is similar to diri-nya in Indonesian. diri-na
Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ has been shown to license reflexivity by Schachter (1984), (45).
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Diida si Torus dirina
TT.saw PM Torus himself
ÔTorus saw himself.Õ
(Schachter 1984)

That diri-na can also be bound by the matrix clause subject or across sentence
boundaries is shown in (46a-b).
(46)

a.

Bill mandokkon John asa mamuji diri-na
Bill ask
John to praise
body-3SG.GEN
ÔBill asked John to praise him.Õ [i.e., to praise Bill]

b.

John mamereng Mary. Ibana manjou diri-na
John see
Mary She greet
body-3SG.GEN
ÔJohn saw Mary. She greeted him.Õ
(ATD)

Batak Toba and its anaphor diri-na provide more evidence for my claim that
licensing and enforcing of reflexivity are not tied together.
4.2.8 Malagasy
Malagasy is an Austronesian language spoken by approximately 14 million people
on the island of Madagascar.
Again, the same arguments as discussed above hold for the complex anaphor
ny tenany ÔDet SELF.3Õ. (47a) shows its licensing ability, (47b) that it can take nonlocal antecedents, (47c) that c-command is not required and (47d) that a discourse
antecedent is allowed (Paul 2004).
(47)

a.

HajainÕi Soai
ny tenanyi
TT.respect.gen.Soa det self.3(gen)
ÔSoa respects herself.Õ
ÔHer body is respected by Soa.Õ

b.

Nilaza
Rabei [fa namitaka
ny tenanyi/j
Ranaivoj]
PAST.AT.say Rabe that PAST.AT.trick det self.3(gen) Ranaivo
ÔRabe said that Ranaivo tricked him(self).Õ

c.

Nanongo
ny tenanyi/j
past.at.pinch
det self.3(gen)
ÔSoaÕs mother pinched her(self).Õ

[ny reninÕi Soaj]i
det mother.gen.Soa
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Sambatra Rabei. Notoloran-dRakoto
valim-pahaizana
Happy
Rabe PAST.TT.offer.GEN.Rakoto prize
ny
tenanyi.
DET self.3(GEN)
ÔRabe is happy. Rakoto offered him a prize.Õ
(Paul 2004)

In (48) we find that next to variable binding a coreference reading is possible in
cases of VP ellipsis.
(48)

Manaja ny tenanyi
i Jeannei; toraka izany koa i Soa
at.respect det self.3(gen) Jeanne
same that also Soa
ÔJeanne respects herself; Soa does so too.Õ
(i) Soa respects herself. (sloppy reading = bound variable)
(ii) Soa respects Jeanne. (strict reading = coreference)
(Paul 2004)

As we have seen for Indonesian and Javanese above ny tenany cannot be used in
subject position when covalued with the object.
(49)

* Nanongo
an-dRabei ny tenanyi
PAST.AT.pinch ACC-Rabe DET self.3(GEN)
ÔHimself pinched Rabe.Õ
(Paul 2004)

In Malagasy ny tenany exemplifies another anaphor that licenses but does not
enforce reflexivity. Hence, it provides evidence for the existence of IDI and for the
hypothesis that licensing and enforcing are two separate mechanisms.
4.2.9 Other languages
In this section I want to list a few other Malayo-Polynesian languages for which our
data collected as part of our project indicates that they employ a complex anaphor
that does not enforce reflexivity. The data we have so far donÕt suffice to fully
determine the anaphorÕs status and hence further investigation is needed. Still, I
think they should be part of the discussion in this chapter.
4.2.9.1 Sundanese
Sundanese has several complex anaphors. According to our database and Kurniawan
(2013) one can find the following anaphors:
(50)

a. awak-na sorangan Ôbody-3SG.GEN selfÕ
b. maneh-na sorangan Ôbody-3SG.GEN selfÕ
c. dirina sorangan Ô3SG selfÕ
d. maneh-na Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ
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Just by judging the internal structure of the anaphors, the prediction would be that
maneh-na is a non-enforcing anaphor, whilst the others enforce reflexivity due to the
protecting element in its base-generated position.
That the prediction is borne out is shown in (51). We have evidence that the
anaphors with sorangan are able to license reflexivity in (51a-b).
(51)

a.

Etta teu suka maneh-na
sorangan
Etta not like
body-3SG.GEN self
ÔEtta hates herself.Õ
(ATD)

b.

John ningali awak-na
sorangan
John see
body-3SG.GEN self
ÔJohn saw himself.Õ
(ATD)

c.

ManŽhna osok
ng-agul-ng-agul dirina sorangan
3SG
always AV-brag-RED 3SG self
ÔHe always brags about himself.Õ
(Kurniawan 2013)

As we can see in (51c) maneh-na can be used as a regular pronoun and Kurniawan
(2013) does gloss both maneh-na and dirina like a 3rd person singular pronoun.
maneh-na can even serve as an antecedent for the anaphor dirina sorangan. In case
maneh-na can indeed be used as a reflexive licenser (51c) indicates that it does not
enforce reflexivity and can take a discourse antecedent. Note that the anaphor dirina
sorangan cannot be used in subject position covalued with the object.
(52)

* Dirina sorangan osok
ng-agul-ng-agul
3SG self
always AV-brag-RED
ÔHimself always brags about him.Õ
(Kurniawan 2013)

manŽhna
3SG

That maneh-na can be used with a discourse antecedent is also illustrated in (53).
(53)

John kasar pisan. Bill teu suka maneh-na.
John rude very
Bill not like body-3SG.GEN
ÔJohn is very rude. Bill hates him.Õ [i.e., hates John ]
(ATD)

Also, we find that long distance readings with maneh-na are well-formed.
(54)

John mikir Mary teu suka maneh-na
John think Mary not like body-3SG.GEN
ÔJohn thinks that Mary hates him.Õ [i.e., hates John]
(ATD)
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Bear in mind though that if maneh-na is actually nothing but a pronoun in
Sundanese, then all the readings we find in (51c), (53) and (54) are expected for
maneh-na such as they are with a regular pronoun. We can see that the fact whether
it can license reflexivity or not is an important diagnostic to determine whether an
element is simply a pronoun or a non-enforcing anaphor.
4.2.9.2 Acehnese
Acehnese (or Aceh) has several complex anaphors, one of which is droe jih Ôbody
3SG.GENÕ. According to our speaker the anaphor can either take a local antecedent
or a discourse antecedent. (55) shows though that it is licensing reflexivity.
(55)

Ettai han mek kaloen
Etta not want see
ÔEtta hates herself.Õ
ÔEtta hates her / him.Õ
(ATD)

droe jihi/j
body 3SG.GEN

Asyik (1987) mentions that the reflexive pronoun droe jih can also be used as a
regular pronoun. In (56a) we can see that droe lon can be bound by the matrix clause
subject and in (56b) that droe jih do not need a local antecedent too.
(56)

a.

Bak watee nyan lon-tupeue droelon ji-neuk poh
At time that 1-know
myself 3-want beat
ÔAt that time I realized
that they wanted to beat me.Õ

b.

Di jih hana ji-tupeue droejih ji-neuk peucat
SFC hey NEG 3y-know himself 3-want fire
ÔHe does not know that he will be fired.Õ
(Asyik 1987)!

Again, in order to be able to judge the exact status of droe jih we would like to see
the 3rd person droe jih in object position of the embedded clause and bound by the
matrix subject. Details on the possibility of taking a discourse antecedent or
allowing a strict reading with VP ellipses would help to support our argument for
analyzing droe jih as non-enforcing anaphor.

4.3 Locally bound pronouns
Cole, Hermon & Yanti (2010) discuss the fact that for the village dialect of Jambi
Malay dio in (57a) has been reported to license reflexivity in Yanti (2010) but not in
the city dialect of Jambi Malay in (57b) whose anaphoric system has been discussed
above. Cole, Hermon & Yanti (2010: 341) state that Òall clearly productive
anaphoric forms can be used as local, long distance or discourse anaphors. Thus, at
the very least, one must conclude that there exist human languages in which Binding
Theory plays no role.Ó They argue that Òa possible answer to the apparent
contradiction is to take the approach that there are two sources for our knowledge of
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the grammar of specific languages, the principles of Universal Grammar and
language specific grammatical rules derived from the grammaticalization of various
functional aspects of language useÓ. Finally they conclude that if they are correct in
their analysis that Òit suggests that treating Binding Theory as a component of
Universal Grammar should not be the explanation for the unexpectedly frequent
occurrence of the particular set of grammatical restrictions found cross-linguistically
in Binding Theoretically compatible anaphoric systems. Rather, the pattern should
be ascribed to a natural, and, therefore, frequently observed, grammaticalization
pathÓ Cole, Hermon & Yanti (2010: 342).
As one can see the contrast in (57) can lead to the idea that an approach that
assumes a universal grammar cannot explain this difference and cross-linguistic
variation. So far we have already seen that variation can be explained by adopting a
theory with a minimalist set of tools that are not specific to binding. We will also see
in this section and in chapter 6 that a difference in the possibility of having locally
bound pronouns depends on language specific properties in the end. And exactly the
fact that variation can be shown to have other reasons supports the idea of a
universal grammar which includes the mechanisms and processes used for the
reflexive strategies.
(57)

a.

Budii mukul dioi/j
Budi hit
3NR
ÔBudi hit him.Õ
ÔBudi hit himself.Õ
(Yanti 2010)

[Jambi Malay village, Austronesian]

!

b.

* Ekoi muji dioi
Eko praise 3SG
ÔEko praised himself.Õ
(Yanti 2010)

[Jambi Malay city, Austronesian]

As I have indicated for Palembangnese above a locally bound pronoun is allowed in
(58).
(58)

Andii mokol dioi/j
Andi hit
3NR
ÔAndi hit him.Õ
ÔAndi hit himself.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

[Palembangnese, Austronesian]

That a pronoun can license reflexivity presents at first sight a puzzle to the
theoretical assumptions outlined in chapter 1 and 2. As discussed there a
combination of the IDI and the chain condition rules out a locally bound pronoun in
an English sentence like (59):
(59)

*Johni likes himi

The IDI is violated as the reflexive predicate like is not licensed. Licensing is
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possible by either valence reduction or protection as shown in chapter 2 in detail. In
case of valence reduction we have already seen that languages employ simple
elements to absorb the case residue, e.g. zich in Dutch Jan waste zich ÔJohn
washedÕ. What rules out the 3rd person pronoun in such a sentence in Dutch is the
chain condition:
(60)

* Jani waste
hemi
John washed him
ÔJohn washed.Õ
(Reuland 2011)

[Dutch]

As hem is fully specified for !-features and get structural case it cannot be the tail of
the chain and hence (60) is rendered ungrammatical. Note that as discussed for
Frisian in chapter 1 a locally bound pronoun is possible with valence reduction (61)
due to the fact that him does not receive accusative case.
(61)

Willemi wasket
William washes
ÔWilliam washes.Õ
(Reuland 2011)

himi
him
[Frisian]

For Palembangnese and Jambi Malay village this means that two factors play a role
in allowing a pronoun as tail of the syntactic chain, i.e. !-features and case
assignment. Both languages show no number feature on the respective pronoun, as
dio can be used as singular or plural 3rd person pronoun respectively. This means in
a way it is similar to Dutch zich that is not specified for number either. Reuland
(2011) shows that number is crucial due to the PRD, see details in discussion in
chapter 1. In contrast to Palembangnese and Jambi Malay village the pronoun dio in
Jambi Malay in (57a) above is ruled out as dio is specified by number and cannot
enter a chain with its antecedent Eko.
Another fact that has been observed for Jambi Malay is that it differs from for
instance Indonesian that it does not require a special affix that is marking transitivity
or anything alike (Kartono 2013). Nuriah (2004) argues that meN-É-kan in fact is
not a transitive affix but that meN- marks causative verbs and -kan expresses subject
prominence with eventive verbs. In (62a) we see that in Indonesian one has to use a
complex anaphor to license reflexivity when the affix meN-É-kan is present.
Reuland (2013) claims that Òit is the verbal frame rather than the verbal
semantics that determines the requirement of a reflexive.Ó Using the complex
anaphor without these affixes on the verb is ill-formed in (62b). Hence, we see from
the contrast of (62a) and (62b) that the verbal frame of meN-É-kan yields the
requirement for a complex anaphor. Once a verb does not show these affixes we do
not see any IDI effects. Depending on the language or a certain verb a case residue
might require a simple anaphor as diri in (62d).
(62)

a.

Bob me-mandi-kan diri-nya/
diri-nya
sendiri.
Bob me-wash-kan body-3SG.GEN / body-3SG.GEN self
ÔBob washed himself.Õ
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* Bob mandi diri-nya /
diri-nya
Bob wash
body-3SG.GEN / body-3SG.GEN
ÔBob washed himself.Õ

sendiri
self

!

c.

Bob mandi
Bob wash
ÔBob washes.Õ

d.

Diai bunuh dirii
3SG kill
self
ÔHe killed himself.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

[Indonesian, Austronesian

If one assumes that only once this transitive affix is applied to a verb then a complex
anaphor is needed for protection of the variable, one could conclude that since Jambi
Malay is a language that does not use this transitive-marking affix at all no licensing
is needed in this language. Consequently, the pronoun in (56a) is not causing an IDI
violation.

4.4. Conclusion
As we have seen in this chapter there are complex anaphors that do not enforce
reflexivity but are able to license reflexivity in a number of Malayo-Polynesian
languages. By checking for their possibilities of binding in non-exempt positions
(i.e. long distance antecedent, discourse antecedent, non-c-commanding antecedent)
and by looking at the morphological make-up of the anaphor and its elements we
found as already observed in chapter 3 that the complex anaphors that do not
enforce reflexivity have a structure of ÔBP/self PronÕ. Reuland & Schadler (2011)
note that movement of the head noun into the left periphery prohibits a further
(covert) head movement onto the predicate and prevents the predicate from being
obligatory reflexive-marked.
As pointed out in this chapter and shown in chapter 3 I assume the following
structure, repeated for convenience, for an anaphor like diri-nya in Indonesian:
(63)

DP
2
diri

DÕ
2
D
NP
nya
g
NÕ
g
N
diri
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For the more complex and enforcing anaphor I assume that the head noun sendiri is
in its original position as in (64) and as a consequence is able to reflexive-mark the
predicate by covert head movement onto the verb.
(64)

DP
3

DP
DÕ
2
3
diri
DÕ D
NP
2
g
D
NP
NÕ
g
g
nya
NÕ
N
g
sendiri
N
diri

As discussed in chapter 3 for the other languages with such a complex anaphor, I
assume that movement out of the left periphery is not possible for diri as
excorporation is not possible in its current position, independent from what
theoretical view one takes on N-to-D movement.
What this chapter is able to show is that variation results from language
dependent factors or processes that can be shown to exist with other phenomena as
well. As pointed out in chapter 1, we see in this chapter that variation can be
reduced to conditions that are not specific to binding or reflexivity but that hold
generally across languages.

CHAPTER 5
Fijian Ð A case study on licensing by pronouns

5.1 Introduction
After we have seen different protection strategies as a result of the IDI and their
licensing and enforcing of reflexivity in chapter 2, I have shown in chapter 3 and 4
that not all complex anaphors enforce reflexivity. In chapter 1 I have already
indicated that there are languages that have been reported to have no reflexive
strategy and no licensing requirement at all. That is, the claim is that brute force
reflexivization is allowed and no special marking is needed in such languages. Such
languages are addressed by Evans & Levinson (2009) who try to argue that
universals do not exist. One of these languages that provides such puzzling data is
Fijian as cited in Levinson (2000).
This chapter provides an analysis of the anaphoric and verbal system in Fijian.
That locally bound pronouns in fact are usually not allowed is due to the chain
condition. An A-chain can only consist of one fully specified element, i.e. the
antecedent in case of reflexivization. The first question I will address is why the
chain condition is not violated in Fijian. To provide an answer I will look at the
suffix -Ci/-Ca and show that it is in fact not marking transitivity but object
agreement that blocks the formation of an A-chain. Moreover, I will discuss that this
yields an interpretation of the variable that is distinguishable from its antecedent.
The results from this case study will show that again Fijian is not, as
inaccurately claimed by e.g. Levinson (2000), a language with no reflexive-marking
at all but that also in Fijian the IDI applies but protection of the variable takes place
in an as yet not so familiar way.

5.2 Transitivity in Fijian
Fijian is an Oceanic language spoken on the Fiji islands. Like other Oceanic
languages, it is described as being Òcharacterized by a complex system of
transitivity, with peculiar morphological and syntactic featuresÓ (Aranovich 2007).
Whether what has been described as the transitive suffix -Ci/-Ca in Fijian is really
pure transitivity or maybe has a more restricted or even a more comprehensive
function and meaning will be discussed in this section. I will adopt the analysis that
the suffix ÐCi is indeed an object marker whilst ÐCa represents the 3rd person
singular pronominal.
Fijian is a nominative-accusative language and shows VOS word order (Ross
2004). Also, Fijian has a range of pre- or postverbal clitic pronouns/agreement
suffixes. A particle preceding the verb (e in (1a), au in (1b)) specifies the person and
number of the subject of transitive as well as intransitive verbs. Transitive verbs
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have been described to be distinguished from intransitives by the presence of a
special suffix on the verb (e.g. Arms 1974, Dixon 1988). This suffix, which often
has the shape of CV, is exemplified by -ta in (1a). The V element in the suffix can
be i or a, whilst the latter is only used for 3rd person singular, and the C element is
lexically conditioned (Aranovich 2007).
(1)

a.

E
roqo-ta tiko na gone na marama
3Sg hold-TR CNT the child the woman
ÔThe woman is holding the child.Õ

b.

Au se
qai
yadra mai
1Sg ASP SEQ wake DIR
ÔI just woke up.Õ
(Aranovich 2007)

Incorporation has reported for Fijian objects (Aranovich 2007, Baker 2008) and as a
result of it they combine with the verb. When noun incorporation occurs the verb
lacks the suffix -Ci/-Ca (Sabel 2011). Compare the examples in (2) with the
corresponding ones in (3), in which there is no noun incorporation (Aranovich
2007). In (3) one finds a suffix ÐCa on the verb, exemplified in (3a) by Ðva, in 3b by
Ðta and in 3c by simple Ða.
(2)

(3)

a.

Au a
taga ura tiko e
na bogi
1Sg PT catch prawn CNT ABL the night
ÔI was catching prawns last night.Õ

b.

e
dau qua teveli
3Sg HAB wipe table
ÔThe boy wipes tables.Õ

c.

e
dau kati ivava na koli ya
3Sg HAB bite shoe the dog that
ÔThat dog bites shoes.Õ
(Aranovich 2007)

a.

Au sa taga-va oti na ura
1Sg ASP catch-TR ASP the prawn
ÔI have finished catching the prawns.Õ

b.

e
qua-ta
na teveli na gone
3Sg wipe-TR the table the boy
ÔThe boy wiped the table.Õ

c.

a kati-a na gone na koli
PT bite-TR the child the dog
ÔThe dog bit the child.Õ
(Aranovich 2007)

na gone
the boy
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There is a correlation between the shape of the -Ci/-Ca suffix and word order. In
Fijian full NPs can never take an argument position of the verb. According to Dixon
(1988) only pronominals and proper nouns can occur as arguments of the predicate
and they are required to be adjacent to the verb. The full NPs are found in adjunct
position as satellites and are linked to the pronominal. When a pronominal
immediately follows the transitive verb and it has to be identified as the object of the
verb, the suffix occurs in ÐCi form. This is shown in the contrast between (4a) and
(4b). (4a) has no object pronominal after the verb (including the suffix ÐCi) but only
the full NP which serves as the object. Without the pronominal as the object of the
verb (4a) is ungrammatical in Fijian. In (4b) on the other hand we can find the 3rd
person plural pronominal ira as the syntactic object of the verb. The pronominal ira
is also linked to the full NP ÒvisitorsÓ.
(4)

a.

*e
kodro-vi tiko
na vulagi
3Sg bark-TR CNT42 the visitor
ÔThe dog is barking at the visitors.Õ

b.

e
dau kodro-vi ira na
vulagi
3Sg HAB bark-TR 3Pl the visitor
ÔThe dog barks only at visitors.Õ
(Aranovich 2007)

na koli
the dog

na koli
the dog

Only with objects in 3rd person singular the suffix ÐCa is used. Compare (4b) above
to (5).
(5)

e
kodro-va tiko na vulagi
3Sg bark-TR
CNT the visitor
ÔThe dog is barking at the visitor.Õ
(Aranovich 2007)

na koli
the dog

When the suffix -Ca is used it is not necessary to have a pronominal in object
position adjacent to the verb. In the literature it has been proposed that the suffix Ca is composed of an object marker that cliticizes onto the suffix -Ci. This has been
suggested by Arms (1974), SchŸtz (1985), and Pawley (1986). SchŸtz (1985: 322)
writes that "when a name referring to one entity (singular) occurs directly following
the verb and its transitive suffix, it does not, strictly speaking, specify the object, but
IS the object." Taking this into account SchŸtz (1985) takes the suffix -Ca to be a
pronominal suffix (or clitic) which expresses the object by itself and could be
replaced by the ÐCi suffix and the 3rd person singular pronominal, see (6a) and (6b
and 6c). (6a) is the natural way to express the sentence, but (6b) can be used with the
appropriate context. Also (6a) shows that it is not obligatory to have a full NP linked
up to the suffix -Ca.

42

The particle tiko is a marker for continuousness and occurs between the verb and the NP
that specifies reference to the object (Aranovich 2007).
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a.

e
ronqo-ta tiko na marama
3Sg hold-TR CNT the woman
ÔThe woman is holding him.Õ

b.

e
ronqo-ti Ôea tiko na marama
3Sg hold-TR 3Sg CNT the woman
ÔThe woman is holding him.Õ

c.

e
kodro-vi Ôea
tiko na vulagi
3Sg bark-TR 3Sg CNT the visitor
ÔThe dog is barking at the visitor.Õ
(Aranovich 2007)

na koli
the dog

With full NPs one can find exceptions from the standard word order VOS in Fijian;
these can be ordered after the subject or adjuncts and preceding the verb (i.e.
fronted). Such a flexible word order is not observed when a pronoun or proper name
is the object. Pronouns or proper names need to take a position following the verb,
and preceding the subject, as in (7a). If such a nominal occurs after the subject this
results in ungrammaticality, independent of whether these nominals are
accompanied by a determiner, (7b), (Aranovich 2007). Bear in mind that the
example in (7b) is still ungrammatical with the suffix -a on the verb, as in (7c):
(7)

a.

e
keve-ti
koya / Ema tiko na marama
3Sg hold-TR 3Sg / Ema CNT the woman
ÔThe woman is holding her / Ema.Õ

b.

*e
keve-ti
tiko na marama
3Sg hold-TR CNT the woman
ÔThe woman is holding her / Ema.Õ

(o)
koya / Ema
(the) 3Sg / Ema

c.

*e
keve-ta tiko na marama
3Sg hold-TR CNT the woman
ÔThe woman is holding her / Ema.Õ
(Aranovich 2007)

(o)
koya / Ema
(the) 3Sg / Ema

Based on Dixon's (1988) description of Boumaa Fijian, Alderete (1998) proposes an
analysis of Fijian as a Pronominal Argument language. This hypothesis was
introduced in Jelinek (1984) to cover the variation in word order flexibility between
language types. This Pronominal Argument (PA) Hypothesis claims that in certain
languages (e.g. Warlpiri, Navajo, Salish) Òagreement morphemes are pronominal,
acting as the primary arguments of the predicateÓ.
Assuming that adverbial particles mark the right edge of the VP, we can say
that if a constituent follows the adverbial particle it has to be adjoined to the VP and
it cannot be in complement position to the verb. This means that full NPs can only
occupy A'-positions. The suffix -Ci is selected when a pronominal is in the object
position, i.e. sister to the V. Also, Alderete (1998) follows Pawley's (1986)
suggestion that the -a ending of a suffix is a pronominal affix that forces the final -i
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vowel of the ÐCi suffix to delete. This affix, which represents the object, is
coindexed with the appositional NP.
The previously mentioned observation that objects are restricted to pronouns
and proper names has received special attention in the literature and has been
analyzed by e.g. Alderete (1998) and Pawley (1986).43 While the specific
approaches differ, they all have in common that they assume that these languages
have pronominal arguments which function in a certain sense as the primary
arguments of the predicate. Given this assumption one expects not to find full NPs
in positions adjoined to the predicate because the canonical argument positions are
ÔreservedÕ for the pronominal affixes (Alderete 1998). The exact reason for this
restriction in Fijian is not of direct importance for this chapter though.
5.2.1 The suffix ÐCi from a historical perspective
Looking at the suffix -Ci in Fijian from a historical perspective, the suffix can be
traced back to a form in Proto Oceanic that according to a widely accepted
reconstruction has the shape *-(C)i (Pawley 1972).
Canonical Oceanic languages are usually taken to have two suffixes used for
transitivization, one derived from Proto Oceanic *-i, the other from Proto Oceanic *akin[i]. The result is a transitive verb preceding an object clitic. In this respect Fijian
behaves identical, as has been described in section 4.2. When Proto Oceanic *-i was
added to a verb its valency was increased (Ross 2004).
Consonant-final verb stems and verb stems ending in *-a took the transitive
suffix *-i followed by the object markers in transitive constructions, whereas other
vowel-final verb stems were accompanied by only the object markers (Evans
2003:104-117). Thus verb stems like *inum Ôto drinkÕ and *Rubat Ôto be looseÕ can
be reconstructed with a corresponding suffix *-i in Proto Oceanic, namely *inum-iÔto drink sth.Õ and *Rubat-i- Ôto loosen sth.Õ The same holds for verb stems ending in
*-a. Transitive forms with the transitive suffix, such as *soka-i- Ôto pierce sth.Õ and
*waRa-i- Ôto speak to s.o.Õ, are reconstructable for Proto Oceanic. Verb stems that
ended in other vowels, however, are found in the second transitive structure and are
reconstructable for Proto Oceanic as with only the object markers, as with *piro=a
Ôto twist it togetherÕ and *wase=a Ôto divide, distribute itÕ (Evans 2003).
Regarding its actual status as transitive suffix Kissock (2003) claims for
Rotuman, a closely related language that the differential behavior we see with
respect to things like counterfactuals, definiteness, and incorporation appears to
relate to the presence or absence of the suffix, not to the actual transitivity of the
43
Alderete (1998) proposes a hypothesis in these lines for Fijian to explain why only
pronouns and proper nouns can occur as verbal complements based on their semantic type.
Given that pronouns and proper names are seen a referring to entities they are analyzed as
type <e>. Hence, they can yield an intransitive verb by combining with transitive verbs,
which are of type <e,<e,t>>. Full NPs, on the other hand, are seen as quantificational in
nature and hence of type <<e,t>,t>. For a transitive verb to compose with an expression of
type <<e,t>,t> an additional semantic operation (i.e. Quantifier Raising, Type-Lifting) is
necessary though. Alderete's hypothesis is that Fijian lacks such semantic operation, and that
therefore a sentence in which a quantificational NP as the complement of a transitive verb
cannot be assigned an interpretation.
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verb. Kikusawa (2001) points out that such an observation is true not only for
Rotuman but also for Fijian. Kissock (2003) claims that the suffix must be analyzed
as marking object-topics.
5.2.2 The suffix ÐCi as object marker
In order to clarify the nature of the ÐCi suffix we can look at unaccusative verbs and
verbs like eat which have an implicit object. In (8) and (9a) one can see that no ÐCi
suffix is found in these examples. Moreover, (9) shows that the presence of -Ci
cannot be fully motivated semantically.
(8)

(9)

E
moce na
gone
AGR sleep DET child
ÔThe child is asleep.Õ
(Tamata 2003)
a.

E
jao vakalailai ga o
Ana
AGR eat little
only PRP Ana
ÔAna ate a little only.Õ

b.

Sa
jao-taka na ika o Ana44
AUX eat-TR DET fish PRP Ana
ÔAna has eaten the fish.Õ
(Tamata 2003)

Also, when forming a passive of a transitive sentence the ÐCi suffix is not omitted.
Consequently, ÐCi cannot be analyzed as a pure transitivity marker.
(10)

Sa tobo-ki na
vuaka
ASP catch-TR DET pig
ÔThe pig was caught.Õ
(Milner 1956)

Park (2011) shows that there is a difference between a causative verb like open and
a derived intransitive predicate after valence reduction has applied. open that is
originally clearly transitive, as seen in (11a), looses the suffix ÐCa as soon as the
second argument has been eliminated in (11b).
(11)

44

a.

E
dua e=dola-va
na
katuba
one 3SG.SBJ=open-TR DET door
ÔSomebody opened the door.Õ

-taki/-taka is used as a Ògeneralized transitivizerÓ and to make a loan word transitive.
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E=tadola
na
katuba
3SG.SBJ=open DET door
ÔThe door opened.Õ
(Park 2011)

We can conclude that the -Ci suffix occurs in Fijian, only in the presence of a
syntactic object, or a copy left by movement. Given this, it seems fair to analyze it
as a marker for object agreement, rather than just a transitivity marker.
This is inline with earlier analysis of Fijian where the verb has been described
as agreeing with the object in number (e.g. Baker 2008). Also, Baker (2008)
concludes that this is a kind of (relatively impoverished) object agreement.
However, the suffix -Ca is absent in (12a), which has an indefinite object and can be
analyzed as noun incorporation.
(12)

a.

[EÕau.i vola mai]
a
cauravou
deliver letter to.here the youth
ÔThe youth is delivering letters.Õ
(Dixon1988)

b.

EÕau-ta
mai]
a-i-vola yai a
cauravou
deliver-TR.3sO to.here the-letter this the youth
ÔThe youth is delivering the letter.Õ
(Baker 2008)

Thus, only if a syntactic object is present or has been base-generated one also finds
the ÐCi suffix in Fijian and consequently it can be analyzed as a marker for object
agreement in Fijian.

5.3 Reflexivity in Fijian
With respect to Fijian, the absence of a reflexive form has been reiterated many
times over. BŸring (2005), following Keenan (1988), states outright, ÒFijian
(Oceanic, Austronesian) has no reflexives at all,Ó (BŸring 2005: 79). Similarly,
according to Dixon (1988), Òthere is no mark of a reflexive, either in the form of a
reflexive pronoun or of a reflexive marker on the verb Ð one simply says ÔI saw
meÕÓ (Dixon 1988: 9). However, as already observed in Dixon (1988), as cited in
Levinson (2000: 336), Òin the third person, a verb with the transitive suffix -a and
without an explicit object is interpreted as having unmarked reference to a thirdsingular object which is noncoreferential with the subjectÓ. This is illustrated in
(13a). As Levinson (2000: 336) notes further: ÒIf coreference or reflexivity is
intended, a full object pronoun (e.g. Õea, third- singular object) is required, and
although this might be interpreted disjointedly, it encourages a coreferential
readingÓ. This is illustrated in (13b).
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a.

sa vaÕa-.doduna-.taÕina o
Mika
ASP correct
Art Mika
Ô*Mika corrected himself.Õ
ÔMika corrected him.Õ

b.

sa vaÕa-.doduna-.taÕini Õea
o
ASP correct
3sg+Obj Art
ÔMike corrected himself.Õ
ÔMike corrected him.Õ
(Dixon 1988)

Mike
Mike

Also Park (2011) shows that the -Ci suffix in combination with a pronominal in
Standard Fijian results in a reflexive reading.
(14)

a.

E=a
rai-ci koya
e na iloilo
3SG.SBJ=PST see-TR 3SG.OBJ in DET mirror
ÔHe saw himself in the mirror.Õ

b.

Au
seva-ki au
1SG.SBJ hate-TR 1SG.OBJ
ÔI hate myself.Ó

c.

E=sava-ti
koya
3SG.SBJ=wash-TR 3SG.OBJ
ÔShe washed herself.Õ
(Park 2011)

The question is, then, what the pronominal in (13b) precisely does. Reuland &
EveraertÕs idea is that Fijian licenses the reflexive interpretation of the overt
pronoun in (13a) by a ÒdoublingÓ procedure, involving the adjunction of the full
pronoun Õea to a covert null pronoun; the structure of (13a) would then really be as
shown in (15). They base themselves on the idea in the literature cited that -Ca is a
form of agreement licensing a null object, as illustrated in (6a). Thus, in their view,
the suffix -Ca licenses a null-pronoun (which by itself does not allow a reflexive
interpretation, as we saw). Subsequently, the full pronominal Ôea is adjoined to the
null pronoun. This, then, results in protection.
(15)

sa vaÕa-.dodonu-.taÕiniÕ [!
Õea]DP
o
Mika
ASP correct
3sg+Obj 3sg+Obj Art Mike
ÔMike corrected himself.Õ
(Reuland & Everaert 2010)

This analysis however ignores the fact that the form of the suffix differs between
(13a) and (13b). In (13a) one finds the -Ca form, in (13b) the -Ci form, and there is
no indication that the -Ci form occurs with a null object. I will therefore pursue an
alternative.
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I will do so in two steps. First show how a violation of the chain condition can
be avoided, and second how IDI can be satisfied. For the first step, it is illustrative to
further discuss the case of Khanty, also a language with locally bound pronominals,
as we already saw in section 2.2.5.2.
As discussed in section 1.2.3 if a pronominal enters an AÕ-dependency in the
path to its antecedent, this blocks the formation of an A-chain. Recapitulating our
earlier discussion, (16) illustrates that in Khanty a pronominal can be locally bound.
(16)

Utltite!oi !uve!i i"#k-s-#lle
teacher he.ACC praise-PST-SG.3SG
ÔThe teacher praised himself.Õ
(Volkova & Reuland 2013)

[Khanty, Uralic]

In comparison to (17), which does not allow a locally bound pronoun, we find that
in (16) both subject and object agreement are available, whilst in (17) only shows
subject agreement.
(17)

* Utltite!oi !uve!i i"#k-s
teacher he.ACC praise-PST.3SG
ÔThe teacher praised himself.Õ
(Volkova & Reuland 2013)

[Khanty, Uralic]

Taking chain formation as resulting from an operation of Agree (Pesetsky &
Torrego 2007) that creates a link between the probe and the goal, it is easily seen
that in Khanty the object agreement intervenes between the T-system and the
pronoun and thus prevents chain formation since any feature that could potentially
make the pronominal a suitable goal for a probe in the T-system will already have
been checked by the intervening Object Agr. Volkova & Reuland (2013) give the
following structure in (18)45 for the Khanty example in (16):

45

Note that since Volkova & Reuland (2013) adopt BakerÕs Mirror Principle (Baker 1985)
the structure in (18) shows Òtwo possible positions for object agreement: $P(I) is modulo
Mirror Principle; $P(II) is a canonical low object agreement positionÓ (Volkova & Reuland
2013).
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(18)

Consequently, the chain condition is not violated in (15). Due to the fact the object
agreement licenses a null object in Khanty, Volkova & Reuland (2013) and Volkova
(to appear) also argue that what is prima facie the pronoun !uve! has in fact a
doubling structure, along the lines of Reuland & Everaert (2010)Õs analysis of
Fijian: a null-object doubled with the overt pronoun (which in fact for some
speakers has an independent use as an intensifier), and thus of complex nature.
Hence, it also satisfies the IDI.
But, while this works for Khanty, for Fijian it cannot be maintained in full as
we say, since crucially, -Ci does not license a null-object. Yet the first pat of it does
carry over. The object marking intervenes between the T-system (or informally
speaking) the subject and the object and blocks chain formation, since we may
assume that all the pronoun's features are checked by ÐCi. The question is now, how
IDI is satisfied if there is no doubling. Here we can draw on the analysis in section
1.2.3 that was given for Italian clitics. Consider then, the general role of ÐCi.
Assume Fijian is a pronominal argument language, as argued for in the literature
cited. In order to allow for a compositional interpretation of sentences with full DPs,
-Ci must be interpreted as yielding a lambda abstract taking the full DP as its
argument. If so, we do indeed have a structure very similar to the clitic
configuration, with the object pronominal being associated with an independent
lambda abstract, guaranteeing that IDI is satisfied. The difference with Italian is that
Italian does not allow a non-reflexive clitic (lo, la) with a reflexive interpretation.
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But this follows from the fact that Italian does not have object agreement, and nonreflexive clitics are ruled out by a violation of recoverability.
This is again a demonstration that low-level differences in functional structure
may have a profound impact on the manifestation of binding dependencies.
Looking at the general role of -Ci, Fijian being a pronominal argument
language, in order to allow for a compositional interpretation of sentences with full
DPs, -Ci must be interpreted as yielding a lambda abstract taking the full DP as its
argument. If so, we do indeed have a structure very similar to the clitic
configuration, with the object pronominal being associated with an independent
lambda abstract, guaranteeing that IDI is satisfied.

5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have looked at the reflexive strategies in Fijian, as this language
has been reported to have no anaphors at all. This report on Fijian has been used as
evidence by Levinson (2000) to argue that reflexive-marking is not found crosslinguistically. Evans & Levinson (2009) use languages with locally bound pronouns
in turn as an argument for their idea that there is no binding theory and universals do
not exist.
By taking a closer look at the languageÕs verbal system one finds that the
pronoun in Fijian indeed can license reflexivity and as a consequence Fijian also
makes use of one of the reflexive strategies discussed in chapter 1. A first fact we
found is that the Fijian suffix ÐCi exhibits a form of object marking that has to be
present with the reflexive interpretation. Object agreement has been shown to block
chain formation and hence no violation of the chain condition occurs. Given the
analysis of Italian clitics as presented in chapter 1, also in Fijian we find a structure
where the two variables are not indistinguishable for the interpretation system and
both are seen as individual expressions. Hence, protection is provided.
We can conclude that a locally bound pronoun in Fijian does not violate the
chain condition and neither the IDI. Hence, this chapter shows that Fijian does not
provide evidence against a universal requiring some special marking of reflexivity
holds.

CHAPTER 6
Reflexivity in two Zhuang dialects

6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we have discussed Fijian and why it allows locally bound
pronouns. It was shown that chain formation cannot take place due to object
agreement. Hence, neither the chain condition nor the IDI is violated. That pronouns
can reflect the necessary complexity has also been shown for example for Khanty by
Volkova & Reuland (2013).
Another language that has been reported to allow locally bound pronouns is
Mashan Zhuang (Bodomo 2007). To determine whether there is indeed no licensing
of reflexivity necessary in Mashan Zhuang we will compare the anaphoric system of
Mashan Zhuang to the anaphoric system of a closely related dialect Qinzhou Zhuang
that does not allow locally bound pronouns. Again, I will show that licensing is
needed in Mashan Zhuang and that the chain condition and the IDI, as outlined in
chapter 1, are satisfied in Mashan Zhuang.
Even though the two dialects are related, they use different reflexive strategies.
Mashan Zhuang represents a very flexible system employing pronouns and complex
anaphors for a reflexive interpretation, whereas Qinzhou Zhuang uses only one
reflexive strategy, namely a complex anaphor.
In this discussion I will in particular address the question of what enables the
pronouns in Mashan Zhuang (Bodomo 2007) to license a reflexive interpretation as
in (1).
(1)

a.

Gou53 raem242 gou53
1.SG cut
1.SG
ÔI cut myself.Õ

b.

? Da6Gin6i maeng4 de1i
PN
like/love 3SG
ÔGin likes/loves herself.Õ
(Bodomo 2007)

[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

On the basis of independent properties of Mashan Zhuang we will see why
sentences such as (1a-b) are licit. Crucial ingredients will turn out to be the poor
agreement system, which both dialects share, together with the morpho-syntactic
make-up of DPs, and specifically the differences in DP structure between Mashan
Zhuang and Qinzhou Zhuang.
By comparing these two closely related dialects we will see how ÒdeepÓ one
has to look to explain such a difference. As we will see, the factor accounting for
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their difference will reside in a relatively superficial contrast that hides the
underlying similarity of these dialects.
In the following sections I will first give some basics about the Zhuang
languages, mainly their language influences and grammatical properties. After
discussing the relevant data on reflexive strategies of both dialects separately, I will
compare them and explain how minor language dependent differences in the internal
structure of DPs can account for the contrasts.

6.2 The Zhuang language(s)
In this section I will present some more facts about Zhuang, a Tai Kadai language
spoken in the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region in China. There are
approximately 18 million Zhuang speakers, but most of the speakers grow up
multilingually, e.g. with Cantonese in the Southern counties and Mandarin in the
rest of the Guangxi Region. The area is divided into two larger groups of dialects,
northern (exemplified here by Mashan Zhuang) and southern Zhuang (exemplified
here by Qinzhou Zhuang). The two groups are reported to differ in certain linguistic
respects, mostly in phonology and vocabulary.
6.2.1 Genetic classification and language contact
Zhuang belongs to the Tai-Kadai family, and within this it is part of the subcategory
Tai. The language has many dialects, e.g Ethnologue lists 16 Zhuang dialects,
although the number varies in the literature.46. The borders of the main dialects
(Northern and Southern) are marked by two rivers, Youjiang and Yongjiang, (Zhou
et al. 2004). Some language experts note that the two main dialect classes are not
mutually intelligible and speakers of different dialects have to switch to Chinese to
communicate (Li & Huang 2004). This is due to the different language contact
situations that obtain in the particular areas. In this study I will compare one dialect
of each of the two regions. Because of a long history of contact, Zhuang has been
highly influenced by Chinese. There are numerous Chinese loanwords in Zhuang
and Chinese characters have been used for creating a native writing system (Li &
Huang 2004)47. The grammar, though, is reported to be very much the same; the
more substantial differences are in pronunciation and vocabulary (Kaup 2000).
There is a Standard Zhuang, which has been mostly based on Northern dialects and
has its roots in the Wuming county (Luo 2008).
Regarding language contact it is interesting to note that the Northern region is
mainly surrounded by Mandarin speaking counties, whereas the Southern Zhuang
speakers are close to Cantonese speaking regions. Especially the Qinzhou dialect
discussed in this paper is situated directly next to Cantonese areas. Bodomo (2007)
46

Li & Huang (2004) e.g. mention 12 dialects, 7 of Northern and 5 of Southern Zhuang.
The Zhuang people used imitation by propagation which means to coin new characters
with the original parts of Chinese characters. They began to coin their own characters during
the Tang dynasty (618-907) and used them widely during the Song dynasty (1 127-1 279).
Zhuang characters contain about 70% of the borrowed and 30% of the supplementary types.
There are about 4,000 individual Zhuang characters (Zhou 1991).
47
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reports that Òwhen the child moves to the district capital or nearest town, she may
pick up Guiliu [a variant of Mandarin, DS] if she is of northern Zhuang stock; or a
variety of Cantonese (baakwa) if she is of southern Zhuang origins.Ó This indicates
that language contact may have had some influence on the development of the two
dialects.
6.2.2 Grammatical features
The basic word order of Zhuang is SVO, as attested in the following declarative
sentences from Mashan Zhuang (Bodomo 2007) with a nominal object in (2a) and a
pronominal object in (2b):
(2)

a.

Gou53 aeu53 no31mou53
1SG take pork
ÔI am picking up pork.Õ

b.

Gou53 gyaez22 mwng22
1SG love
2SG
ÔI love you.Õ
(Bodomo 2007)

[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

Zhuang does not have rich morphology, as common morphosyntactic categories like
gender, agreement, tense, and case are not marked on nouns and verbs. This
property is important for an understanding of the way reflexivity is licensed. It
serves as an indicator that the language does not have chain formation by Agree as
described in chapter 1. This eliminates one source of restrictions on locally bound
pronominals.48 Note that in Zhuang, as also argued for Chinese by Hu, Pan & Xu
(2001), finiteness of the clause is not marked. One of the diagnostics to determine
whether finiteness is realized in a language is the presence of tense markers. Pan
(2010) reports that verbs do not change their form to express tense in Qinzhou
Zhuang. Adverbs of time are employed for this purpose. Moreover, one doesnÕt find
any marker on the verb to distinguish between finite and infinitival clauses in
Qinzhou Zhuang.
(3)

48

a.

A!44-mi"33 he!m11 A!44-p#i"33 tsa!n11
Ming
ask
Ping
praise
ÔMing asked Ping to praise him.Õ

te!33
him

b.

A!44-mi"33 t#i"11-$i!44 A!44-p#i"33 tsa!n11 te!33
Ming
hear
Ping
praise him
ÔMing heard that Ping praised him.Õ
(ATD)
[Qinzhou Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

Chain formation, if available, provides for automatically linking up a feature deficient
pronoun to the subject of the clause. Thus, if it is not available in a language that means
establishing a dependency is not necessarily regulated by grammar.
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Also, in Mashan Zhuang tense is not morphologically encoded on the verb either
(Bodomo 2007) and the complex anaphor can be used in subject position, similar to
ziji in Chinese:
(4)

de1i gag8 raem3 de1i
3.SG self cut
3.SG
ÔIt was s/he who cut himself/herself.Õ
(Bodomo 2011)

[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

In this respect Zhuang differs from languages as Swedish or English that donÕt
display any subject verb agreement as well. Heinat (2012) shows that Swedish does
provide several options to type a clause finite. Also, the anaphor sig or sig sjŠlv is
not allowed in subject position (Platzack 1998). Importantly, this shows that there is
a distinction of finite and infinite clauses and hence A-chains can be formed.
However, the language has aspectual markers attached to verbs as in (5) and
quite an intricate system of nominal classifiers as shown in (6). As (6) illustrates, the
standard order is Numeral+Classifier+Noun (Bodomo 2007, Luo 2008).
(5)

(6)

Gou53 gwn53-gva33
1SG eat-PERF
ÔI have eaten.Õ
(Bodomo 2007)
a.
b.
c.
d.

[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

song boux vunz Ôtwo CL personÕ
song duz mou Ôtwo CL pigÕ
song ndaen lwggam Ôtwo CL orangeÕ
song ndaen lwgmanh Ôtwo CL pepperÕ
(Bodomo 2007)

Regarding the pronominal system, the two dialects show the same paradigm. The
pronouns have number and person features, but no gender or case marking. There
are different forms for 1st person plural exclusive and inclusive reference
respectively.
The anaphoric system of Standard Zhuang is described as having one anaphor
form pon3 fan5 ÔselfÕ, lit. Ôoriginal shareÕ (Luo 2008, Moskalev 1971). It is a
complex anaphor, showing no person, number or gender features. It can be used as
object, intensifier, possessive and also as a subject (Moskalev 1971). Luo (2008)
also mentions other anaphors la3 le2, la3 !da:"1 or fan5-.49 The first two can be used
in combination with a pronoun to form a complex anaphor, the latter needs to
combined with a pronoun.

49

Due to lack of data in the reports a closer analysis of the different anaphors has to be
postponed to another occasion.
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6.3 Qinzhou Zhuang
This dialect of Southern Zhuang uses only one reflexive strategy, namely SELFreflexivization. The anaphor #a$53ka$44 ÔselfÕ is used to reflexive-mark the predicate.
The anaphor is not marked for any features, i.e. there is no gender, person or number
marking. Standard Zhuang is reported to use a morpheme swhgeij, which originated
as a borrowing of the Mandarin anaphor ziji ÔselfÕ50, and is related to #a$53ka$44
(Bodomo 2007).51
In QZ #a$53ka$44 reflexive-marks the predicate, causing Conditions A and B
(both in the sense of Chomsky 1981, and that of Reinhart and Reuland 1993) to be
met:
(7)

A!44-mi"33 lan44 %a!53-ka!44
PN
see
self
ÔMing saw himself.Õ
(ATD)

[Qinzhou Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

In addition to bare #a$53ka$44 one can also use a pronoun plus #a$53ka$44 (for instance
de33 #a$53ka$44). Both can be used interchangeably and the only difference is that the
latter is more formal and in colloquial communication bare #a$53ka$44 is used (Pan
Yanhong, personal communication). de33 #a$53ka$44 represents a complex anaphor
and hence expected to license reflexivity.
In QZ #a$53ka$44 has to be used with verbs of all classes including love/hatetype verbs as in (8a). Predicates cannot be interpreted as reflexive with a regular
pronoun as an object as in (8b), i.e. we can conclude that #a$53ka$44 licenses
reflexivity and is needed to do so.
(8)

a.

A!44-t#i"33 nau44 %a!53-ka!44
PN
hate self
ÔTing hates herself.Õ

b.

A!44-t#i"33 nau44 de33
PN
hate her
ÔThing hates herÕ
Ô*Ting hates herself.Õ
(ATD)

[Qinzhou Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

In (9) #a$53ka$44 can only refer to the subject of the embedded clause, and not to the
subject of the matrix clause. Taking into account that long distance binding is not
allowed with the anaphor #a$53ka$44, we can claim that #a$53ka$44, in addition to
50

There is a lot of discussion (e.g. Huang 1982, Tang 1990, Huang & Tang 1991, Pan 1995)
about ziji and long distance binding, which is not allowed with Qinzhou ZhuangÕs #a$53ka$44
according to my language consultant.
51
As the anaphor #a$53ka$44 consists of two syllables, this could suggest that it is
bimorphemic. We did not find any clear indication against this, so we will treat it this way.
Note, that for its analysis as a complex anaphor and as a licenser it does not make any
difference in the end.
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licensing reflexivity also enforces reflexivity. In this matter it behaves like other
complex anaphors, e.g. English himself or Dutch zichzelf.
(9)

A!44-t#i"33 la!i53-a!n33 A!44-mi"3 lan44 %a!53-ka!44
PN
think
PN
see
self
ÔTing thought that Ming saw himself.Õ
(ATD)
[Qinzhou Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

Furthermore, the anaphor #a$53ka$44 can be bound by a quantificational antecedent.
(10)

T#u!33-t#u!33 la!u22-&ai44 k#i"44
%a!53-ka!44
CL.CL
teacher
talk/speak self
ÔEvery teacher talked about himself.Õ
(ATD)
[Qinzhou Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

Also for grooming verbs, which in some languages show a simple anaphor (e.g.
Dutch zich) or no marking at all (e.g. English), #a$53ka$44 is used to license
reflexivity, (11). By itself this need not be surprising as the set of lexically reflexive
verbs is dependent on language particular idiosyncrasies (Reinhart and Siloni 2005).
In the case of Zhuang that can mean that wash does not allow lexical reflexivization
and that there may well be no lexically reflexive verbs at all in Zhuang. To get a
clear picture we would need to check for the existence of semantically intransitive
verbs like Dutch schamen for example. If these exist and also require #a$53ka$44 we
know that #a$53ka$44 is not necessarily an argument. If they donÕt this would be
important for an understanding of the cross-linguistic distribution of lexical
operations. Regrettably, however, I have not been able to obtain these data.
(11) A!44-mi"33 &'!i11 %a!53-ka!44
PN
wash self
ÔMing washed himself.Õ
(ATD)

[Qinzhou Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

The use of this anaphor for 2-place predicates but not for long distance binding may
suggest a picture of #a$53ka$44 as a complex anaphor that is both licensing and
enforcing reflexivity.
Analyzing it as a complex anaphor raises some questions though, as there is
only one overt element and one could also argue for it to be a simple anaphor. In
order to be able to show that #a$53ka$44 indeed is a complex anaphor, we need to
show that an empty functional projection in the noun phrase is possible in Qinzhou
Zhuang. For this we need further data on the availability of bare nouns in general,
and also we have to assure that there is a D-position. A careful comparative analysis
of Qinzhou Zhuang and Mashan Zhuang will tell us that the answer is positive.
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6.4 Mashan Zhuang
This Northern dialect shows a more complicated anaphoric system. It has been
reported to allow regular pronouns with reflexive interpretations, but on the other
hand also to make use of pronoun + seihgeij ÔselfÕ to reflexive-mark the predicate
While the latter option is the most natural way, the first one is still a puzzle for most
Binding Theories. ÔBrute Force ReflexivizationÕ poses a problem for the interpretive
system, cf. the Inability to Distinguish Indistinguishables (IDI, Reuland 2008) as
described in chapter 1. However, languages donÕt carry their analysis on their
sleeves. As Reuland (2011) shows, an in-depth analysis of the languageÕs structure
and anaphoric system can help explain why a language allows locally bound
pronouns. I will follow the same strategy here. But we will start by looking at the
regular SELF-anaphor and comparing it to the SELF-anaphor in QZ described
above. From there on we will have a closer look at the locally bound pronominal in
MZ.
Different ways of expressing reflexivity are used in MZ. One strategy Ð
influenced by Mandarin - uses the morpheme seihgeij as reflexive licenser, in a way
similar to QZ. It is added to the pronoun. If so it can protect the variable and keep
the two arguments formally distinct, thus satisfying IDI.
(12)

Gou53 raem242 gou53 sei31gei242
1SG cut
1SG self
ÔI cut myself.Õ
(Bodomo 2007)

[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

Looking at long distance binding, we see that the pronoun de1 cannot be used for
long distance binding when sei6gei3 is added to it, (13). If sei6gei3 is present it must
be bound in the same clause, (14).
(13)

* Da6Gin6i heu6 ba2ma5 de1i gang3
de1i sei6gei3
PN
ask
mother 3SG say/speak 3SG self
ÔGin asked her mother to speak about her.Õ
(Bodomo 2007)
[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

(14)

Da6Gin6 heu6 ba2ma5 de1i gang3
[de1 sei6gei3]i
PN
ask mother 3SG say/speak 3SG self
ÔGin asked her mother to speak about herself.Õ
(Bodomo 2007)
[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

The use of sei6gei3 is preferred to the use of a bound proper name or bound pronoun.
Bodomo (2009) gives an order of preference for reflexive readings in MZ:
(15)

a.

Da6Gin6i maeng4 de1 sei6gei3i
PN
like/love her self
ÔGin likes/loves herself.Õ

(most preferred)
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b.

Da6Gin6i maeng4 Da6Gin6i
PN
like/love PN
ÔGin likes/loves herself.Õ

c.

Da6Gin6i maeng4 de1i
PN
like/love her
ÔGin likes/loves herself.Õ
(Bodomo 2009)

(least preferred)

[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

In (15) the complex anaphor with pronoun+SELF is the most preferred option. This
is also the unambiguous option. Two questions remain. One is why (15b) is not
ruled out, and the other one is why (15c) is not downright ungrammatical as its
counterpart is in English and also its counterpart in QZ.
As shown in (15b) proper names can also be used to express co-valuation of
two arguments of a predicate. The question is whether this involves binding.
Although for MZ the relevant data are not available at this point, comparative
evidence suggests that this is not the case. In languages such as Hmong (Mortensen
2004) that show a similar pattern, the same strategy is not available for
quantificational expressions. Assuming that there is no binding and it is in fact
coreference, IDI is not violated (no reflexive predicate is formed in logical syntax).
A proper name can also be covalued with another occurrence of that proper
name over a longer distance, as in (16). Such a configuration is in fact not very bad
even in languages like English.
It is important to note that Bodomo (2007) claims that examples like (15b) are
usually uttered by a third party. This suggests that the proper name is being used as a
pronoun, which is also common in other Asian languages like Thai and Vietnamese
(Narahara 1995). It has also been reported that in Zhuang the use of second and first
singular pronouns is to be avoided in polite conversations which triggers a use of
names (Luo 2008).
Thus, taking into account that proper names can be generally used as forms of
address in MZ, in fact, therefore, as equivalent to 2nd person pronouns, the wellformedness of (16) is even less surprising.
(16)

Da6Gin6i heu6 ba2ma5 de1i gang3
Da6Gin6i
PN
ask mother 3.SG say/speak PN
ÔGin asked her mother to speak about Gin (her).Õ
(Bodomo 2007)
[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

The least preferred option is (15c) with a bound pronoun. In English, the strong illformedness of Gin loves her under the reading where Gin binds her is caused by
two factors. One factor is that it violates IDI, the other that it violates the conditions
on the formation of Agree chains discussed in Reuland (2011), as summarized in
chapter 1.
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As, arguably, the prerequisites for the formation of Agree chains are not met in
MZ (nor in QZ), a derivation with Gin6 binding de1 is not cancelled by a syntactic
violation. This leaves the question why in MZ (unlike QZ) IDI is not violated.52
For the purpose of presenting a complete picture of the anaphoric system of
Mashan Zuang, I want to add that according to Bodomo (2007) the clearest and most
unambiguous way to express reflexivity, according to MZ speakers, is the addition
of what looks like a reflexive marker: gag8.
(17)

Gou1i gag8 maeng4 gou1i
1SG self like/love 1SG
ÔI like/love myself.Õ
(Bodomo 2007)

[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

6.5 Comparison of the two dialectsÕ SELF-anaphor
Recall, that one of the puzzles that has to be resolved is why MZ, unlike QZ allows
locally bound pronominals. The question is then how MZ avoids violating IDI. In
order to understand this, letÕs first compare the structure of the forms that are clearly
anaphors.
Both languages employ a SELF-anaphor, but the internal make up of the
SELF-anaphor looks different. Whilst QZ can employ a bare SELF, MZ combines
the SELF with a pronoun when it occurs.
(18)

(19)

A!44-t#i"33 nau44 %a!53-ka!44
PN
hate self
ÔTing hates herself.Õ
(ATD)

[Qinzhou Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

Gou53 raem242 gou53
1SG cut
1SG
ÔI cut myself.Õ
(Bodomo 2007)

[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

sei31gei242
self

Even though the Mashan Zhuang anaphor looks like a regular anaphor, as we
know it from many other languages, from a language internal perspective it is not
expected to look exactly the way it does. The usual DP structure in MZ has the
(possessive) pronoun following the head noun; i.e. one would expect an anaphor of
the form sei31gei242 gou53 reflecting the morphosyntactic make-up of DPÕs in Mashan
Zhuang. The reasons for this difference in the form of the anaphor are discussed
below.
The internal structure of the anaphor for both dialects is assumed to be as in
(20)53:
52

Unfortunately, Bodomo (2009) gives no details on the preference of examples like Pron V
Pron.
53
FP is a projection for features in dedicated positions, e.g. one of the !-features.
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a. QZ: [DP [FP e [NP SELF ]] or
[DP [FP Pron [NP SELF ]]
b. MZ: [DP [FP Pron [NP SELF ]]

(21) illustrates the tree structure that yields the internal structures as given in (10).
SELF is the head noun and the pronominal part is assumed to be in the head of the
FP. In Reuland (2011) for anaphors this is the person feature, where the anaphor
stays in and does not move up as high as to D.
(21)

DP
h
DÕ
2
D
FP
h
FÕ
2
F
NP
Pron / e
h
NÕ
g
N
SELF

Whereas the MZ anaphor is without a doubt complex, the QZ SELF-anaphor does
not look complex at first sight. But as mentioned before it can be used in exactly the
same environments as the Pron+SELF-anaphor.
But why does one dialect allow a bare SELF whereas the other one does not?
To answer this question one has to look at the internal DP structure in both dialects.
Both dialects have a classifier system. But the details differ, providing us with a
probe into the internal structure of their DPÕs.
In Qinzhou Zhuang, a classifier cannot occur alone and usually it combines
with a noun to form a [CL-N] phrase. Such [CL-N] phrases in a pre-verbal position
can get a definite, indefinite, or generic reading based on the context, while the [CLN] phrases in a position following the verb denote a definite or an indefinite reading.
This is illustrated in the following examples (Pan 2010).
(22)

a.

Thu:33 ma:44 kun44 nok11
CL
dog eat
bone
(i) ÔThe dog eats bones.Õ
(ii) ÔA dog eats bones.Õ
(iii) ÔDogs eat bones.Õ
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Ku:44 au44 thu:33 ma:44 pai44 ha:i44 li:u22
1.SG take CL
dog go
sell PART
ÔI took a dog to sell.Õ/ ÔI took the dog to sell.Õ
(Pan 2010)
[Qinzhou Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

These data from QZ indicate that Cl+noun phrases can be used without a numeral or
demonstrative in QZ. This shows that in QZ it is possible for nominal projections to
be licensed without an overt determiner. That is, in QZ the classifier suffices to
license the NP as an argument.54
What about anaphors? It is straightforward to assume that SELF does not need
a classifier, having no intrinsic meaning itself. Therefore an anaphor, without
classifier and demonstrative should be fine in QZ. The absence of an overt classifier
does not imply there is no full DP structure. From this follows that for QZ we can
assume a full DP structure to be licensed even if the functional projections are not
overtly realized.
For MZ we have to depend on Sio (2006)Õs analysis of the NP in Hechi
Zhuang, a northern dialect. In this dialect, a nominal argument consisting of just a
[CL-N] is not allowed, neither in subject position nor in object position. A
postnominal numeral or demonstrative is needed for the NP to function as an
argument. MZ belongs to the same dialect group and can be expected to show the
same behavior. In MZ, then, the classifier does not suffice to map the noun onto an
argument. An additional element is needed which does the mapping; in the case of
MZ a determiner or a numeral with a regular noun and a pronoun with the SELF.
From this follows that MZ needs some element in FP, also in the case of the
anaphor, and a SELF-anaphor without a pronoun is therefore not an option. As said
before, a classifier is not expected to occur with a SELF-element, but in this case a
pronoun can function as the determiner.
An interesting question is why MZ does not have an anaphor that looks like
sei31gei242 gou53 ÔSELF myÕ in line with other DPs. To start with, another DPinternal difference between the two dialects can be found when comparing
possessive phrases. In MZ the possessive pronoun follows the noun, and in case of
non-kinship terms a possessive marker du can follow the noun. In QZ the pronoun
precedes the possessive marker de and the noun. Hence, possessive noun phrases
provide more evidence for a slightly different structure of DPs in the two dialects.
(23)

54

saw53 (du22) gou53
book (DU) 1.SG
Ômy bookÕ
(Bodomo 2007) [Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

Cheng & Sybesma (1999, 2005) argue that classifiers in Chinese are equivalent to a definite
article, but Wu & Bodomo (2009) claim that this cannot be maintained.
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gu33 de44 lau22sae44
1SG DE teacher
Ômy teacherÕ
(Pan 2010)

[Qinzhou Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

We find that the noun book has moved to the left periphery whilst teacher in (24)
has not. The pronoun in (23) is assumed to be in a functional projection above the
NP, but not the Dû-position. That means that MZ strands the classifier, whereas QZ
in (24) cannot strand the classifier. As mentioned above, in QZ the classifier cannot
stand alone, whereas in MZ the classifier can. Hence, the (non)-possibility of
classifier stranding results in the two different patterns exemplified in (23) and (24).
As N-to-D movement is required for reasons of referentiality and the SELF
itself is not able to establish referentiality, movement of SELF to the left periphery
is not expected. Thus, we have N-to-D moment in standard possessives in MZ as in
(23), but not when the possessive structure is realized in the complex anaphor such
as gou53 sei31gei242.
When comparing QZ to MZ, the absence of the pronoun in the SELF-anaphor
in QZ is in line with the general pattern. There is a general difference in DPÕs and
this variation in the SELF-anaphors is just one instantiation of the fact that MZ
needs the FP to be filled while MZ does not.
We will now see that the differences between the SELF-anaphors in MZ and
QZ present useful information when looking at the possibility of locally bound
pronouns in both languages.

6.6 Pronominals and the protection strategy
Locally bound pronouns have been reported for a range of other languages, like Old
English (see among others Van Gelderen (2000)), Frisian (Reinhard & Reuland
1993), Hmong (Mortensen 2003) or San Lucas Quiavin’ Zapotec (Lee 2003). And
also in Thai (Lasnik 1989), a related language, pronouns are reported to allow for
reflexive interpretation.
For Frisian it has been argued that the locally bound 3rd person pronouns have
inherent case (Reinhart & Reuland 1993, Hoekstra 1994). Hence those pronouns
have a less than full specification for structural Case, from which follows that local
binding of him does not violate the chain condition. But note that in Frisian
love/hate type verbs do require licensing (by having sels added to the pronominal).
Taking into account that chain formation effects do not arise in Zhuang, for
reasons discussed, we still have to understand how the IDI can be satisfied in cases
such as (25), in which a 3rd person pronoun is locally bound by a pronoun or a
proper name (even though the latter is not accepted by all speakers):
(25)

a.

Gou1i maeng4 gou1i
1SG like/love 1SG
ÔI like myself.Õ
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? Da6Gin6i maeng4 de1i
PN
like/love 3SG
ÔGin likes/loves herself.Õ
(Bodomo 2007)
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[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

Note that a proper name cannot be bound by a pronoun according to Condition C.
This is not surprising, given that proper names are referentially more specific than
3rd person pronouns. Reinhart (2000, 2006) explains such patterns from the fact that
a non-variable literally cannot be bound.
(26)

De1i yaw
Da6Gin6*i
3SG look.PERF PN
ÔHe looked at Gin.Õ
(Bodomo 2007)

[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

Also with typically transitive experiencer verbs like love and hate, that require
reflexive-marking by complex anaphors, a pronoun or a proper name can be used in
MZ to get a reflexive meaning.55 The question is why. The answer follows from the
ingredients provided by the discussion so far.
As we have seen in the previous section DPÕs in MZ always need the FP to be
filled. This entails that in DPs with just a pronominal head, the pronoun having been
first merged in the N position, moves up to the FP. This entails that the pronoun is
structurally complex: an NP with a filled F-position. This is just the complexity
needed for the variable to be protected. This effectively matches the structure that I
argued for German sich with an AÕ position in the left periphery intervening
between the antecedent and the NP variable.
Of course, to provide a full picture what is going on in Mashan Zhuang, we
would need further data. First, we need to know if the pronoun can be dependent on
a quantificational antecedent, i.e. is variable binding possible with the pronoun, or
whether it actually is a case of coreference56. Second, it is important to investigate if
MZ allows lexical encoding of reflexives, i.e. do we find lexically reflexive verbs.
At the moment such data are not available, however. For current purposes, then, the
picture I presented must suffice.
The pronominal system in both dialects looks very similar (see Bodomo 2007),
but concerning reflexive strategies there are some important differences. Unlike MZ,
QZ does not allow pronouns to be locally bound.
(27)

Gou1i maeng4 gou1i
1SG like/love 1SG
ÔI like myself.Õ
(Bodomo 2007)

[Mashan Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

55
This phenomenon has been described for various other languages, e.g. Hmong (Mortensen
2003), Zapotec (Lee 2003), or Thai (Lasnik 1991).
56
That the possibility of bypassing Condition B exists in certain contexts has been shown
before, see e.g. (Reinhart 1983, Grodzinsky & Reinhart 1983).
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* Gu33 laem24 gu33
1SG cut
1SG
ÔI cut myself.Õ
(ATD)

[Qinzhou Zhuang, Tai-Kadai]

Looking at the internal structure of both pronominals we arrive at the picture given
in (29).
In MZ the FP has to be filled. The pronominal, therefore, moves up providing
complexity to the structure, (29a). That N-to-D/F movement provides the necessary
complexity has been shown for German sich, that can as seen before can be stressed
and used with hate/love-type verbs (Gast & Haas 2008), by Reuland (2011).
In QZ FP has no requirement to be filled, thus the pronominal stays in its base
generated position and may well be lacking an FP/DP layer in general (Dechaine &
Wiltschko 2002). Thus in contrast to (29a) there is no complexity to provide
licensing of reflexivity.57 As we saw in section 3.3 QZ does allow DPÕs with no FP
being filled. This, then leads to the assumption that that in the pronoun this FP does
not have to be filled either. Hence, in QZ the complexity needed for the protection
of the variable is absent. Hence in examples such as (28) local binding of the
pronominal leads to a violation of IDI, hence it is ruled out.
(29) a.

57

DP
h
DÕ
2
D
FP
h
FÕ
2
F
NP
Pron / e
h
NÕ
g
N
Pron

This resembles the difference we also find between German sich and Dutch zich (Reuland
2011), where the latter is not complex and cannot be used to license reflexivity either.
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DP
h
DÕ
2
D
FP
h
FÕ
2
F
NP
h
NÕ
g
N
Pron

6.7 Conclusion
The two dialects of Zhuang that have been discussed in this chapter are closely
related and show a similar picture regarding grammatical features and syntax.
However, the two dialects differ in the way what elements their anaphoric system
employs for licensing reflexivity.
I have shown that the approach outlined in chapter 1 allows us to explain the
intriguing contrasts they show in the patterning of anaphors from small differences
in the internal make-up of their DPs. By looking at possessive phrases, we find that
Mashan Zhuang in contrast to Qinzhou Zhuang shows a requirement that the FP has
to be filled whilst the latter does not show this requirement. This fact yields the
necessary evidence for assuming two different structures for pronouns in these two
dialects. Consequently, Mashan Zhuang provides the complexity an element needs
to act as a reflexive-licenser.
Again, Mashan Zhuang cannot act as a counter example to the claim that
reflexive-marking is needed in all languages.
To provide an exhaustive analysis, further data is needed, though. The exact
status of Qinzhou Zhuang (nominal or clitic), the possibility of variable binding with
pronouns in Mashan Zhuang and the availability of proxy readings in both dialects
are crucial for providing a full account.

CHAPTER 7
Conclusion

7.1 Introduction
As discussed in the beginning of this thesis one needs a framework that is simple
enough to allow for language specific variation and to cover anaphoric systems that
are complex in different ways. Hence, in this thesis I am adopting the Minimalist
Program with its conceptual parsimony. Its idea of an intrinsically very simple
syntactic structure allows us to address the necessary questions. By looking at cases
with an unexpected reflexive strategy we have been able to conclude that so far none
of the cases we investigated throughout this thesis are counter-examples to the claim
that there are universal conditions on binding.
The languages discussed show that licensing of reflexivity is required, but also
that a complex anaphor doesnÕt necessarily enforce reflexivity. By investigating
their distribution we could show that certain types of complex anaphors in argument
position are able to have a long distance antecedent, a non-c-commanding
antecedent and a discourse antecedent. Also, we found that a number of these
languages allow for a reading with inclusive reference or split antecedent. Such
details provide enough evidence to claim that the complex anaphor does not blindly
reflexive-mark the predicate.
Moreover, we have paid special attention to exactly the issue that has been
used to argue against a universal reflexive-marking, namely locally bound pronouns
(e.g. by Evans & Levinson 2009). In chapter 5 and 6 we saw that licensing of
reflexivity is also required in languages!that have locally bound pronominals.

7.2 Licensing and enforcing reflexivity as two separate mechanisms
Chapter 3 and 4 were dedicated to answer this question. To investigate whether an
anaphor is automatically enforcing reflexivity, I looked at a number of languages
and their complex anaphor in respect to four different syntactic environments: long
distance readings, non-c-commanding antecedent, discourse antecedent and VP
ellipsis. Also, if applicable, the potential readings with inclusive reference and split
antecedents were taken into account.
And indeed we found evidence for non-enforcing anaphors to exist across
languages, for example in Indonesian where diri-nya is allowed to have a long
distance antecedent, (1a), a non-co-argument antecedent, (1b), a discourse
antecedent (1c) and split antecedents, (1d).
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a.

Johni mengira bahwa Maryj membenci
diri-nyai/j
John think
that
Mary hate
body-3SG.GEN
ÔJohn thinks that Mary hates him.Õ [i.e., hates John]
(ATD)

b.

[Bapak Sitij]i tidak suka dirinyai/j/k
Father Siti not
like self.3SG
ÔSitiÕs father does not like her/himself/him.Õ
(Cole & Hermon 2005)

c.

Andii membasuh diri-nyai/j
dengan air
dan Joko juga
Andi brush
body-3SG.GEN with
water and Joko too
ÔAndi brushes himself with water and Joko does too.Õ
Sloppy = Joko brushes Joko with water.
Strict = Joko brushes Andi with water.
(Kartono 2013)

d.

Andii percaya bahwa Susij akan melakukan yang terbaik
Andi believe that
Susi will do
the
best
untuk diri merekai+j
for
body 3PL.GEN
ÔAndi believes that Susi will do the best for them.Õ
(Kartono 2013)
[Indonesian, Malayo-Polenisian]

(1) proves that diri-nya is not blindly reflexive-marking the predicate when in
argument position.
We found that there are a number of such complex anaphors that license but do
not enforce reflexivity. An analysis of these anaphors has not only shown that
licensing and enforcing are not necessarily tied together but also which factors are
involved for being a non-enforcing anaphor.

7.3 Non-enforcing anaphors and their explanation
In chapter 3 and 4 we saw an overview of the anaphoric systems of 18 languages
that employ such a complex non-enforcing anaphor. In my analysis I proposed that
the internal structure of the noun phrase and the featural composition and properties
of the pronominal elements involved provide the explanation for their non-enforcing
nature.
7.3.1 Internal structure of DP
What we find is that complex anaphors that do not enforce reflexivity are either built
up by self or a body part with a pronominal element or a doubling of the pronoun or
self as for instance in Malayalam and Marathi. If the self/BP-anaphor has the
internal structure of a regular possessed noun, we find the head noun (self or body
part) to have moved into the left periphery. The following 12 languages discussed
illustrate this:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Indonesian: diri-nya Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ
Turkish: kendi-si Ôself-3SGÕ
Mongolian: ššr-iig-šš Ôself-ACC-RFL.POSSÕ
Amharic: ras-u-n Ôhead-3msgen-accÕ
Copala Trique: ma3!‹13 zo! Ôself-of 3smÕ
Javanese: awak-e dee Ôbody-3SG.GEN 3SGÕ (including its variant
Peranakan Javanese with awake dheen Ôbody-3 3SGÕ)
7. Palembangnese:!dio dewek Ô3NR selfÕ
8. Jambi Malay: diri-nyo Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ
9. Malagasy: ny tenany ÔDet SELF.3Õ
10. Sundanese: maneh-na Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ
11. Acehnese: droe jih Ôbody 3SG.GENÕ
12. Batak Toba: diri-na Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ
For such anaphors I proposed an internal structure as in (2), exemplified for
Indonesian diri-nya. I take this as a factor that can explain the non-enforcing
behaviour assuming that the head noun after moving into the left periphery is not
able to reflexive-mark the predicate by incorporation (covert movement onto the
predicate as outlined in chapter 1) any longer. Consequently, enforcement of
reflexivity does not take place. Hence, the non-enforcing anaphor behave as always
being in exempt position.
(2)

DP
2
diri

DÕ
2
D
NP
nya
g
NÕ
g
N
diri

For the more complex and enforcing anaphor I proposed that the head noun sendiri
is in its original position as in (3) and able to reflexive-mark the predicate by covert
head movement onto the verb.
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(3)

DP
3
DP
DÕ
2
3
diri
DÕ D
NP
2
g
NÕ
D
NP
nya
g
g
NÕ
N
g
sendiri
N
diri

A similar structure for the other 11 languages mentioned in chapter 3 and 4 is
assumed.
7.3.2 Properties of elements involved
As I discussed, one needs to bear in mind that both elements, the self/BP and the
pronominal, and its feature composition play an important role. Even if a complex
anaphor has an internal structure where the self/BP has moved into the left
periphery, the pronominal element might still induce a requirement for a local
antecedent.
We saw evidence for this claim already in chapter 3 for Mongolian, where the
pronominal element determines the locality requirement but the protecting element
was shown to not enforce reflexivity.
Moreover, consider for instance Yoruba, a language that has a complex
anaphor, which was shown to be enforcing reflexivity in chapter 2. For ease of
exposition I repeat the relevant examples here. Taking into account the discussion
on the internal structure we find that in Yoruba the protecting element ara is
positioned in the left periphery as well. The question arises why it is not a nonenforcing anaphor then.
(4)

a.

Olœ feran ara
Olu like
body
ÔOlu likes himself.Õ

r•
his

b.

* Olœ
fura
pŽ
Mˆr’ˆ fŽ!rˆn ara
r•
Olu
suspect that Mary likes body his
ÔOlu suspected that Mary likes himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)
[Yoruba, Niger-Congo]

(4) shows that ara r• licenses reflexivity and indeed also enforces reflexivity. What
has been left unnoticed is that the pronominal element r• is described as an antilogophoric pronoun, i.e. it can only take a local antecedent, as for a logophoric use
the pronoun ˜un is employed. In (5) we find that the logophoric ˜un has to be used
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instead of the anti-logophoric r• for a long distance interpretation.
(5)

a.

Olœi s!
pŽ
—j,*i r’
baba
Olu say that he see father
ÔOlu said that he saw his fatherÕ
(Afranaph database)

˜uni
his

b.

* Olœi s! pŽ
—j,*i r’
baba
Olu say that he see father
ÔOlu said that he saw his fatherÕ
(Afranaph database)

r• i
his
[Yoruba, Niger-Congo]

As a consequence the complex anaphor ara r• itself needs to have a local
antecedent, even though the ara in the left periphery might not even incorporate into
the predicate.58
From our discussion we can conclude that of relevance for the binding
behaviour of anaphors is on the one hand the internal structure of the noun phrase
and on the other hand the feature composition of the elements involved.
Also, we have seen for Tsakhur, repeated in (6) below for convenience, that
employs a doubled pronoun as an enforcing anaphor, that case assignment can play
a role for the locality of anaphors.
(6)

rasul-e:
wu!-e:
Rasul-ERG
self.M-ERG
ÔRasul beat himself.Õ
(Lyutikova 2000)

wu!
self.M.ABS

get-u
M.beat-PFV
[Tsakhur, North Caucasian]

Case-marking involves Agree, which as we have seen in chapter 1, operates locally
linking the anaphor up to the predicate which itself is linked to the antecedent so that
feature sharing in the line of Pesetsky & Torrego (2007) and Reuland (2011) is

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

58

Contradictory to reports in the Afranaph database that the anaphor with a strong pronoun
ara ˜un cannot be used with long distance readings, one finds Adesola (2006) reporting that
for long distance use of the complex anaphor the strong pronoun ˜un can be employed. (i)
illustrates that the complex anaphor, consisting of ara ÔbodyÕ and ˜un Ôhis (logophoric)Õ, can
have a long distance antecedent.
(i)

Olœ so
pŽ ˜un r’
ara
˜un (n’nœ
Olu say that he see body his (inside
ÔOlu said that he saw himself in a mirror.Õ
(Adesola 2006)

g’l‡ˆs“)
glass)
[Yoruba, Niger-Congo]

Note that the strong pronoun ˜un cannot be used with a local antecedent, as illustrated in (ii):
(ii)

r’
ara
˜uni
* —i
he see body his
ÔHe saw himself.Õ
(Afranaph database)

[Yoruba, Niger-Congo]
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provided. What we found is that because of the specific way of case-marking in
Tsakhur locality is required and maybe not even by the complex anaphor.
Hence, we need to bear in mind that language specific facts can influence and
ÒmaskÓ the binding behavior of an anaphor.
7.3.3 Non-relational noun
As discussed I adopt Reuland & WinterÕs (2009) analysis of SELF and body part
nouns as relational nouns that can stand proxy for the antecedent, i.e. f(x). Taking
this into account I proposed that with the doubled pronoun taan tanne in Malayalam
one does not expect an enforcing of reflexivity. taan is !-feature deficient since it is
only marked for number but not able to license reflexivity and thus can be analysed
as a simple anaphor such as Dutch zich. Only when the emphasis marker tanne is
combined with taan into a complex anaphor, this anaphor then is able to license
reflexivity. As there is no indication of any relational noun in the anaphor taan tanne
the fact that it does not enforce reflexivity came as no surprise.
Looking at the different non-enforcing anaphors showed again that one always
has to take into account language specific characteristics when analyzing the
anaphoric system of one language. However, the fundamental theoretical
assumptions as laid out in chapter 1 that were used to answer the big questions
above, still were shown to hold and they provided the necessary tools to explain the
cross-linguistic variation and puzzles as shown in this chapter.

7.4 The puzzle of locally bound pronouns
7.4.1 Blocking of chain formation Ð object marking
In this thesis we have also discussed the reflexive strategies in Fijian, as this
language has been reported to have no anaphors at all. This report on Fijian has been
used as evidence by Levinson (2000) to argue that reflexive-marking is not found
cross-linguistically and they even use this fact in turn as an argument for their
general idea that universals do not exist
After taking a closer look at the languageÕs verbal system one found that the
pronoun in Fijian indeed can license reflexivity and as a consequence also makes
use of one of the reflexive strategies discussed in chapter 1. A first fact we found is
that the Fijian suffix ÐCi exhibits a form of object marking that has to be present
with the reflexive interpretation prevent chain formation to take place.
Consequently, the -Ci blocks the formation of an A-chain and both variables are
independent arguments in the logical syntax given to an analysis very similar to the
Italian clitic configuration as presented in chapter 1. Hence, protection is provided.
Consequently, a locally bound pronoun does not violate the chain condition and
neither the IDI as the variable is not interpreted as indistinguishable from the
antecedent.
7.4.2 Internal structure and complexity of the pronoun
The two dialects of Zhuang that have been discussed in the previous chapter are
closely related and show a similar picture regarding their grammatical features and
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syntax. However, as we saw, the two dialects differ in the way what elements their
anaphoric system employs for licensing reflexivity. Whilst Mashan Zhuang can
make use of a locally bound pronoun, Qinzhou Zhuang does not allow for a
reflexive reading with the pronoun.
I have shown that the approach outlined in chapter 1 allows us to explain the
intriguing contrasts in anaphoric systems from small differences in the internal
make-up of their DPs. By looking at possessive phrases, we found that Mashan
Zhuang in contrast to Qinzhou Zhuang shows a requirement that the FP has to be
filled whilst the latter does not show this requirement. This fact yields the necessary
evidence for the assumption of two different structures for pronouns in these two
dialects. In Mashan Zhuang the pronoun is base-generated in N and moves up to the
left periphery as illustrated in (7).
(7)

DP
h
DÕ
2
D
FP
h
FÕ
2
F
NP
Pron / e
h
NÕ
g
N
Pron

Consequently, Mashan Zhuang provides the complexity an element needs to act as a
reflexive-licenser.
Again, Mashan Zhuang cannot act as a counter example to the claim that in all
languages are subject to the IDI and reflexivity must be licensed.

7.5 The bigger picture
What we have seen evidence for throughout this thesis is that the need for special
marking of reflexivity can be found across languages. The reflexive strategies that
are used can vary, even within a closely related group of languages, but some
strategy is always involved. In some languages, as I have shown in this thesis, the
strategy can be masked or affected by language particular factors. Moreover, the
morpho-syntactical make-up of the anaphor and the featural composition have been
shown to play an important role.
The cross-linguistic study of anaphoric systems in this dissertation indicates
that only fundamental grammatical processes, that are not specific to binding and
have been found elsewhere, suffice to explain the anaphorsÕ behavior and variation.
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Eventually we can also conclude that the cross-linguistic analysis of the
phenomena of reflexivization serves as evidence that universals do exist, contrary to
what has been claimed by Evans & Levinson (2009).
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List of languages
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1.

Language
Acehnese

Code
ace

2.

Akan

aka

3.

Albanian

sqi

4.

Amharic

amh

5.

Avar

ava

6.

Bafut

bfd

7.

Basa'a

bas

8.

Basque

eus

9.

Batak Toba

bbc

10.

Berber-Tarifyt

rif

Language family
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, MalayoChamic, Chamic,
Acehnese
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Kwa, Nyo, Potou-Tano,
Tano, Central, Akan
Indo-European, Albanian
Afro-Asiatic, Semitic,
South, Ethiopian, South,
Transversal, AmharicArgobba
North Caucasian, East
Caucasian, Avar-Andic,
Avar
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Wide
Grassfields, Narrow
Grassfields, MbamNkam, Ngemba
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Narrow Bantu,
Northwest, A, Basaa
(A.43)
Language isolate
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, Northwest
Sumatra-Barrier Islands,
Batak, Southern
Afro-Asiatic, Berber,

Main source
Anaphora Typology
Database

Anaphora Typology
Database

Anaphora Typology
Database
Anaphora Typology
Database

Rudnev (2011a)

African Anaphora
Database

African Anaphora
Database

Ortiz de Urbina
(1989)
Anaphora Typology
Database

African Anaphora
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11.

Bih (Rade)

rad

12.

Bulgarian

bul

Bulu

bum

13.

Burmese

mya

14.

CiNsenga

nse

15.

Copala Trique

trc

16.

Danish

dan

17.

Diyari

dif

18.

Dutch

nld

19.

Estonian

est

20.

Faroese

fao

21.

Fijian

fij

Northern, Zenati, Riff
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, MalayoSumbawan, North and
East, Chamic, Highlands
Indo-European, Slavic,
South, Eastern
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Narrow Bantu,
Northwest, A, YaundeFang (A.74)
Sino-Tibetan, TibetoBurman, Lolo-Burmese,
Burmish, Southern
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Narrow Bantu,
Central, N, Senga-Sena
(N.41)
Otomanguean, Eastern
Otomanguean, AmuzgoMixtecan, Mixtecan,
Trique
Indo-European,
Germanic, North, East
Scandinavian, DanishSwedish, DanishRiksmal, Danish
Australian, PamaNyungan, Karnic, Karna
Indo-European,
Germanic, West, Low
Saxon-Low Franconian,
Low Franconian
Uralic, Finnic
Indo-European,
Germanic, North, West
Scandinavian
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, CentralEastern MalayoPolynesian, Eastern

Database
Anaphora Typology
Database

Anaphora Typology
Database
African Anaphora
Database

Anaphora Typology
Database
African Anaphora
Database

Hollenbach (1984)

Anaphora Typology
Database

Austin (1981)
Everaert (1986)

Anaphora Typology
Database
Strahan (2009,
2011)
Park (2011)

List of languages
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Malayo-Polynesian,
Oceanic, Central-Eastern
Oceanic, Remote
Oceanic, Central Pacific,
East Fijian-Polynesian,
East Fijian
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, CentralEastern MalayoPolynesian, Eastern
Malayo-Polynesian,
Oceanic, Central-Eastern
Oceanic, Remote
Oceanic, Central Pacific,
West Fijian-Rotuman,
West Fijian
Indo-European, Italic,
Romance, Italo-Western,
Western, Gallo-Iberian,
Gallo-Romance, GalloRhaetian, O•l, French
Indo-European,
Germanic, West, Frisian

22.

Fijian,
Western

wyy

23.

French

fra

24.

Frisian

fry

25.

Georgian

kat

Kartvelian, Georgian

26.

German

deu

27.

ell

28.

Greek / Greek
Cypriot
Guarani

gug

29.

Gungbe

guw

30.
31.

Halkomelem
Hebrew

hur
heb

32.

Hindi

hin

Indo-European,
Germanic, West, High
German, German, Middle
German, East Middle
German
Indo-European, Greek,
Attic
Tupian, Tup’-Guaran’,
Guaran’, Guaran’
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Kwa, Left Bank, Gbe,
Aja
Salish, Central Salish
Afro-Asiatic, Semitic,
Central, South, Canaanite
Indo-European, IndoIranian, Indo-Aryan,
Central zone, Western
Hindi, Hindustani

Dixon (1988)

Zribi-Hertz (1995)

Everaert (1986),
Reinhart & Reuland
(1993)
Anaphora Typology
Database
Native language

Anaphora Typology
Database
Jensen (1998)
African Anaphora
Database

Wiltschko (2004)
Anaphora Typology
Database
Anaphora Typology
Database
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34.
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hmn
hmb

35.
36.

Hmong
Humburi
Senni
Hungarian
Ibibio

37.

Icelandic

isl

38.

Ikalanga

kck

39.

Indonesian

ind

40.

Irish

gle

41.

Iroquoian,
Onondaga

ono

42.

Italian

ita

43.

Jambi

jax

44.
45.

Japanese
Javanese

jpn
jav

46.

Khanty

kca

47.

Khmer

khm

48.

Khoekhoe

naq

49.

Kinande

nnb

hun
ibb

Hmong-Mien, Hmongic
Nilo-Saharan, Songhai,
Southern
Uralic
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Cross
River, Delta Cross,
Lower Cross, Obolo, Efik
Indo-European,
Germanic, North, West
Scandinavian
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Narrow Bantu,
Central, S, Shona (S.16)
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, MalayoSumbawan, North and
East, Malayic, Malay
Indo-European, Celtic,
Insular, Goidelic
Iroquoian, Northern
Iroquoian, Five NationsHuronianSusquehannock, Five
Nations-Susquehannock
Indo-European, Italic,
Romance, Italo-Western,
Italo-Dalmatian
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, MalayoChamic, Malayic, Malay
Japonic
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, Javanese
Uralic
Austro-Asiatic, MonKhmer, Eastern MonKhmer, Khmer
Khoisan, Southern Africa,
Central, Nama
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,

Mortensen (2004)
Heath (2007)
Kiss (2002)
African Anaphora
Database

Thr‡insson (2007)

African Anaphora
Database

Anaphora Typology
Database

Anaphora Typology
Database
Barrie & Alboiu
(2008)

Luca Ducceschi

Anaphora Typology
Database
Hara (2002)
Anaphora Typology
Database
Volkova & Reuland
(2013)
Anaphora Typology
Database
Brugman (2009)
Anaphora Typology
Database
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50.

KiRundi

run

51.

Kordi

ckb

52.

Korean

kor

53.

Kutchi

kfr

54.

Kwarshi

khv

55.

Kxoe

xuu

56.

Lampung

ljp

57.

Lari

lrl

58.

Limbum

lmp

59.

Lokaa

yaz

60.

Lori

bqi

61.

LuBukusu

bxk

Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Narrow Bantu,
Central, J, Konzo (D.42)
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Narrow Bantu,
Central, J, Rwanda-Rundi
(D.62)
Indo-European, IndoIranian, Iranian, Western,
Northwestern, Kurdish
Language isolate
Indo-European, IndoIranian, Indo-Aryan,
Northwestern zone,
Sindhi
North Caucasian, East
Caucasian, Tsezic, West
Tsezic
Khoisan, Southern Africa,
Central, Tshu-Khwe,
Northwest
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, Lampung
Indo-European, IndoIranian, Iranian, Western,
Southwestern, Fars
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Wide
Grassfields, Narrow
Grassfields, MbamNkam, Nkambe
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Cross
River, Delta Cross, Upper
Cross, Central, EastWest, Loko
Indo-European, IndoIranian, Iranian, Western,
Southwestern, Luri
Niger-Congo, Atlantic-

African Anaphora
Database

Anaphora Typology
Database
Anaphora Typology
Database
Anaphora Typology
Database

Khalilova (2009)

Kšhler (1989, 1991)

Anaphora Typology
Database
Anaphora Typology
Database
Anaphora Typology
Database

African Anaphora
Database

Anaphora Typology
Database
African Anaphora
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62.

Madurese

mad

63.

Malagasy

mlg

64.

Malay

zlm

65.

Malay Manado

xmm

66.

Malayalam

mal

67.

Mandarin
Chinese

cmn

68.
69.

Mapuche
Marathi

arn
mar

70.

zch

71.

Mashan
Zhuang
Mazandarani

mzn

72.

Meitei

mni

73.

Minangkabau

min

74.

Modern Khwe

xuu

75.

Mongolian
Khalkha

khk

76.

Nepali

npi

Congo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Narrow Bantu,
Central, J, Masaba-Luyia
(E.31)
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, Madurese
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, Greater
Barito, East, Malagasy
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, MalayoChamic, Malayic, Malay
Creole, Malay based
Dravidian, Southern,
Tamil-Kannada, TamilKodagu, TamilMalayalam, Malayalam
Sino-Tibetan, Chinese

Mapudungu
Indo-European, IndoIranian, Indo-Aryan,
Southern zone
Tai-Kadai, Kam-Tai, Tai,
Northern
Indo-European, IndoIranian, Iranian, Western,
Northwestern, Caspian
Sino-Tibetan, TibetoBurman, Sal, Kuki-ChinNaga, Meitei
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, MalayoChamic, Malayic, Malay
Khoisan, Southern Africa,
Central, Tshu-Khwe,
Northwest
Altaic, Mongolic,
Eastern, Oirat-Khalkha,
Khalkha-Buriat,
Mongolian Proper
Indo-European, IndoIranian, Indo-Aryan,
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List of languages

77.

Norwegian

nor

78.

Oromo

orm

79.

Palembangnese

mui

80.
81.

pap
pea

82.

Papiamentu
Peranakan
Javenese
Piedmontese

pms

83.

Prinmi

pmj

84.

Punjabi

pnb

85.

Qinzhou
Zhuang
Quechua
Russian

zyn

sme

89.
90.

Saami
Northern
Sakha
Sandawe

91.
92.

Saramaccan
Slovene

srm
slv

93.

Spanish

spa

94.

Sranan

srn

95.

Standard

pes

86.
87.
88.

!
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que
rus

sah
sad

Northern zone, Eastern
Pahari
Indo-European,
Germanic, North, East
Scandinavian, DanishSwedish, Danish-Bokmal
Afro-Asiatic, Cushitic,
East, Oromo
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, MalayoChamic, Malayic, Malay
Creole, Iberian based
Creole, Malay based
Indo-European, Italic,
Romance, Italo-Western,
Western, Gallo-Iberian,
Gallo-Romance, GalloItalian
Sino-Tibetan, TibetoBurman, Tangut-Qiang,
Qiangic
Indo-European, IndoIranian, Indo-Aryan,
Central zone, Panjabi
Tai-Kadai, Kam-Tai, Tai,
Central
Quechuan
Indo-European, Slavic,
East
Uralic, Sami, Western,
Northern
Altaic, Turkic, Northern
Khoisan, Sandawe
Creole, English based
Indo-European, Slavic,
South, Western
Indo-European, Italic,
Romance, Italo-Western,
Western, Gallo-Iberian,
Ibero-Romance, West
Iberian, Castilian
Creole, English based,
Atlantic, Suriname
Indo-European, Indo-

Hellan (1988)

Beyene (2003)
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Muysken (1993)
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Database
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Database
Bhatia (2000)
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Adelaar (1977)
Anna Volkova
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Database
Vinokurova (2005)
Eaton (2010),
Steeman (2011)
Heine (2005)
Anaphora Typology
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Anaphora Typology
Database

Heine (2005)
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Persian

!

96.

Sundanese

sun

97.

Swahili

swh

98.

Swedish

swe

99.

Taiwanese

nan

100. Tamil

tam

101. Tehrani

pes

102. Thai

tha

103. Tongan

ton

104. Torki

azb

105. TsÕixa

shg

106. Tsakhur

tkr

107. Tuki

bag

Iranian, Iranian, Western,
Southwestern, Persian
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, Sundanese
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Narrow Bantu,
Central, G, Swahili
(G.42)
Indo-European,
Germanic, North, East
Scandinavian, DanishSwedish, Swedish
Sino-Tibetan, Chinese
Dravidian, Southern,
Tamil-Kannada, TamilKodagu, TamilMalayalam, Tamil
Indo-European, IndoIranian, Iranian, Western,
Southwestern, Persian
Tai-Kadai, Kam-Tai, Tai,
Southwestern
Austronesian, MalayoPolynesian, CentralEastern MalayoPolynesian, Eastern
Malayo-Polynesian,
Oceanic, Central-Eastern
Oceanic, Remote
Oceanic, Central Pacific,
East Fijian-Polynesian,
Polynesian, Tongic
Altaic, Turkic, Southern,
Azerbaijani
Khoisan, Southern Africa,
Central, Tshu-Khwe,
North Central
North Caucasian, East
Caucasian, Lezgic,
Nuclear Lezgic, West
Lezgic
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
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108. Turkish

tur

109. Turkmen

tuk

110. Tzotzil

tzo

111. Ujgur

uig

112. Urhobo

urh

113. Vietnamese

vie

114. Welsh

cym

115. Wolof

wol

116. Yoruba

yor

117. Zande

zne

Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Mbam, Sanaga
(A.601)
Altaic, Turkic, Southern,
Turkish
Altaic, Turkic, Southern,
Turkmenian
Mayan, Yucatecan-Core
Mayan, Core Mayan,
Cholan-Tzeltalan,
Tzeltalan, Tzotzil
Altaic, Turkic, Eastern
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Edoid,
Southwestern
Austro-Asiatic, MonKhmer, Viet-Muong,
Vietnamese
Indo-European, Celtic,
Insular, Brythonic
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Atlantic,
Northern, Senegambian,
Fula-Wolof, Wolof
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Defoid,
Yoruboid, Edekiri
Niger-Congo, AtlanticCongo, Volta-Congo,
North, Adamawa-Ubangi,
Ubangi, Zande, ZandeNzakara
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Data collection - Questionnaire

Anaphora Typology Survey
Part 1: Free translation of reflexive sentences
Language

:

Consultant name

:

!"#$%&%
1. Basics of sentence structure
!
Please translate the following sentences in the most natural way. Provide a detailed gloss (for
the instructions on glossing please see the attached guide lines and the list of standard
abbreviations) of the entire sentence, and a literal translation (if the translation is substantially
different from the elicitation sentence).
A01)

Simple transitive and intransitive verbs. If for any reason the verbs ÒrunÓ and
ÒseeÓ are not good choices, please use different verbs.
a. John runs.
b. John saw Mary.
c. I saw Mary.
d. Mary saw me.

A02)

Please translate the following in the most natural way. E.g., in a Òpro-dropÓ
language it would not be necessary to include a pronoun in the translation of the
second sentence.
a. Bill crossed the street. John saw him. [i.e., saw Bill ]
b. John is very rude. Bill hates him. [i.e., hates John ]
c. John saw Mary. She greeted him.
d. Bill is here. Mary saw his car.

A03)

If your language can have sentences with a ÒnullÓ subject or object, please give
some examples.

2. Inventory of reflexive meanings
!
2.1 Please translate the following sentences in the most natural way (even if this means that
you do not use a ÒreflexiveÓ). Provide a gloss and a literal translation, if substantially different
from the prompt sentence. If your sentence is ambiguous and could have other meanings as
well, please note this.
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If there are several natural translations for a sentence (with different verbs or different
grammatical constructions), please give them all.
A1)

Reflexives from simple transitive verbs.
a. John saw himself.
b. You see yourself.
c. The students praised themselves.

A2)

Reflexives from verbs of ÒgroomingÓ and bodily care. If these verbs donÕt work for
any reason, feel free to use others (comb, etc.)
a. John shaved [himself].
b. Paul washed [himself].
c. I dressed [myself].

A3)

Reflexives of verbs with any kind of oblique, indirect or prepositional object, or
with locative adjuncts. (Including locative case) If any of these verbs do not work,
feel free to use other verbs that take an oblique object.
a. Peter spoke to himself.
b. Peter spoke about himself.
c. Peter told us about himself.
d. Peter told us about ourselves.
e. Maria described Bill to himself.
f. John pushed his car to the garage. [i.e., JohnÕs car.]
g. Maria found a book behind her. [i.e., behind Maria]
h. John bought the book for himself.
i. Peter spoke to Thomas.

A4)

Reflexives of Òexperiencer verbsÓ. If these donÕt work in your language, feel free to
use other similar verbs.
a. Etta hates herself.
b. Etta scares herself.
c. Etta worries/has worries about herself.
d. Etta dislikes Maria.

A5)

Reflexives with quantified, negative, or wh-question subjects. We prefer expressions
in the singular (like Òevery teacherÓ). If this is not possible, use plural expressions
(Òall teachersÓ)
a. Every teacher described himself.
b. Nobody blamed himself.
c. Who hates himself?
d. Every teacher described the visitor.

A6)

Embedded clauses. Use the different kinds of embedding that your language has.
For each different way of embedding a clause under another (with appropriate
verbs), give an example.
a. Mary thought that Bill saw himself.
b. Bill told Mary to describe herself.
c. John thinks that Bill voted for himself. [i.e., voted for Bill]
d. Bill saw Ellen defending herself.
e. Bill told Mary to describe Ellen.

Data collection
A7)
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More embedded clauses, this time about the subject of the main clause.
a. John thinks that Mary hates him. [i.e., hates John]
b. Bill asked John to praise him. [i.e., to praise Bill]
c. John heard Bill praising him [i.e., praising John]
d. Mary thinks that everyone admires her.

2.2 Can you think of any other ways of expressing reflexive meaning, using an expression
that did not come up in the above examples? If so, please provide some examples.

!"#$%'%
3. Person and number forms
Please translate the following sentences; if the translation of the verb ÒwashÓ is problematic in
some way, use another ÒgroomingÓ verb such as ÒshaveÓ or ÒdressÓ. If your language makes
additional person/number distinctions (e.g., inclusive/exclusive, dual, politeness, etc.), please
provide these forms as well.
B1)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

I washed [myself]
You washed [yourself]
( Paul washed [himself] = A2-b )
We washed [ourselves]
You (plural) washed [yourselves]
They washed themselves.

B2)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

I admire myself.
You admire yourself.
She admires herself.
We admire ourselves.
You admire yourselves.
They admire themselves.

B3)

a.
g.

Everyone washed himself.
Everyone admires himself.

4. Background
Part A of the questionnaire is intended as a first elicitation checklist with non-specialist
consultants. Its goal is to elicit examples involving the various ways of constructing
reflexives in the language. The analyst should interpret and classify the results (see below).
Based on what is found, follow-up questions can be asked.
!"#$%&'$( Section 2 cover simple transitives, grooming verbs, psych verbs, reflexive
possession, subordinate reflexive clauses, a bit of person and number variation, and some
quantifiers. Since this is an initial questionnaire, it does not include tests of locality: such
examples are difficult to set up and could lead to confusion (especially if the target language
does not have long-distance reflexives). Section 3 elicits full paradigms for a reflexive
grooming verb and a subject experiencer verb.
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5. For the analyst: Identify strategies
!

Review the responses to part A, and identify the specific grammatical
devices/strategies/constructions used to express coreference between two participants. How
many ÒdifferentÓ grammatical constructions can you identify? Choose a short name (label)
for each one, and give a list of the sentences that use it. The names you give should be used
to refer to this type of construction from now on, so choose them to be informative and
pronounceable.
For example, in English, we might call the construction used in A1) Òpronoun-SELFÓ: The
construction involves more than the reflexive pronoun, but the name is a convenient
shorthand. Or we might simply name it Òhimself,Ó choosing a representative form as the
name for the entire paradigm myself, yourself, etc.
Use the questionnaire answers to construct conjugation paradigms. If the available
information is complete, make a note to ask for it later.

6. Follow-up questions
6.1 Can ordinary pronouns be used with reflexive meaning, in any of the sentences we
have considered so far? E.g., English uses the ordinary pronoun in the sentence John
found a book behind him. If your language has more than one type of pronouns (e.g.,
clitic and non-clitic pronouns, tonic or stressable pronouns, etc.), or allows null objects
to be used referentially, consider each type separately.
6.2 Check that the quantified expressions used in A5) do not generate a discourse referent
that could be the antecedent of a later pronoun.

Data collection
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Language and consultant information

Language

:

Consultant name

:

7.

About the language and variety being reported on

Identify the language and regional or stylistic variety or dialect being reported (e.g.,
Òstandard urban Romanian as spoken in BucharestÓ). Specify the fieldwork location
or native location of the consultant, even if there is no significant dialectal variation.

ISO code:
Transliteration conventions or special characters used in this report.

8.

About the survey

Identify the participants in research in this language, and each oneÕs degree of
familiarity with the language.
Researcher responsible for collecting the data :
Researcher responsible for analyzing the data :
Who is entering the answers in the web database? :

Language consultant(s), if any:
[Identify any persons consulted, including researcherÕs own knowledge of the
language.]
Written sources consulted, if any (grammars or other publications):

For consultant elicitation only:
How was the information elicited (e.g., in person or by email) and by whom was it
analyzed?
What language was the session conducted in?
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Date(s) of interview session
General comments about the session

9.

About the language consultant

Name:
Is it ok to credit you by name for this information, in the web database?
[Note: If not, DO NOT enter the name, or any potentially identifying
information, in the database. Use initials or leave the field empty]

Year of birth:
Gender:
Occupation:
Level of education:
Language biography: List your major places of residence, years, and the language(s)
you spoke there. For each language, indicate what it was used for (home, friends,
education, market, work, ...).
How well can you use the reported language?
Native speaker
Near-native command
Very well (fluent)
Limited communication skills
If not a native speaker: How old were you when you learned this language?
How much do you know about the grammar of the reported language?
as speaker only, no formal knowledge
was taught traditional grammar in school
specialized knowledge, e.g., as language teacher or linguist

Data collection
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Glossing Rules
In this appendix we present the glossing rules that we ask you to follow while filling
in the questionnaire. Interlinear morpheme-by-morpheme glosses give information
about the meanings and grammatical properties of individual words and parts of
words. Section 1 exemplifies the notions of the detailed and essential glossing;
section 2 draws your attention to a number of important technicalities concerning
fonts, formatting and abbreviations; in section 3 the glossing rules are listed 1;
section 4 provides you with the list of standard abbreviations for grammatical
categories.

Section 1. Detailed and not-so-detailed
Detailed glossing:
(1)
Russian
My=!
s
druzÕ-jami
poexa-l-i
na
nov-oj
1PL=FOC COM friend\PL-INS.PL go-PST-PL SUPE new-F.LOC
mashin-e
v
Peredelkino.
car-LOC(F) ALL Peredelkino[ACC]
'We went with the friends to Peredelkino in the new car.' (SUPE =
superessive)
Minimal glossing:
(2)
Russian
My=!
s
druzÕ-jami
poexa-l-i na nov-oj
we=FOC with friend-INS.PL go-PST-PL on new-LOC
mashin-e v
Peredelkino.
car-LOC in Peredelkino
'We went with the friends to Peredelkino in the new car.'

Section 2. Some technical guidelines
0A. Use a Unicode font for ALL non-English characters you need. If your language
uses a non-roman script (e.g., Russian uses Cyrillic), please transcribe your
examples in a simple romanization, using IPA symbols if necessary. If you do not
know which fonts are Unicode, use one of the following free SIL fonts: Doulos SIL,
Charis SIL, or Gentium2. DO NOT USE any of the SIL IPA or SIL IPA 93 fonts

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1

These glossing rules are based on Leipzig Glossing Rules developed jointly by the
Department of Linguistics of the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology
(Bernard Comrie, Martin Haspelmath) and by the Department of Linguistics of the University
of Leipzig (Balthasar Bickel) (http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php),
but were altered and abridged to fit the purposes of the Universals and the Typology of
Reflexives project of the Utrecht institute of Linguistics OTS.
2
They can be downloaded from http://scripts.sil.org/cms/scripts/page.php?site_id=nrsi&
id=IPAhome#Charis

!
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(SIL Doulos IPA, SIL Charis IPA 93, etc). They are obsolete, non-Unicode fonts
and we cannot use data coded using them.
0B. Avoid using formatting features (bold, sub/superscripts, font size changes, etc.)
in your examples. Tabs or tables can be used to align words, of course.
0C. At the top of your document, give a list of definitions of all gloss abbreviations
you use, unless they appear in the List of Abbreviations at the end of this document.

Section 3. Glossing rules

1. Word-by-word
alignment
2. Morpheme-bymorpheme
correspondence

3. Grammatical
category labels

Clitic
boundaries
are marked by an
equals sign Ò=Ó.
Grammatical
category labels are
printed in upper
case (capital) letters.

Example
cf.(1)

(3)

Lezgian (Haspelmath 1993:207)
Gila abur-u-n
ferma hami"alu#
Now they-OBL-GEN farm forever
gŸ#Ÿna amuqÕ-da-$.
behind
stay-FUT-NEG
'Now their farm will not stay behind
forever.'

(4)

West Greenlandic (Fortescue 1984:127)
palasi=lu
niuirtur=lu
priest=and
shopkeeper=and
'both the priest and the shopkeeper'

cf. examples above. A list of standard
abbreviations is given at the end of this
document.

If one morpheme
realizes
several
grammatical
categories, separate
by a period Ò.Ó

(5)

5. Person and
number labels

are not separated by
a period Ò.Ó

(6)

6. Morphonological change

In case of ablaut,
mutation,
tone
alternation, etc. to
separate
the
category label and
the rest of the gloss,

cf. (1) druzÕ-jami
friend\PL-INS.PL
Ô(with) friendsÕ
druzÕ-jami exemplifies a change of stem,
cf. drug friend[NOM.SG]

4. One-to-many
correspondences
BUT:

!

Representation
Interlinear glosses
are
left-aligned
vertically.
To
separate
morphemes use a
hyphen Ò-Ó.

Latin
insul-arum
island-GEN.PL
'of the islands'

Italian
and-iamo
go-PRS.1PL (NOT: go-PRS.1.PL)
'we go'

Data collection
use the backslash
Ò\Ó.

(7)

7. Agent-patient
marking

For person-number
affixes that express
the agent-like (A)
and the patient-like
(P) argument of a
transitive
verb
simultane-ously, use
the symbol ">" to
indicate that the first
is A and the second
is P.

(8)

Jaminjung (Schultze-Berndt 2000:92)
nanggayan
guny-bi-yarluga?
who
2DU>3SG-FUTpoke
'Who do you two want to spear?'

8. Non-overt
elements

put
in
brackets [].

(9)

Latin
puer
boy[NOM.SG]
'boy'

9. Inherent
categories

e.g. gender, put in
the
round
parenthesis ().

cf. (1) na
nov-oj
mashin-e
SUPE new-F.LOC car-LOC(F)
Ôwith a new carÕ

10. Bipartite
elements
and
Circumfixes

If a grammatical or
lexical
element
consists of two parts
which are treated as
distinct
morphological
entities,
the
respective
gloss
may be repeated.

(10)

Lakhota
na-w’$ha-wa-x!u!
hear-3PL.UND-1SG.ACT-hear
'I hear them'
(UND = undergoer, ACT = actor)

(11)

German
ge-seh-en
PTCP-see-PTCP
'seen'

are enclosed by
angle brackets, and
so is the objectlanguage
counterpart in the
gloss

(12)

Tagalog
b<um>ili (stem: bili)
<ACTFOC>buy
'buy'

(13)

Latin
reli<n>qu-ere (stem: reliqu-)
leave<PRS>-INF
'to leave'

(14)

Hebrew
yerak~rak-im
green~ATT-M.PL
'greenish ones' (ATT = attenuative)

11. Infixes

12. Reduplication

!
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square

separate with a tilde
Ò~Ó

Irish
bhris-is
PST\break-2SG
'you broke' (cf. nonpast bris-)
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(15)

Tagalog
bi~bili
IPFV~buy
'is buying'

Section 4. List of Standard Abbreviations
1
2
3
A

INDF
INF
INS
INTR

indefinite
infinitive
instrumental
intransitive

ABL
ABS
ACC
ADJ
ADV
AGR

first person
second person
third person
subject (agent-like argument)
of canonical transitive verb
ablative
absolutive
accusative
adjective
adverb(ial)
agreement

IPFV
IRR
LOC
M
N
N-

ALL
ANTIP
APPL
ART
AUX
BEN

allative
antipassive
applicative
article
auxiliary
benefactive

NEG
NMLZ
NOM
OBJ
OBL
P

CAUS
CLF
COM
COMP
COMPL
COND
COP
CVB
DAT
DECL
DEF
DEM
DET
DIST
DISTR
DU
DUR
ERG
EXCL
F

causative
classifier
comitative
complementizer
completive
conditional
copula
converb
dative
declarative
definite
demonstrative
determiner
distal
distributive
dual
durative
ergative
exclusive
feminine

PASS
PFV
PL
POSS
PRED
PRF
PRS
PROG
PROH
PROX
PST
PTCP
PURP
Q
QUOT
RECP
REFL
REL
RES
S

FOC
FUT
GEN

focus
future
genitive

SBJ
SBJV
SG

imperfective
irrealis
locative
masculine
neuter
non-(e.g. NSG Ð nonsingular,
NPST Ð nonpast)
negation, negative
nominalizer/nominalization
nominative
object
oblique
object (patient-like argument)
of canonical transitive verb
passive
perfective
plural
possessive
predicative
perfect
present
progressive
prohibitive
proximal/proximate
past
participle
purposive
question particle/marker
quotative
reciprocal
reflexive
relative
resultative
single argument of canonical
intransitive verb
subject
subjunctive
singular

!
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IMP
INCL
IND

!

imperative
inclusive
indicative
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TOP
TR
VOC

topic
transitive
vocative

Samenvatting in het Nederlands

De voornaamste doelstelling van dit proefschrift is om de oorzaken en effecten van
reflexivizatie te analyseren door cross-lingu•stische data te bekijken en de variatie
die we vinden op macro- en microniveau erbij te betrekken. Specifieker heb ik in dit
proefschrift het volgende onderzocht:
(i)
Of we inderdaad een speciale markeerder van reflexiviteit zien in talen,
dat wil zeggen, of reflexiviteit inderdaad altijd gelicenseerd wordt.
(ii) Of er complexe reflexieven zijn die niet per se lokaal gebonden hoeven te
zijn.
(iii) Of lokaal gebonden pronomina inderdaad een argument vormen tegen de
eis van universele reflexiviteitsmarkering.
Hiervoor heb ik naar 117 talen gekeken en hun anaforische systemen. De talen die in
dit proefschrift worden behandeld laten zien dat het licenseren van reflexiviteit
verplicht is, maar ook dat een complex anafoor niet noodzakelijkerwijs reflexiviteit
afdwingt. Door de distributie van deze complexe anaforen te onderzoeken, hebben
we kunnen laten zien dat bepaalde typen complexe anaforen in argumentpositie in
staat zijn om een niet-lokaal antecedent , een niet-c-commanderend antecedent of
een discourse antecedent te nemen. Daarnaast bleek dat in een aantal van deze talen
een lezing met inclusieve referentie of gespleten antecedenten is toegestaan. Zulke
details bieden voldoende evidentie om te kunnen stellen dat een complex anafoor
niet zonder meer zijn predicaat reflexief markeert.
Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 zijn gewijd aan het beantwoorden van de vraag of het
licenseren en het afdwingen van reflexiviteit twee afzonderlijke mechanismen zijn
of niet. Om te onderzoeken of een anafoor noodzakelijkerwijs reflexiviteit afdwingt,
heb ik het complexe anafoor in een aantal talen in vier verschillende syntactische
omgevingen bekeken: langeafstandslezingen, niet-c-commanderende antecedenten,
discourse antecedenten, en VP ellipsis. Daarnaast, waar dit van toepassing was, zijn
mogelijke lezingen met inclusieve referentie en gespleten antecedenten
meegenomen.
We hebben, inderdaad, evidentie gevonden voor het bestaan van complexe
anaforen die geen reflexiviteit afdwingen, bijvoorbeeld het Indonesisch waar dirinya een niet-lokaal antecedent (zie (1a)), een niet-co-argument antecedent (1b), een
discourse antecedent (1c) en een gespleten antecedent (1d) toestaat. !
(1)

a.

Johni mengira bahwa Maryj membenci diri-nyai/j
John denken dat
Mary haten
lichaam-3SG.GEN
ÔJohn denkt dat Mary hem haat.Õ [d.w.z., Jan haat]
(ATD)
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b.

[Bapak Sitij]i tidak suka
dirinyai/j/k
Vader
Siti
niet
leuk-vinden zelf.3SG
ÔSitiÕs vader vindt haar/zichzelf/hem niet leuk.Õ
(Cole & Hermon 2005)

c.

Andii membasuh diri-nyai/j
dengan air
dan Joko juga
Andi schrobben lichaam-3SG.GEN met
water en Joko ook
ÔAndi schrobde zichzelf met water en Joko doet dat ook.Õ
Sloppy = Joko schrobde Joko met water.
Strict = Joko schrobde Andi met water.
(Kartono 2013)

d.

Andii percaya bahwa Susij akan melakukan yang terbaik
Andi geloven dat
Susi zal
doen
de
beste
untuk diri
merekai+j
voor lichaam 3PL.GEN
ÔAndi gelooft dat Susi haar best zal doen voor hen.Õ
(Kartono 2013)

(1) bewijst dat diri-nya niet zonder meer het predicaat reflexief markeert als het in
argumentpositie staat.
We hebben ontdekt dat er een aantal van dit soort complexe anaforen zijn die
reflexiviteit licenseren, maar niet afdwingen. Een analyse van deze anaforen heeft
niet alleen laten zien dat licenseren en afdwingen niet noodzakelijkerwijs met elkaar
zijn verbonden, maar ook welke factoren een anafoor maken tot een anafoor dat
geen reflexiviteit afdwingt.
Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 geven ook een overzicht van anaforische systemen in 18 talen die
gebruik maken van zoÕn complex anafoor dat geen reflexiviteit afdwingt.
We hebben ontdekt dat complexe anaforen die geen reflexiviteit afdwingen
zijn opgebouwd op ŽŽn van de volgende manieren: met behulp van zelf, een
lichaamsdeel met een pronominaal element (BP-anafoor), of een verdubbeling van
het pronomen of zelf zoals bijvoorbeeld in Malayalam en Marathi. Als de zelf/BPanafoor de interne structuur van een regulier, bezittelijk nomen heeft, dan is het
hoofd-nomen (zelf of lichaamsdeel) verplaatst naar de linker periferie. De volgende
12 besproken talen illustreren dit:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Indonesisch: diri-nya Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ
Turks: kendi-si Ôself-3SGÕ
Mongools: ššr-iig-šš Ôself-ACC-RFL.POSSÕ
Amhaars: ras-u-n Ôhead-3msgen-accÕ
Copala Trique: ma3!‹13 zo! Ôself-of 3smÕ
Javaans: awak-e dee Ôbody-3SG.GEN 3SGÕ (inclusief de Peranakan
Javaanse variant met awake dheen Ôbody-3 3SGÕ)
Palembangnees: dio dewek Ô3NR selfÕ
Jambi Maleis: diri-nyo Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ
Malagasy: ny tenany ÔDet SELF.3Õ
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10. Sundanees: maneh-na Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ
11. Acehnees: droe jih Ôbody 3SG.GENÕ
12. Batak Toba: diri-na Ôbody-3SG.GENÕ
Voor zulke anaforen is de interne structuur zoals te zien is in (2) voorgesteld,
ge•llustreerd aan de hand van het Indonesische diri-nya. Deze structuur verklaart het
gegeven dat deze anaforen geen reflexiviteit afdwingen, ervan uitgaande dat het
hoofd nomen het predicaat niet meer reflexief kan markeren door incorporatie (nietzichtbare verplaatsing naar het predicaat zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 1) nadat het
naar de linker periferie is verplaatst. Zodoende wordt er geen reflexiviteit
afgedwongen. De anaforen die geen reflexiviteit afdwingen gedragen zich dus altijd
alsof ze in een vrijgestelde positie staan.
(2)

DP
2
diri

DÕ
2
D
NP
nya
g
NÕ
g
N
diri

Voor het complexere anafoor dat wel reflexiviteit afdwingt, heb ik voorgesteld dat
het hoofd nomen sendiri zich in zijn basispositie bevindt zoals in (3) en het
predicaat reflexief kan markeren door middel van een niet-zichtbare verplaatsing
van het hoofd naar het werkwoord. !
(3)

DP
3
DP
DÕ
2
3
diri
DÕ D
NP
2
g
NÕ
D
NP
nya
g
g
NÕ
N
g
sendiri
N
diri

Zoals besproken spelen zowel de zelf/BP als (de samenstelling van kenmerken van)
het pronomen een belangrijke rol. Zelfs als een complex anafoor een interne
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structuur heeft waarbij zelf/BP naar de linker periferie is verplaatst, kan het
pronominale element nog steeds een eis voor een lokaal antecedent bewerkstelligen.
We hebben al bewijs gezien voor deze aanname in hoofdstuk 3 voor het
Mongools waar het pronominale element de lokaliteitseis bepaalt, maar waar het
beschermende element tegelijkertijd geen reflexiviteit afdwingt. Uit de discussie in
hoofdstuk 3 en 4 kunnen we concluderen dat aan de ene kant de interne structuur
van de NP van belang is en aan de andere kant de samenstelling van kenmerken van
de betrokken elementen. Daarnaast hebben we gezien voor het Tsakhur, dat gebruik
maakt van een verdubbeld pronomen als een reflexiviteit afdwingend anafoor, dat
toekenning van casus een rol kan spelen wat betreft de lokaliteit van anaforen.
Het bekijken van verschillende anaforen die geen relexiviteit afdwingen heeft
laten zien dat taalspecifieke eigenschappen altijd in acht dienen te worden genomen
bij het analyseren van het anaforisch systeem van een bepaalde taal. Echter, deze
dissertatie laat tegelijkertijd zien dat de fundamentele theoretische aannames zoals
in kaart gebracht in hoofdstuk 1 standhouden en daarbij dat dit het noodzakelijke
gereedschap biedt om de cross-lingu•stische variatie en puzzels te verklaren.
Het tweede deel van deze dissertatie is gewijd aan de issue van lokaal gebonden
pronomina. Aan de ene kant onderzoeken we of lokaal gebonden pronomina bestaan
en als ze bestaan, of dit dan zou betekenen dat het licenseren van reflexiviteit in
deze gevallen niet nodig is.
Om deze vragen te beantwoorden hebben we naar de reflexiviteitsstratgie‘n in
Fijan gekeken, omdat deze taal wordt neergezet als een taal die helemaal niet over
anaforen beschikt. Dit wordt gebruikt door Levinson (2000) om te beargumenteren
dat reflexiviteitsmarkering geen cross-lingu•stisch verschijnsel is. Sterker nog, dit
wordt gebruikt als argument voor hun idee dat universalia niet bestaan.
Echter, als je het verbale systeem van Fijan nader bekijkt, dan blijkt dat het
pronomen in Fijan weldegelijk reflexiviteit kan licenseren en het Fijan zodoende
gebruik maakt van ŽŽn van de reflexiviteitsstrategie‘n zoals besproken in hoofdstuk
1. Een eerste feit dat we ontdekten is dat het Fijan suffix ÐCi een vorm van
verplichte object-markering (d.w.z. verplicht voor een reflexieve interpretatie) laat
zien die het vormen van een keten verhindert. Bijgevolg blokkeert ÐCi het vormen
van een A-keten en beide variabelen zijn onafhankelijke argumenten in logical
syntax. Er is dus bescherming. Zodoende wordt de ketenconditie niet geschonden
door een lokaal gebonden pronomen. Ook IDI wordt niet geschonden, omdat de
variabele te onderscheiden is van zijn antecedent.
De twee Zhuang dialecten die worden besproken in hoofdstuk 6 zijn nauw met
elkaar verwant en laten eenzelfde beeld zien wat betreft hun grammaticale
kenmerken en syntaxis. Echter, we zagen ook dat de twee dialecten verschillen wat
betreft de elementen die hun anaforische systemen gebruiken voor het licenseren
van reflexiviteit. Terwijl Mashan Zhuang van een lokaal gebonden pronomen
gebruik kan maken, staat Qinzhou Zhuang geen reflexieve lezing van het pronomen
toe. Door naar bezittelijke bepalingen te kijken, ontdekten we dat Mashan Zhuang,
in tegenstelling tot Qinzhou Zhuang, de eis heeft dat de FP gevuld is, terwijl het
Qinzhou Zhuang deze eis niet heeft. Dit gegeven levert het vereiste bewijs voor de
aanname van twee verschillende structuren voor pronomina in deze twee dialecten.
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In Mashan Zhuang is N de basispositie van het pronomen en het pronomen
verplaatst vervolgens naar de linker periferie. Zodoende verschaft Mashan Zhuang
de complexiteit die een element nodig heeft om als een licenseerder van reflexiviteit
op te treden. Nogmaals, Mashan Zhuang kan niet als tegenvoorbeeld dienen voor de
stelling dat alle talen zijn onderworpen aan het IDI en dat reflexiviteit gelicenseerd
moet worden.
In deze dissertatie hebben we gezien dat er in de talen van de wereld een noodzaak
is voor een speciale markering van reflexiviteit. De strategie‘n die worden gebruikt
kunnen verschillen, zelfs binnen een groep van nauw verwante talen, maar er is
altijd sprake van een strategie. In sommige talen wordt de strategie gemaskeerd of
be•nvloed door taalspecifieke factoren, zoals dit proefschrift laat zien. Bovendien
heb ik laten zien dat de morfo-syntactische opbouw van het anafoor en de
samenstelling van kenmerken een belangrijke rol spelen.
Het cross-lingu•stische onderzoek van anaforische systemen in dit proefschrift
toont aan dat enkel fundamentele, grammaticale processen, die niet specifiek zijn
voor binding, maar ook elders worden gevonden, nodig zijn om het gedrag van en
de variatie die we vinden in anaforen te verklaren.
Uiteindelijk kunnen we concluderen dat de cross-lingu•stische analyse van het
verschijnsel ÔreflexivizatieÕ als bewijs dient dat universalia bestaan, in tegenstelling
tot wat beweerd wordt door Evans en Levinson (2009).

